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PART ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
EXPLANATIONS 
1. Purposes 
Frederick Denison Maurice (1805-1872) was 
in his own time and is again increasingly a center 
of interest from many perspectives. As an integral 
and controversial figure in important occasions of 
mid-nineteenth century England he is of the usual 
interest to the historian; as one of the founders 
of Christian Socialism in 1848, its leader and the 
chief elucidator of its principles in subsequent 
years, he concerns those who are students of the ap-
plication of the Christian Ethic to the life of so-
ciety; as a theologian (on his ow.n testimony his 
essential character) of depth and fervor, if not of 
precise detail and system, he pre-figur~s and con-
tributes to many of the mid-twentieth century's 
especial theologica.l passions; and as a man, par-
ticularly ably revealed in his son's two volume 
biographical collection of letters, he holds a per-
manent place in the minds of those for whom persons 
are of final importance and fascination as the cen-
ters of experience and life. 
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The general purpose of this dissertation is 
an exposition of the inner logic connecting this 
man 1 s theological method with his social ethic. By 
theological method aFe~~ntended the assumptions, 
procedures, and criteria integral to a man's ap-
proach toward the affirmations and service of his 
ultimate concerns. By social ethic a~ec&ntended 
the meaning and functions attributed by a man to 
historic human society, and the import and charac-
ter of his analysis of and action in its concrete 
forms and occasions. And by connection in inner 
logic aneqintended a mutual determination and con-
stitution of the two by each other, initiation 
varying with persons and contexts. This is not an 
inevitable connection, men's personalities some-
times cohabited by the two on independent and vari-
ant grounds; but it is an important one for those 
who covet that modicum of integrity of principles 
and functions won by some. Frederick Denison 
Maurice is one of those in whom the connection is 
consistent and mutual,- and who constitutes conse-
quently a ready exemplar. 
The special purpose of this dissertation is 
the use of this inner logic in MaUDice's life and 
person to explain and internally to justify a rare, 
and essentially only apparent, inconsistency in his 
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social ethic. One of the dominant motifs in cri-
tiques of Maurice has been a citation of his pecul-
iar conjunction of radicalism and conservatism: his 
dogmatic fervor for root principles in the content 
of human relationships, and his accommodating sup-
port of existing forms in the structure of those re-
l~tionships in society. On his own testimony a 
udigger," he harried all postures to their conso-
nance or dissonance with his reading of the essen-
tial revelation of personal love of the Gospel; yet 
he was not only acquiescent in but a forceful sup-
porter of the class structure in English society, 
the hierarchical and established position of the 
,, Church, and the perennial need and godliness of 
restraining coercion in the social order, both na-
tional and international. Often noted, usually 
with disappointment, by today's interpreters, this 
peculiarity is never systematically explained: it 
is variously and passingly credited in part to his 
emotional congenialities with harmony and stability; 
to his place in the social structure as a clergyman 
of the Establishment; to his nurture in the intel-
lectual context of England prior to the "Progress" 
impetus of the Industrial Revolution and Darwinian 
e!volutionary thought; to the centrality of Christian 
reconciliation in the content of his theology; or 
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simply to an unexplained failure to pursue implica-
tions. It is intended here to suggest, in addition 
to these possibilities, an epistemological explana-
tion, the more important because, independent of 
'· his own personal flavour, it affects all who oper-
ate on similar methodological procedures. 
The thesis is that on the grounds of a the-
ology of personal will it is possible radically to 
oppose the structure of this present age, as well 
as its ethos, to the character and purpose of God, 
the enemy being sinful rebellion; that.on the 
grounds of a theology of form it is also possible 
1
: radically to oppose the structure of this present 
age, as well as its ethos, to the character-and 
mind of God, the enemy being finitude; but that in 
Maurice's conjunction of a person centered meta-
physic and a pattern conscious epistemology the 
penchant toward radicalism in structural criticism 
is dulled--or, better, the penchant toward sup-
porting historical institutional structures is 
heightened. Such structures become not products of 
revol~, not primarily imperfect copies of Realities, 
not even just bearable contexts for human life, but 
part of the moving revelation of God's mind and the 
present testing ground of His Will. It is this 
juncture of Biblical Personalism and Greek Formal 
9 
Realism that gives Maurice's social thought its pe-
culiar combination of radical:ii.sm in content and con-
servatism in form. 
2. Definitions 
In the title, The Knowledge of God and the 
Practice of Society, the word "knowledge" is used, 
confessedly in some instances according to The OX-
ford English Dictionary's niceties, obsoletely, to 
suggest: (1) bot~ acquaintance and understanding, 
(2) recognition of Another's independent existence, 
and acknowledgment of His position, (3) familiarity 
by receptiveness and study, both tested by perform-
ance, and (4) personal confession by acceptance of 
both substance and consequences. Likewise the word 
11practice" is used to suggest: (1) continuous study 
and exercise for proficiency, and (2) constant per-
formance as equally constitutive with theoretical 
development. With each of these numbered aspects 
of definition a separate chapter of the disserta-
tion will correspond. Throughout these chapters, 
which constitute the two main parts of the disser-
tation, the analysis will stress both the constant 
and crucial interplay of the personal and histori-
cal and the formal and structural elements in the 
pursuit of the Knowledge of God, and the consistent 
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mutual influences of this method and the interpre-
tation and action of the Practice of Society. 
Prefaced and appended to these major parts are bio-
graphical chapters, peculiarly appropriate as 
framework to any work in Maurice, partly because he 
was so striking a person, and partly because for 
him it is in concrete time and history that both 
the patterns and uniquenesses of God's revelation 
of Himself takes place, and biography is one of the 
foci of such history. The first of these is a set-
ting of the context of the life and work of Maurice, 
and the second an assessment of their impact. And, 
finally, prefaced and appended respectively to 
these biographical chapters are the usual intro-
ductory and summary chapters, explanations and 
conclusions. 
3o Material§ and Methods 
The beginning and ending of any study in 
Maurice is in his own works, of which there are 
published something over 16,000 pages.l From a 
mind both enthusiastic and indefatigable there are 
letters, sermons issued singly and in collections, 
tracts, essays, lectures and lecture series, and 
lclaude Jenkins, Frederick Denison Maurice 
and-The New Reformation (London: SPCK, 1938), 
P• 23. 
ll 
major and systematic t~eatises--none written casu-
ally, and all bearing the stamp of his fervor and 
firmness. It is here that one must look for 
Maurice, and here that one must ask of him the un-
settling questions. He speaks for himself and 
needs finally to be burdened with no "authorita-
tive" expositor or interpreter of his essentials or 
his richness except the reader himself. This is 
particularly true in view of his assumption, even 
r 
in writing, of the presence of a vitally involved 
audience to whom he speaks directly, wrestling to 
make himself understood and relevant to them. So 
much is he aware of his audiences that his presen-
tation of objections to his own position and of 
arguments for others' is always powerful, both by 
imagination and conviction. His son records the 
following of his manner of writing, eliciting from 
his readers now a kind of awed responsibility to 
meet him on such struggled grounds. 
'His usual manner of dictation was to sit with a 
pillow on his knees hugged tightly in his arms, 
or to walk up and down the room still clutching 
the pillow, or suddenly sitting down or standing 
before the fire with the pillow still on his 
knees or under his left arm, to seize a poker 
and violently attack the fire, then to walk 
away from it to the furthest end of the room, 
return, and poke violently at the fire, not in-
frequently in complete unconsciousness of what 
he was doing, poking the whole of the conte~ts 
of the fireplace through the bars into the 
12 
fender •••• All the while he poured forth a 
continuous stream of words.2 
Nor need one read it all. Maurice was one 
of the most consistent thinkers of his or any other 
day, changing his mind on particulars readily 
enough, but resiliently maintaining his ground un-
derneath such changes. One finds the same funda-
mental points emerging again and again in the midst 
of probings into very different problems or into 
similar problems from very different initiations. 
Only the degree of their occasionality really sepa-
rates his writings one from another. His most 
spontaneous letters, sermons, and tracts bear the 
mark of his ultimate concerns in thought and life, 
and the most carefully programmed and rewritten es-
says and major works bear the mark of his awareness 
of the times, audiences, and occasions of his world, 
to which he must speak if it is worth speaking at 
all. His sermons and pamphlets link living men to 
their past and to his reading of God's Truth, and 
his historical and analytical writings link his 
subject matter to the affairs of living men.3 
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That this persistence of themes does not conduce to 
,, boredom testifies to the richness of his own life, 
its energies, imaginations, and concerns, far ex-
ceeding the richness one might wish from a more 
even and unentwined division of thought into topics, 
each treated separately and exhaustively in one or 
more works. The whole point of his work is that 
all experiences lead toward a common center, and 
consequently the whole character of each of his 
works manifests the same search toward this center. 
Each of them is a kind of whole "gospel according 
to Maurice," yet each is coloured with its own pe-
culiarities of imagery and exposition, and none 
displaces any other. Citations in such a study as 
this may, therefore, be drawn from almost any work, 
and need not strive to be drawn from every work. 
Because his methodology is displayed in all 
of his works, to be seen more clearly than to be 
described, any effort stringently to impose an ex-
ternal system on him or to suppose to have dis-
covered a secret system in him is both unfair and 
ill advised. When the point is to go from the 
facts of men's experience to the personal knowledge 
of the God who underlies these facts and these men 
both, it is unhelpful to assume that if a systematic 
outline can be elicited from his works and life it 
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is anything other than a temporary and humble ap-
proach toward the truth about him. Of his own 
phobia of propositions and systems as the chief bar-
riers to the kind of personal truth that is open to 
1
_men something shall be said below. Here it is sim-
ply remarked that this dissertation's systematizing 
is primarily to illumine his thought processes, and 
those of any who operate similarly, and not to dis~ 
close the universe he confronted qr the life he 
lived, a man-devised stru~ture being possibly use-
ful in the one project, most probably vain in the 
other. 
For all these reasons the quotations in 
this dissertation will be longer and fewer than 
usual, that Maurice may speak as he wishes, and 
each quotation buttressed simply by other citations, 
that the reader may pursue the question further if 
he wishes. All citations of Maurice's own works 
will be noted without surname; and, in supplemen-
tary citations, a short form of reference will be 
used, even at first appearance. In all quotations, 
bracket material is as published unless otherwise 
cited following the quotation. 
Of other sources than his own the most 
sparing use has been made, partly because so much 
is available of his own inimitable stamp, and 
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partly out of deference to his own contention that 
life's experience itself is always closer to the 
truth than any exposition of it. Nevertheless, on 
matters of the context and influence of his life 
and the burden of his thought, secondary sources 
have been invaluable, used, and noted. These pre-
vious works on Maurice can be discerned in four 
phases, not wholly cleanly but with a somewhat 
helpful rationale.4 
There are first of all those vigorous cri-
tiques and supports of a man and his thought, whose 
fervor was often more easily seen from afar than 
his charity, during the great controversies of the 
decades from his emergence as a man in the late 
1820's to his death in 1872. These all revolve 
around the burning issues of the day, and consti-
tute part of the primary source material on which 
subsequent studies have been based. In particular 
these involve the great debates on questions of the 
nature of education and the relationships of church 
and state in its fostering and administering; of 
the nature and virtues of Christian Socialism, and 
of the meaning of "Eternal Life," both of which is-
sues were so closely associated with the crisis at 
4These sources are so separated in the Bib-
liography, Sections One to Four of Part Two. 
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King's College leading to ~urice's ex~p~stbon, in 
1853; of the meaning of .. Revelation," focused in 
the celebrated controversy over the Bampton Lec-
tures of Mr. Mansel in 1858; of the relationships 
of religion and science, sparked by Bishop 
Colenso's work in the Pentateuch and the general 
upheavals following Darwin's publication; and of 
the general nature and role of the "Religious 
Press" and what Maurice contemned above all things, 
popularized despite of serious men. All these form 
part of the raw material of any exploration into 
Maurice. 
Second, there are a spate of testimonials 
to his place as a man and a clergyman and theologian 
appearing on either side of the turn of the century, 
as men looked back on the closing nineteenth century 
and tried to assess the great figures of the era. 
Most of these are combination short biographies, 
general appreciations, both friendly and hostile, 
and witnesses to his personal influence on men and 
the times. The works of R. H. Hutton, Lyman Abbott, 
W. E. Collins, C. F. G. Masterman, Leslie Stephen, 
and Julia Wedgewood belong in this category. Lit-
tle is said here of an analytical and explanatory 
nature concerning the connection between Maurice's 
theological method and his social ethic, though 
17 
much of fine and warm regard and incisive critique. 
Third, there are those varied essays and 
books beginning with the inauguration of the 
Maurice Lectures in King's College, London, in 1933, 
prefigured by v. F. Storr's The Development of 
English Theology in the Nineteenth Century, 1800-
1860 and Charles Raven's Christian Socialism 1848-
1854, combining both historical and appreciative 
qualities with analytical and contemporary inter-
ests. Among these the most significant are, in the 
context of social ethical issues, the works of 
Canon Raven, Gilbert Clive Binyon, Cyril K. Gloyn, 
and Maurice B. Reckitt; in the context of general 
religious development, the works of Vernon F. Storr, 
S. c. Carpenter, and L. E. Elliott-Binns; and in 
the context of Maurice himself as a man and a 
thinker, the works of Claude Jenkins, Florence 
Higham, c. R. Sanders, Alec R. Vidler, Arthur M. 
Ramsay, and Herbert G. Wood. As a result of the 
interest and work of these men, appraisals of 
Maurice appear now and then in current books and 
periodicals assessing the contemporary situation in 
theology and society, as of a figure to be reckoned 
with in such assessments. Prominent among such 
commentators on Maurice are H. Richard Niebuhr, 
H. D. A. Major, John Dillenberger, and Claude welch. 
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All of these men have touched on the various mat-
ters of this dissertation separately, but none has 
attempted their linkage or theoretical interpretatmn. 
Fourth, there are five unpublished doctoral 
dissertations since 1934, all dealing with one or 
another aspect of Maurice's thought. C. R.Sanders, 
at the University of Chicago, has produced an 
acute study of the relationship between Coleridge 
and Maur~ce in their theological methods and con-
clusions. Emphasizing their special epistemological 
attitudes he exposes their thought without either 
interpretation or attempt to relate to other as-
, pects of their work. Some similar ground will be 
covered in this dissertation, but to the purpose 
not of pure exposition but of the illumination to-
gether of Maurice's epistemology and his social 
ethic as mutually penetrative of one another 
through the content of his theology. G. H. Ranson, 
at Yale, at the other extreme, has described 
Maurice's social ethic from its grounding in the 
content of his theology, basing his critique like-
wise on that content, without intent to view either 
in the light of epistemology. J. W. Turnbull, 
likewise at Yale, has taken a special part of 
Maurice's social ethic, and expanded the idea of 
the National Church with special regard to 
19 
" contemporary issues within the .Anglican Communion 
j ~ 
and the Ecumenical Movement. J. F. Porter, at Co-
lumbia, has taken a special part of Maurice's the-
ology, and assessed his life and thought in the 
light of an emphasis on· the reconciling quality of 
The Incarnate Christ. Finally, A. J. Hartley, at 
the University of London, is presently preparing a 
diSsertation on the literary influences of Maurice 
on several of his friends and disciples, particu-
larly on Charles Kingsley. All of these disserta-
tions, with the exception of the last, serve to 
illumine facets of the Maurician problem dealt with 
in this study as well, but none of them either sug-
gests or pursues the connections sought here be-
tween elemental theological method and actual social 
analysis and practice, and interpreted here in 
terms of some generalized methodological theorems 
regarding the social ethical consequences of a 
juncture of Biblical Personalism and Greek Formal 
Realism in epistemological assumptions and 
procedures. 
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CHAPTER II 
BIOGRAPHY: CONTEXT 
The years of Maurice's life, 1805-1872, are 
years in English history first of cultural hesitancy 
and perplexity in the presence of great forces, and 
then of the establishment of what different assessors 
might call the Victorian synthesis, or compromise. 
They are years of primary revolution, of brittle reac~ 
tion, and of sometimes desperate, sometimes creative, 
always temporizing refor.me No phase of life is spared 
the conflicts, and in all phases the seeds of dissolu-
tion unneutralized grow toward the crises of the twen-
tieth century. The agricultural and first industrial 
revolutions, scientific and teChnological advance, 
economic manipulation and expla~tation of the earth's 
stuff, national and popular political unrest, ideologi~ 
cal social radicalism, and philosophical and cultural 
naturalism and relativism are all familiar to the twen-
tieth century and all present in the nineteenthe What-
ever reactions they call forth fail to quell them for 
long; whatever reformations they activate fail to har-
ness them for much longer. Old roots are torn up in 
the world of culture and of the spirit, as of affairs; 
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and the search for new or deeper roots leads not yet to 
real confidence or com~ort. The growth of the power of 
man in the world of things, and of the power of masses 
in the world of men, are matched, indeed fulfilled, in 
a new sense of helplessness in individual men, and a 
new species of·isolation and loneliness. These things 
which. the twentieth century imposes on every man the 
nineteenth revealed to those sensitive and courageous 
ones who were forced to look and permitted to see be-
neath surfaces. Pioneers and prophets are often un-
clear, even ambiguous, in particulars, because they are 
so violently wrestling with underlying forces. Thei~ 
legacy, as Maurice would be the first to admit, is in 
that wrestling and the hints it contains of the nature 
of the issues, of Man and men who confront themJ and of 
the principles of their comprehension and resolution. 
So nineteenth centur,y men fought for wealth, power, se-
curity, ideas, and sometimes Truth, Right, and their· 
search, and the twentieth century finds them brothers, 
not less because today is riper than yesterday. 
A rehearsal of suggestive dates encompassed by 
Mauricefs life may illustrate the preceeding generali-
zations without constituting an exhaustive defense. 
When Maurice is ten years old the climax of the French 
revolutionary and imperial republican enterprize is 
reached at Waterloo, andMetternich's era of 
22 
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conservation opens at the Congress of Vienna. When he 
is twenty~seven the first of their great and gradual 
political Reform Acts begins to open the English ~ran­
chise to her wider citizenry. When he is fo~t1-~threeo 
social convuls~on of the continent and only less vigo~ 
ous protestation in England bring to a focus in revolu-
tion and The Communist Manifesto the unsettled social 
and political discontent of long suffering peasants 
and a growing working class. When he is fifty-three 
that discontent has given birth to theoretical formula-
tion in Marx 1 s Das Kapital; and the stirrings of scien~ 
tific and cultural naturalism alike are symbolized in 
the publication of Darwin's Origin of Species and in 
it~ accompa~ying uproar and ramification. And when he 
is sixty-five, just before death, the pretensions of 
modern nationalism meet their first embodied success 
and notoriety in Bismarck's victory in the Franco-
Prussian war. None of these events is isolated; none 
of them pretends to exclusive importance. Precisely 
because they occur in the context of a variety and mul-
titude of related events they symbolize the issues and 
forces and struggles of the century. 
Grandson of an orthodox Dissenting m~nister and 
son of a Unitarian minister, Maurice reckoned himself 
from early years likewise destined for the ministry. 1 
1 Except where noted, all data for this chapter 
are derived from Maurice, ~~ Vol. I. 
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The fact that this ministry should have been delayed 
by some years and then taken its own peculiar form is 
to some extent dependent ,upon his home and family. A 
home united by strong bonds of loyalty and affection, 
it was nevertheless rent from his ninth year on by the· 
most stringen~ and stringently held divergencies of 
theological opinion. Three considerably elder sisters 
each quitted the Unitarian convictions of his father 
and went her own way in one version or another o~ Cal-
vinism, as did later his mother, while of his four 
younger sisters none can be said properly to have been-
Unitarian. So distraught by the tensions of these cir~ 
cumstances, so loyal to his father 1s loving person, so 
honoring his theological impulse to the harmony of 
Truth and life, yet so unsatisfied by its inconcrete-
ness and ideological quality, Maurice himself turned 
first to Cambridge, Civil Law, and writing. 
At Cambri~ge he entered into a lifelong friend-
ship with Julius Hare and lifelong dialogue with Hare 1s 
subject, Plato, from ~mom he always said he learned 
more each time he read than from any book not in the 
Bible. There too he met John Sterling, his closest 
associate until drawn apart by Starlings increasing 
responsiveness to Carlylets anti-clericalism, and yet 
long his best friend, and with him, R. C. Trench, 
Arthur Hallam, and others met and thought and talked 
and grew in a literary club called 11 The Apostles • 
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Club." Passing out of Cambridge with a first in Civil 
Law but without a degree which would have entailed con• 
fession as a bona fide member of the Church of England, 
he embarke~ unenthusiastically on a career of magazine 
writing and editing while continuing law studies in 
London. The death of one sister, invaliding of anoth~ 
er, and mostly his own personal and mental growth ca~ 
ried him finally toward the Trinity in Unity) the 
Church of England) its Bible, Articles, and formular-
ies, theological studies at Oxford, baptism, and final-
ly in 1834, in his thirtieth year, ordination. 
Though it would be both folly and poverty to 
claim exemption from influence of others for any man's 
thought and work, in Maurice's case it would be more so 
to seek specific ideological dependence. He adopted 
truths which spoke to experiences already his; and not 
because they were another's or his did he then hold 
them, but because they were, he believed, of God and 
for all men. Nevertheless two men besides Plato were 
of p,eculiar importance in his formative years. One, 
Thomas Erskine, became a firm friend till his death a 
few years before Maurice's. The other, Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge, whom Maurice never met, not so much taught 
him some contents, in which as a matter of fact there 
are many differences, as awakened him to a method of 
viewing all contents as validated by their revelation 
to the imagination, will, and conscience of the whole 
25 
ma~ of his essential nature and need. Of the very es-
sence of this man, as of Maurice was the legacy not to 
be a legatee but oneself, not to hold to a party or 
system but to seek out God as He seeks out man, not to 
trap truth but to live in ite 2 
A call to the chaplaincy at Guy 1s Hospital in 
London opened his permanent thirty year residence in 
that city where English life and struggles centered, 
and where he played his part in them. Within the em-
bracing responsibilities of his concept of theology as 
11 digging11 for God in every occasion of life four occa-
sions pricked his conscientious attention more than 
others: (l) the condition of suffering men, striving 
in hospital and slum, in work and·home, for some root 
for dignity and confidence; (2) the work of education 
by which, as he saw it, all men as men could be awak-
ened by lesser lights to see by the original Light that 
was in them; (3) the blind and blinding qualities of 
spokesmen for any cause who for public acclaim 0r out 
of personal fear or pride contended for their versions 
of the truth principally by decr,yipg others'; and (4) 
the passionate need of Man for a ground and form of 
unity in which men could be distinct interacting 
?For the relationship of Coleridge and Maurice, 
see briefly Arthur Ramsay, F. D. Maurice and the Con-
flicts of Modern Theology (Qambridge: The University 
Press, 1951), pp. 13-21. At much greater length see 
the works of Charles Richard Sanders on the specific 
subject, listed in the bibliography. 
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persons rather than separate, clashing worlds. 
All four concerns constituted the mood behind 
his first systematic work, The Kingdom of Christ, char-
acteristically originating in 1838 in a series of let-
ters to a questioning Quaker friend, but reissued four 
years later as a less directed and more organized work. 
All four concerns also constituted the burden of his 
public life which, though it was not inconsiderable 
prior to 1848, took up a new centrality both for him~ 
self and his thought at that time. Recognition had 
come earlier with his successive appointments in 1840 
to the King's College professorship of English Litera-
ture and History and in 1846 of Theology, the Boyle and 
Warburton Lectureships in 1845, and the Lincoln's Inn 
chaplaincy in 1846. Controversy had come still earlier 
in discussions with E~B.·Pusey over the nature of the 
sacrament of Baptism, opp~sition to the effort of the 
government in the late thirties to absorb control of 
the nation's educational system, and a running battle 
with all who in papers or convocations sought to quash 
error more than to seek truth, and succeeded most in 
fragmenting men. But now both recognition and controw 
versy came in flood as Maurice sought to meet crises 
of social distress and disturbance in both his person 
and action. What he was armed with and what he devel-
oped in thought will be the substance of the two cene 
tral sections of this dissertation. 
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PART TWO 
THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD 
CHAPTER III 
TEE OFFICE AND ROLE 
OF TEE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD 
1. Gravityland Urgency 
About the office of the Knowledge of God 
in the life of man, and of men, Maurice is in no 
doubt. It is to define his di~tinction from all 
other earthly and known creatures, and to fulfill 
his sense of individual and social, that is, his 
sense of personal, destiny. It is to draw him 
,. from the damnation of isolation toward the blessing 
of communion, from the anguish of meanness toward 
the joy of love. It is to be the content of eter-
nal Life and the denial of gternal ~eath, as a 
time-ex~mpt but time-invading reality, existent, 
initiatory, and approachable. It is the point both 
of human existence and of divine dispensation. 
St. JoPn repeating our Lord's most awful 
prayer takes me a step farther. ttThis, 11 he 
says, 11is eternal life, that they may know 
thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ 
whom thou hast sent. 11 At first we shrink 
from the strict meaning of these words. We 
suppose they do not mean that eternal life is 
the knowledge of God, but only that those who 
obtain that knowledge or that life will 
retain it through eternity. But when I ask 
myself, 11Do I then knov1 what eternity is? 
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Do I mean by eternity a certain very, very 
long time?" I am shocked and startled at 
once by my want of faith and want of reason. 
Our Lord has been trallrlng us by His beautiful, 
blessed teaching to see eternity as something 
altogether out of time, to connect it with Him 
who is, and was, and is to come. He has been 
teaching me that I have a spirit which cannot 
rest in time, which must strive after the 
living, the permanent, the eternal, after God 
Himself. He has been telling me that He has 
come to bring me into this state, that He is 
the way to it. How dare I then depart from 
His own definition? How dare I impute my own 
low meaning of "eternal" to Him, and read my-
self into His words, when He is raising me to 
another meaning infinitely more accordant 
with the witness of my conscience, not in-
volving the contradictions which my own does?l 
2. Nature and Possibility 
The commitment to the centrality in human 
life of the Knowledge of God is not based on a 
usual propositional conception of knowledge, 
appropriate as this may be to dealing with things 
and ideas abstractly. The knowledge of which 
Maurice speaks so loyally is an acquaintance with, 
and direct perception of, value-toned reality, 
which in no way avoids understandings of space-
time actualities, but is not defined or exhausted 
by them. It is insight into the aesthetic, moral, 
and spiritual grounds of circumstances and 
lMaurice, Life, II, 17. Cf. Maurice, Life, I, 
514 II, 15-23 164-219, 413-15, 471-77 520-23; 
What Is Revelation?, pp. 1-16; Sequel to the Inqu~ry, 
pp. 7-25; Theological Essays, pp. 302-25; Lincoln's 
Inn Sermons, IV, 211-23. 
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behavior, and into their purposes. And it is thus 
the basis for deepening propositional knowledge 
of such circumstances toward the reception of 
revelations, and of such.behavior toward the 
acknowledgment of acts. Only a view of Reality as 
elementally consonant with the inner yearnings of 
man, that is, a personal view, can sustain an af-
firmation of such meaning and its recognition as 
interpretive of earthly observations; only a view 
of·the relationship of Reality and man based on tnw 
conso~ance can sustain the claim of communion as 
the culmination of human experience. 
It was the great glory of the greatest 
philosopher of antiquity Csc. Plato] to affirm, 
What man wants is a knowledge of that which 
is; he cannot be content with opinions and 
notions about that which may be. His being 
will not rest upon this. Society will not 
rest upon it. The ground of both must be a 
reality, an invisible spiritual reality; not 
any scheme or theory about this matter or 
that. The first Fathers of the Church had the 
strongest sympathy with this philosopher, 
precisely because he affirmed this. They felt 
that he was asking for the very thing which a 
revelation, if it were a revelation, ought to 
give. They felt, We have a revelation not of 
certain notions and dogmas about certain 
things, but a revelation of God Himself. When 
I say they felt this, I mean that it was the 
deepest, .strongest conviction of their minds, 
the one which their admirers have always ac-
knowledged to constitute the great charm of 
their writings. To know God is eternal life. 
The Church is that society which rests upon 
the Name and Unity of God, and through which 
they are made known to man. I ask any lover 
of the Fathers, whether he will not fix upon 
these as the two great principles, which by 
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their words and their lives they are illustra~ 
Now, surely, if this be so, the theologyaf 
the Fathers must be most precious. They 
worked their way through infinite confusions 
into the clear heaven of these truths: God 
is--He is one--and His unity is not a deaa-
material notion, but a unity of life and 
love, the foundation of all unity among men.2 
Integral to this concept of the Knowledge 
of God as based on a consonance of the Divine and 
human natures is the belief that it is open to all 
men and not the property of a few selected by 
blood or intellect or skill. The simplest of 
people are often, in fact, the least barred by 
their own conceits from it, and the wisest are 
opened to it by the simplest of experiences. Fo~ 
God's commonness with men is at their centers, and 
at their centers they are all one, and artless, 
naked to life's hurts and blessings alike as per-
sons. Maurice claims himself at his best here in 
his sermons, most of which speak not only ele-
mentally and vividly to the simple, but artlessly 
through veneers to the most cultivated. 
I can enter I think fully into your com-
plaints respecting the difficulty of preac~ 
what are commonly called intelligible 
2The Kingdom of Christ; or, Hints to a 
Quaker Respecting the Principles, Constitution,and 
Ordinances of the catholic Ghurch, ed. Alec R. 
Vidler (2 vols., new ed., based on the 2nd ed. of 
1842; Lo~don: SCM Press, Ltd.~ 1958), II, 31-32. 
Of. Maur~ce, Life, I, 369, 39b-98, II, 164-219, 
511; The Prayer-Book and Lord's Prayer, pp. 283-
93; Chapter If below. 
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sermons:--i.e. sermons in which our hearers 
are treated as if they were without a reason 
and had no capacity for entering into any-
thing but what they see, or into certain 
authorised, customary phrases and notions. I 
count it a great happiness in my position 
that I have been forced to grapple with the 
difficulty. The people I have had to deal 
with ever since I came into orders have been 
the very humblest: first, labourers in an out-
of-the-way parish in Warwickshire; afterwards 
the inmates of a hospital in London. If the 
ordinary notion be true, I should have given 
up my task in despair~ for I am certain they 
could not understand the common theology or 
Cthe common] expositions of it, [which are in 
factJ anything but simple. I was desirous, 
therefore, to act upon the principle which I 
have always acknowledged: that the faculty 
which deals with the spiritual truths and 
mysteries is the universal faculty; that it 
is the intellect, which meddles with propo-
sitions, that is wanting or only exists very 
feebly in the poor (so however that the 
exercise of the higher power will be a means 
of cultivating the lower); that if we do not 
touch that [the intellect], but endeavour to 
make our appeal to the senses as the great 
helpers to the reason and as supplying it with 
its materials, we are able at once to provide 
a richer and a simpler lore for the poor man 
than is commonly the portion of the rich.* 
*This passage will I think be clearer if 
I mention his habitual mode of referring to 
our Lord's parables and expressions e.g. "The 
sower went forth to sow his seed," "fishers 
of men," etc. "Christ," he would say, as he 
sat near the sea-side, himself, where he could 
see both fields and beach, "was always speaking 
of the common facts of nature and men's com-
mon work, and reading the meaning of them, of 
all that we see and hear and feel." This mode 
of appealing to nature he would have called 
umaking the senses the great helpers to the 
reason . ._ n3 
3Maurice, Life, I, 33~-35, text and foot-
note. Cf. Sequel to the Inquiry, pp. 53-60; 
Epistles of St. Joan, pp. 303-15. 
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Intellectual and Moral Factors 
""" 
The requisites of this Knowledge of God 
are of two kinds: intellectual and moral; and the 
obstacles likewise. The mind must be alert, can-
did, and persistent in the reception of what is 
ultimately a revelation of lake to like. No ex-
perience, no event, no existent is beyond the il-
luminative usages of God. And no matter how 
opposed two or more ideas or occasions may seem, 
there is something of knowledge, or at least of 
helpfulness to knowledge, in each of them. For no 
idea or occasion is experienced save as it comes 
in part, and that part constituting its experienc-
ability, from God. The chief word used in this 
whole connection is the word "light," by which 
light every one is lighted, by which all that is 
made is vi~,ible, and by which in everyone, he sees. 
We have tr~ated theology as if it meant 
a discourse or system about God. We have 
given up the old rendering of the name. We 
have not understood by it what he whom 
Christendom has called The Theologian under-
stood by it; God speaking to men by a Word--
"in whom is the Light of Men," and "who took 
flesh and dwelt among Men. 11 That first kind 
of theology must rise from the finite to the 
Infinite, and can only escape from the contra-
diction which that scaling the heavens on 
giant hills involves, by investing some power, 
which is not God, with the right to decree 
what men shall think about Him. The other 
theology involves no such necessity. It sup-
poses the Infinite to be goodness and wisdom--
to be at the ground of all finite goodness and 
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wisdom--and to be guiding men by various pro-
cesses, in various regions and ages, into the 
apprehension of that which by their constitu-
tion they were created to apprehend. The 
history of Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy 
is, as I think, the History of this Education. 
If at one time, and in one place, men may 
have been busy with demanding for some prin-
ciple in nature to which they could refer 
themselves; if in another place, and at 
another time, they have been busy with 
inquiries about the words in which they commu-
nicate with each other; if they have been 
profound~y metaphysical, like the Hindoos; if 
they have been antiquarians, like the Chinese; 
if they have been asking after the good,, or 
the beautiful, or the useful; if they have 
been buried in outward facts; if they have 
been s.eeking for the meaning and ground of 
these facts; if they have been examining or 
forming sacred polities; if they have been 
diving into the abysses of their own being, 
--the historian is not to turn away with 
indifference or pity from any of their specu-
lations, any of their doubts. He is to 
assure himself that there is something deeper 
in them all than he knows. He is to be 
certain that he has no right to change their 
order, that he cannot estimate them by the 
measures of his time, or of any school in 
which he may have learned his own lessons. 
There has been a wisdom at work through all 
the changes of human history which can alone 
explain his own experience--can alone make 
him profit by the thoughts of those among 
whom he dwells.LF 
Within this intellectual frame of reference 
the chief obstacles to the Knowledge of God are 
intellectual torpor and/or certitude. Only blind-
ness keeps men from what they were fashioned for, 
, 4Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy (2 vols., 
new ed., with preface; London: Macmillan and Co., 
1872), I, xxxix-xxxx. Cf. Maurice, Life, I, 433-
34; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, IV, 174-8~pistles of 
1 st. John, pp. 69-86. 
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and this blindness is a product intellectually 
either of sleepiness or of precise, and therefore 
false, certainties, or both. Partly this sleepi-
ness or certainty is pure intellectual ignorance, 
spawned in lack of experience or stimulation, 
that is, education, and to be treated by intel-
lectual prescriptions, both of method and substance. 
Shakespeare speaks of mere animals as 
"wanting discourse of reason." That is to 
say, they do not connect thoughts together; 
they have not the power of.pommunicating 
thoughts to each other. That, he regards, 
as the prerogative of a ~· Now everyone 
who exercises this prerogatiwe is, whether 
he is aware of it or not, a logician. He 
conforms to certain rules; he follows a 
certain order in his discourse; otherwise 
he would not be understood; he would convey 
no sense to the man he conversed with. To 
find out what these rules are--to learn 
this order--is the work of the student of 
logic. To help him in this task, to show 
him what perceptions one or another man has 
had of these rules and this order; that is 
the work of the teacher. You see that here, 
as elsewhere, we are engaged about that which 
is common to human beings; we are learning, 
not what some may do and others not, but what 
must be true about us all.5 
At the same time no ignorance is in fact 
innocent ignorance, and the mind of man is not his 
only determinative characteristic. For the 
gradual intellectual approach to the Knowledge of 
God is a persistent series of acts of will and an 
5The Friendshi of Books and other Lec-
tures, ed. T. Hughes 3rd ed.; London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1886), pp. 344-45. cr. Maurice, ~' I, 
119; Conflict of Good and Evil, pp. 36-4~. 
essential attitude of will as well. Only the man 
who wills to recognize the independence of the 
God so patently revealed in candid experience is 
capable of the candour required for seeing at all. 
Only the man who wills to admit and embrace the 
possibility of significance in the lives, cares, 
and experienced "truths" of others than himself, 
or his own, is capable of the breadth of human ac-
ceptance consonant with the breadth of God's 
giving. And only the man who further wills his 
confessed and acted subservience to that God's 
revelation is capable of the humility required for 
the depth of experience offered him. And these 
acts and attitudes are moral, not just intellec~. 
Man is existential. 
At some moment--it may be one of weakness and 
sorrow, it may also be when he is full of 
energy, and is set upon a distinct and decided 
purpose--he may be forced to feel; 'I did 
this act, I thought this thought; it was a 
wrong act, it was a wrong thought, and it 
was mine. The world about me took no account 
of i~I can resolve it into no habits or 
motives; or if I can, the analysis does not 
help me in the least. Whatever the habit 
was, I wore the habit; whatever the motive 
was, I was the mover.' At such a moment 
there will rush in upon him a multitude of 
strange thoughts, .. of indefinite fears. There 
will come a sense of Eternity, dark, unfathom-
able, hopeless, such as he fancied he had left 
years behind him amidst the pictures of his 
nursery. That Eternity will stand face to 
face with him. It will look like ~nYthing 
but a picture, it will present itself to him 
as the hardest dri·est reality. There will be 
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no images of torture and death. 'What matter 
where, if I be still the same?'--this question 
will be the torture, all death lies in that. 
• • • Because anything is better than the 
presence of this dark self. I cannot bear to 
be dogged by that, night and day; to feel its 
presence when I am in company, and when I am 
alone; to hear its voice whispering to me--
'Whithersoever thou goest, I shall go. Thou 
wilt part with alL things else, but not with 
me. There will come a day when thou canst 
wander out in a beautiful world no longer, 
when thou must be at home with me.' 
This vision is more terrible than all 
which the fancy of priests has ever conjured 
up. He who has encountered it, is beginning 
to know what Sin is, as no words or defini-
tions can teach it him. When once he arrives 
at the conviction, 'I am the tormentor--
Evil lies not in some accidents, but in me,• 
he is no more in the circle of outward acts, 
outward rules, outward punishments; he is no 
more in the circle of tendencies, inclina-
tions, habits, and the discipline which is 
appropriate to them. He has come unawares 
into a more inward circle--a very close, 
narrow, dismal one, in which he cannot rest, 
out of which he must emerge. And I am 
certain he can only emerge out of it when 
he begins to !Say, 'I have sinned against 
some Being--not against society merely, 
not against my own nature merely, but against 
another to whom I was bound. 1 And the eman-
cipation will not be complete till he is able 
to say--giving the words their full and 
natural meanin§--'FATHER, I have sinned 
against Thee. 1 
Within this moral frame of reference the 
chief obstacles to the Knowledge of God are moral 
pride and self sufficiency. Hence the educator 
6Theological Essays (London: James Clarke& 
Co., Ltd., 1957), pp. 32-33· Cf. Maurice,~' 
II, 562; Gospel of St. John, pp. 209-25; Conflict 
of Good and Evil,, pp. 56-69; Lincoln 1 s Inn Sermons, 
IV, 59-71. 
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must also be the religionist, the theologian also 
the prophet. The chief cause of blindness in man 
is his sense of exclusiveness of self from others, 
and inclusiveness in his own spirit of all that 
is needful or true. This pride is the root of all 
of that systematizing of human speculation which 
sets itself up in place of God's Knowledge and 
thus veils it at best, and at worst thrusts it 
away, in the one depriving men and in the other 
mutilating them. The trouble with systems is not 
their intellectual human effort but the inevitable 
moral concomitants of reification and idolatry, 
which not only sacrifice other men's experiences to 
their supposed certainties, but blunt the conscious-
ness of God's continuing revelation, as God's, 
even to those who erect them. Such penchants need 
\ 
the prophet to chastise as much as intellectual 
malnourishment needs the teacher to instruct. 
'But each man has his own particular sin; his 
own burden, of which he himself is conscious •. ,, 
Undoubtedly; and is not his sin and burden just this, that he has chosen a scheme of his 
own, that he has followed certain tastes and 
inclinations of his own, and so that he has 
forgotten his Father in heaven and his breth-
ren on earth? Does not each particular sin 
spring from this root? And is it not this 
which interprets that sense of the individual 
character of sin, and the personal responsi-
bility for it, upon which so much stress is--
so rightly--laid? The load lies on the sepa-
rate conscience of each man. It is the very 
nature and law of the conscience that it 
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singles out each man, severs him from his fel-
low, makes him ~eel that the participation of. 
the whole universe in his guilt does not make 
it less to him. But then the conscience re-
proves us for this very thing; for having , 
chos~n to be divided when we were meant to beJ 
one. "I · 
4. Realizati~n and Failure 
To those men who attain to some measure of 
the Knowledge of God, and to those societies which 
might do the same, special blessings accrue--not 
by a special act of God but by their seizure on 
His acts. The first and intrinsic one is a sense 
of meaning in life and of the constant support of 
God not only for this meaning generally but for 
each man's part in it. The cruelest fate of life 
is a captivity to lack of point, and for Maurice 
the liberation from this captivity is the foremost 
blessing. However imprecise the details of this 
meaning may be~ (will be to man, by the fact of 
its being God's and not man's), it is nevertheless 
coherent and appropriatable, reasonable and effi-
cient, in a word, ~· And since such meaning is 
of the nature of a common possession of both God 
and man it is of the stuff also of personal 
7The Kingdom of Christ, II, 43. Cf. Maurice, 
~' I, 166, II, 347 539-41; Lincoln's Inn Ser-mQ~, I, 219-63, IV, S4-96; Theological Essays, 
PP• 19-29. 
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communion between them. Not only individual men, 
but the church at large, are at their deepest and 
most real in the experience of communion in 
prayer or in the Eucharist. And always at the 
core of these experiences is the confidence of 
Divine succour in weakness, in anguish, and in de-
feat; Divine sustenance in labor, in perseverance, 
and in bewilderment; Divine inspiration in imagi-
nation, in risk, and in love; Divine chastisement 
in narrowness, in bitterness, and in pride; and 
Divine presence in the ultimates of both despond 
and joy. The Knowledge of God is first of all the 
consciousness and seizure of the Presence of God • 
• • • communion with God in the largest and 
fullest sense of that word, is not an instru-
ment of attaining some higher end, but is 
itself the end to which He is leading His 
creatures, and after which His creatures, in 
all kingdoms, and nations, and languages--
by ali their schemes of religion, by all 
their studies of philosophy, by art, by 
science, by politics, by watching, by weeping, 
by struggling, by submitting, by wisdom, by 
folly, in the camp and in the closet, in 
poverty and in riches, in honour and in 
shame, in health and in sickness, are secret~ 
longing and crying, ~nd without which they 
cannot be satisfied. 
The truths concerning God would be felt so es-
sential to the elucidation of those concerning 
8The Ki~gdom of Chai~t; or Hints on the 
Princiiles Ordinances, anonstitution o£ the Cat~~lic Church (3 vols.; London: Darton & Clark, 
183 , I, 201-202. Quoted in Alec R. Vidler, 
Witness to the Light (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1948), p. 129. 
men and nature, the relation·of one to the 
other would be so evident, there would be such 
. a life infused into the portions of human 
knowledge, and such a beautiful order and 
unity in the whole of it, that the opposition 
to them would be recognised as proceeding just as much from prejudice and ignorance, 
sure to disappear whenever these came with 
moral causes to sustain them, as the opposi-
tion to gravitation or any of the most 
acknowledged physical or mathematical prin-
ciples.9 
But it is equally, though now more instru-
mentally, the ground of understanding parts and 
relationships as well as of embracing life. All 
partial experiences, those at one remove or more 
from man's direct and whole communion with God, 
draw their intelligibility as parts and their sig-
nificant linkages with other partial experiences, 
through the comprehensive agency of the Knowledge 
of God. The elements of historical, ethical, and 
natural scientific studies, as of all others, are 
comprehensible in themselves and relatable to the 
other only by reference to the Knowledge of God. 
Else they are but isolated and not only inherently 
unsatisfying, but also instrumentally ineffective 
pursuits. Unity and coherence of the whole, integ-
rity and comprehensibility of the parts, and worth 
in each, come only by the Knowledge of God. 
9Maurice, Life, I, 373. Cf. Lincoln's Inn 
Sermons, III, 141-~Gospel of St. John, pp. 115-
27; The Prayer-Book and Lord's Prayer, pp. 266-79, 
375-86. 
Not the question whether I confound the 
Infinite and the Finite, and Mr. Mansel ac-
curately distinguished them, has been at 
issue between us; but the question whether 
the Infinite and Eternal God has or has not 
unveiled Himself to human beings, and whether, 
though all distinctions and the very names 
Finite and Infinite should be utterly dark 
to them, they may not dwell in His Light, and 
have fellowship with it, and gradually come 
to see all things by it. This, I believe, is 
the question of questions for our generation. 
In it are involved, as I think, these issues; 
whether there shall be any living Theology, 
or only a dry skeleton divinity, which strug-
gling and suffering men will scorn, and which 
soon those who elaborate it and proclaim it 
will be weary of; whether there shall be any 
living Morality concerning all men, or only a 
System of Morality which shall not really 
concern any man; whether there shall be a 
living and advancing Physical Science, or 
only conflicts of one learned speculation 
against another; whether there shall be a 
living Politics, grounded on the acknowledg-
ment of a permanent Order adapting itself to 
the changing wants of man, or only endless 
altercations between one political dogma and 
another, ending in a Tyranny in which men 
acquiesce, because they have tried all plans 
and notions and have found them barren; 
whether Education in our Universities shall 
acquire new vigour from communion with the 
wants of actual men, and the Education of the 
world be raised and purified by communion 
with the learning which is stored in Univer-
sities, or the knowledge of the past shall 
only help to rivet the prejudices of the 
present age, and the vicissitudes of the 
present to make the witness of the past as 
capricious as its own. If I did not feel 
these interests to be at stake, I might have 
entered on the controversy with the motives 
and for the ends which Mr. Mansel attributes 
to me. As I do feel them to be at stake, I 
think I abhor such motives and ends as much 
as he can abhor them.IU 
lOsegyel to the In~v, What Is ReveJat:ion? (Gambr:idge: Macmillan & Co.,16o), pp. 293-94. Cf'. Mau-
rice, Ljfe, I, 181, ll, 136-38; Subscription No Bandage. 
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To speak of the cohsequences of failure to 
attain the Knowledge of God is first to negate the 
preceeding. And yet it is not just this. For it 
is to speak not just of absences, but of the demon-
ic energies which enter the vacuum, the demonic 
directions human energies take whenJ?Dhumbled, un-
tutored, and uninspired by the Knowledge of God, 
they are given over to the ministrations of Satan. 
The individual emptiness of isolation and meaning-
lessness in activities, which are hell to man, are 
matched by the social vanity of meanness, and the 
ho~r of brutality. Just as the Knowledge of God 
is ultimate in human glory, so is its absence, 
which carrie~ inevitably the perversion of its ele-
ments still here, the ultimate in degradation. 
Least of all is there any natural energy 
in us to contend against that enemy, who is 
described in Scripture as going about seeking 
whom he may devour. There is, as I urged 
last Sunday, a natural, and therefore a very 
general impression of his existence; there 
is a sense in all men that in some form or 
other he is not far from them. But the 
impulse among rude people is to conciliate 
the adversary who, as their consciences tell 
them, has had and still has such dominion 
over them. He is ~ god, whom it is worth 
while to persuade with litanies and sacrifices 
that he will spare his victims. By degrees, 
if there is no counteracting force, he is 
certain to become the god: he will demand all 
services for himself. Among the civilized it 
is otherwise. They are·inclined to regard 
the devil as a fiction of the nursery; it is 
the shadow of a name which cannot be banished 
from conversation, nor quite from the thoughts, 
but it means nothing. Yet something steals 
over these refined people which they know not 
exactly how to describe. Apathy, loss of 
power, despondency,--these are some of the 
names which they invent for it. The symptoms 
are carefully ticketed and noted by physicians 
of the body and of the soul; the patient 
merely suffers from them, without being able 
to give any clear report of them. They 
spread over a period. We talk of it as one 
in which there is less of gigantic crime 
and less of heroism than belonged to other 
times. And then our confidence in this 
characteristic of an advanced age is shaken. 
Very dark and hideous crimes indeed come forth 
into light. We discover that the poisoner 
and the assassin have not less to do with 
us than with other generations. Only there 
is less of excitement and of passion in the 
acts; they are done more deliberately, with 
accurate calculation and foresight about the 
means which are most likely to attain the 
end, and to involve the least risk of·detec-
tion. Vengeance is much less the motive to 
them than the thirst for gold; that is to say, 
if we use the old nomenclature, our tempta-
tions are less of the fl.esh and more of the 
sp~rit. It is the energy of the spirit which 
is undermined. It is some terrible infusion 
of inward wickedness, not some great out~arq 
force or attraction, which leads to the deeds 
that darken our history. Is it not true then 
that the time which boasts to have outlived 
the evil spirit is the one which is most 
directly exposed to his assaults? May it not 
be that our progress, which is not to be 
denied, and for which we are to feel all 
gratitude, has brought us into a closer con-
flict with the spiritual wickedness in high 
~la~~s than our forefathers were ever engaged 
J.n?J.J. 
llsermons Preached in Lincoln's Inn Chapel 
~ vols.~ new ed.; London: Macmillan and Co., 1891), 
I, 288-b9. Cf. Theological Essays, pp. 202-21; 
Conflict of Good and Evil, pp. 90-176. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE SOURCE AND METHODOLOGY 
OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD 
1. Ontological Presuppositions 
The Source of the Knowledge of God is God 
Himself. Out of the apprehension partly of a 
need for protection against conflicting systems, 
but mostly ?f ~ need for reliability at the core 
of human experience, Maurice cited the Object of 
theology as the Author as well of its raw mate-
rials and its methods. There is no question in 
theology of the existence of God, a question dis-
cussable only outside of practicing faith, and 
there undemo~strable. There is a question only 
of the natu~J of His acts, of Him whom they reveal, 
of their imp~ct on human responses, and of His 
I 
relationship Ito man. Without the assumption that 
I 
they are His ~cts there~is no knowledge•of any 
1 
sort; everyt~ing that is said with any confidence 
i . 
about God, man, or nature presupposes His initia-
tion and sust.enance of both existents and their 
knowledge. 
• • • my own deep conviction that theology 
is not (as the schoolmen have represented it) 
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the'climax of all studies, the Corinthian 
capital of a magnificent edifice, composed 
of physics, politics, economics, and con-
necting them as parts of a gr~at system with 
each other--but is the foundation upon which 
they all stand. And even that language would 
have left my meaning ~pen to a very great, 
almost an entire, misunderstanding, unless I 
could exchange the name theology for the name 
GOD, and say that He Himself is the root from 
which all human life, and human society, and 
ultimately, through man, nature itself, are 
derived.l 
We believe that we must attribute every act 
of our minds, every exercise of our affec-
tions, every energy of our will, to this 
Spirit; if the purpose to which we direct 
them be wrong, still the gift and power are 
his, that purpose only ours; if it be right, 
we shall own that of it also he is the 
author~ We believe again that every opera-
tion in nature, the growth of every tree, 
the budding of every flower, should be 
referred to the influence of him who first 
moved upon the face of the waters; but we 
do not call this a spiritual influence, 
because though wrought by a spiritual 
Being, it is wrought upon unspiritual sub-
.jects, upon things, and not upon persons.2 
In history likewise, which is man's pecul-
iar context, as nature is that of the other 
creatures, man is as incapable totally of thwarting 
God's purposed acts as in philosophy he is v.alidly 
of substituting notions for created truth. The 
movements of history proceed and God's will is 
lMaurice, Li!a, II, 136. 
2The Kin§dom of Christ (new ed.) II, 39. Cf. 
Maurice,Life,I,6, 159, 279, II, 146-47, 151-53, 
493, 582; Kingdom of Christ, I, 146-53; Theological 
Essays, p. 315, 316; Moral and Metaphysical Phi-
losophy, I, 452; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, V, 237-48. 
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worked whether man is ignorant of it or wills to 
resist it. Man may~ar, but he cannot defeat. 
I have not been contending for a theory or 
against a theory. While Mr. Mansel is holding 
his wise opinions, and I my foolish ones, the 
world is going on; men are born into it and 
die in it every hour; there are things which 
we see that deserve our earnest thoughts, 
there are things we do not see that deserve 
more earnest thoughts still. The question 
I have considered in this book is whether 
these things which we do not see, and these 
things which we do see, are not of more worth 
than all the theories and opinions of all the 
Neo-Platonists and all the Scbtch Philosophers 
in the world; and whether there is not a way 
in which human beings who live and die may be 
actually and truly acquainted with both, 
though they may be utterly unable
3
to form 
opinions or to judge of opinions. 
I have preferred--(when it was impossible 
formally to announce a principle which I 
wish should always be taken for granted, 
that ·all we do which is good or permanent is 
done in us or through us, consciously or 
unconsciously, by a divine Spirit, with whom 
if we work cheerfully and obediently, the 
work thrives, if proudly and resistingly, it 
is marred)--to seem to give the glory of 
intention to the agent, rather th~n to take 
the glory of discovery to myself. 
Integral to this concept of the Source of 
the Knowledge of God as God Himself is a concept 
of its quality as personal. God acts, does not so 
much think. He wills history, does not so much 
view mechanics. He reveals in time, does not exist 
3seguel to the Inquiry, p. 292. 
~aurice, Life, I, 274-75. Cf. Maurice, 
Life, II, 242-54, ~74; Th:eologidal Essays, p. 279-
~86; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, III, 206-218. 
wholly outside of time. Maurice stakes his life 
and voeation on the concept of eternity as re-
ferring to God's and man's qualitative timelessness 
in communion rather than to temporal endlessness. 
Yet he holds that acts of God's Will touch in time 
the eternal men who were created children of both; 
and that such historicity rescues man from both 
mystic morbidity and iron reification. What is at 
issue is the form expected of certainty and of 
knowledge. There is neither sure precision in ap-
plication nor exhaustiveness in systematic pattern 
in what Maurice looks for. Nor is there category-
less absorption and loss of identity. For the 
communication of Purpose and Will from one Person 
to another person begins in spiritual acceptance, 
concern, and support, and ends in communion and 
sacrifice and gratitude; and it is the chief glory 
of man to know this sustenance and communion, and 
the moral and spiritual guidance which these ex-
periences contain. 
We often say that Revelation is progres-
sive, and the writer of this Epistle (Hebrews) 
abundantly justifies the language. But by 
progress, some seem to mean a continual jour-
neying away from the inmost centre; a move-
ment towards the circumference. Here we 
seem to be taught that each step of it is 
bringing us nearer to the ground of things--
nearer to the throne of God. The revelation 
of God in this sense is truly the unveiling 
of Himself. First, He speaks in that which 
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is most distant from Him, the mere things He 
has formed; then in men whom He created to 
rule over these things; lastly, in Him who 
by the eternal law is the inheritor of all 
things, in whom and for whom they were 
created. The order of the world, the succes-
sion of ages, spoke of the permanence of God. 
Here He speaks in Him by who~ He ·f.ramed the 
order of the world, the succession of times • 
• • • Things, in themselves cold and inani-
·mate, are found to have a personal centre; 
the course of time, in itself dead and ab-
strace, to have a living Mover. It is the 
Son of God, "the brightness of his Father's 
glory, the express·image of'his substance." 
Glimpses of His glory we have seen in His 
creation, brighter glimpses in the love and 
tenderness of human creatures. Here is He 
from whom they have both proceeded; there is 
the mystery which the prophets perceived in 
different portions, and expressed in divers 
manners; here is the whole WORD, of which 
they uttered difff.erent syllables • • • in 
Him creation has subsisted,in spite of all 
the5elements of confusion and discord within it. 
If personal encounter in history, eternal 
communion in time, is man's greatest glory, it is 
his chief distress to lack it, and in the void, 
to put private and speculative systems, more ab-
-
stract in their forms, harsher in their content, 
and superficially more certain in their promulga-
. 
tion. On all these grounds Maurice expostulates 
against the system builders, and their calculated 
cruelties. Their structures are the more removed 
5E~istle to the Hebrews (London: John w. 
Parker, 18 6), pp. 28-29. Quoted in Vidler, 
pp. 173-74. Cf. Maurice, Life, I, 264, 348, 508, 
II, 219; Kingdom of Christ, I, 211-26; Friendship 
of Books,pp. 295-96. 
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from life as their refusal to look to God's actual 
Will and Being as the source of His actual acts, 
and those as revelatory 6f His Will and Being, is 
more adamant. Their substance is the more heedless 
of human values in the interests of formal clarity 
as their failure to receive God's Word and words as 
Personal is more persistent. And their dogmatism 
is the more frantic and justificational as their 
hope ~or God's disp~nsation is more for a static 
state than communion through historic occasions. 
Our systems and our parties have confused us 
in every direction; they lead us to fancy 
that all things are moving roung in a weary 
circle, or are imprisoned in lifeless notions. 
At the same time they tempt every man to 
suppose that he is to be everything, and to 
know everything, and to do everything; for 
he feels that if he has not the whole of his 
system before him, each part of it becomes 
mischievous and false. Art.d he cannot trust 
other men to do their work while he does his 
own; for he feels that he belongs to a party 
rather than to a Church, and therefore he 
has no security that each person has his 
order and duties assigned to him. Thus we 
are at the same time indolent and over-
diligent, ignorant and encyclopaedic. Once 
break this spell, and we shall again begin 
to connect our specific studies with a general 
hUmanity, and so at once preserve their 
limitations and make them universal. 0 
• • • any basis of fellowship, but a Theologi-
cal one--any basis of human consciousness, 
or of mere materialism--must be narrow and 
exclusive, one on which an edifice ar. ~:vs:bition 
6The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 345. 
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will certainly be reared,
7
·one which must be 
protected by persecution. 
2. Revelation and 11 Digging11 
For the Knowledge of this kind of God a 
particular method is more appropriate than others. 
And it is a method self-consciously enough 
Maurice's for him to have named it--the method of 
"Digging." This choice of word is important not 
only for what it suggests but for what it rejects. 
Men founder theologically principally by trying to 
build for themselves where God ha~ already built. 
The ingredients which they use in such false 
building Maurice callSJ:: "notions, u by which he 
mean~ constructs of one degree or other of arbi-
trariness to which men try to fit their experiences 
of the world, and to whose service and conviction 
they further try to coerce other men. The obverse 
of this abstract and proud constructing is both 
spiritually more humble and intellectually more 
perceptive. and correct, since it sees and accepts, 
two intertwined actions, God's sourcing of all 
knowledge. To seek out in its foundation in God 
7Theological Essa~s, p. 329. Cf. Maurice, 
Life, I, 81, 222-25, 259- O, 342-45, II, 390-93, 
~ 595; Kingdom of Christ, I, 236-37, li;~0-~7; 
Reasons for not Joinin a Part in the Church 
London: J. G. F. & J. Rivington, 1 1). 
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and His Will the meaning of every occurrence, 
every thing, and every event, is what Maurice 
called the business of theology, whose loyal prac-
titioner he was all his life. 
I tried to express all in that one phrase that 
I was a digger, intending distinctly this, 
that I fear all.:·economics, politics, physics, 
are in dan~er of becoming Atheistic: not when 
they are worst, but even when they are best; 
that Mill, Fourier, Humboldt, are more in 
danger of making a system which shall abso-
lutely exclude God, and suffice without Him, 
than any less faithful and consistent thinkers 
--that, just so far as we are chiefly con-
structive, this danger becomes more imminent 
and tremendous, that the destructive analysis 
of the last century is not so alarming as the 
synthesis of our own. 
Therefore let people call me merely a 
philosopher, or merely anything else, or what 
they will, or what they will not; my business, 
because I am a theologian, and have no voca-
tion except for theology, is not to build, but 
to dig, to show that economy and politics (I 
leave physics to dear Kingsley, who will in 
that region, and in every other, carry out my 
hints in a way I could never dream of, and 
which I admire with trembling, hope, and joy) 
must have a ground beneath themselves, that 
society is not to be made anew by arrangements 
of qurs, but is to be regenerated by finding 
the law and ground of its order and harmony, 
the only secret of its existence, in God. 
This must seem to you an unpractical and 
unchristian method; to me it is the only one 
which makes action possible, and Christianity 
anything more than an artificial religion for 
the use of believers. I wish very earnestly 
to be understood on this point, because all 
my future course must be regulated on this 
principle, or on no principle at all. The 
Kingdom of Heaven is to me the great practical 
existing reality which is to renew the earth 
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and make it a habitati§n for blessed spirits 
instead of for demons. 
To honor and preserve the "fact" over the 
"notion" is the chief thing, as to honor God the 
author of the one over man the author of the other. 
To recognize both the energy and purpose of God 
behind whatever counts in experience, His initia-
tion of both existence and knowledge, His author-
ship of the power of everything that happens, of 
its goodness to be known, and of its marring to 
suggest knowledge--this is the beginning of wisdom. 
This use of the concept "fact" suggests the spe-
cial quality of his method. Noted favorably, his 
"fact" is pristine as it came from God, as yet un-
subjected to human abstraction and treatment 
either as mere occurrence or as raw material ~or 
arbitrary building. It has already been tested 
and found revelatory of some quality of the'con-
stitution or the present Will of the creator. It 
has already manifested a peculiar significance as 
a vehicle of communication which can lead toward 
communion. 
But the vesture of God's own ideas must be 
facts. If He reveals His ideas to us, the 
revelation must be through facts. I accept 
the revelation recorded in the Scripture 
8Maurice, Life, II, 136-37. Cf. Maurice, 
Life, II, 131, 295; Friendship of Books, p. 273. 
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as a revelation of the Divine mind through 
facts. I accept all History as revelation of 
some portion of'the Divine mind through facts. 
I believe the modern process of idealising 
tends to destroy ideas and facts both, and to 
leave nothing but a certain deposit of both. 
; ~ • All historical criticism is good, it 
seems to me, just so far as it tests facts in 
love and reverence for facts, and for what 
facts contain; all is bad andimmoral which 
introduces the notion that it signifies little 
whether they turn out to be facts or no, or 
the notion that their reality as facts depends 
upon ~ertain accidents in the narration of 
them.'7 
Yet noted askance, his 11fact" suggests some 
selection rather than pure recognition. There are 
some 11notional" fundaments in the light of which 
certain experienced, viewed, or reported occasions 
strike him as "facts" and others not. Whether 
they can be fairly called "notional," in his pejo-
rative sense, or ought to be termed "touchstones," 
or "guideposts," they are there. He called them 
11principles, 11 and was convinced if not of their ab-
solute non-notional quality, at least of their 
status at the far end of the spectrum from the 
brittle and private constructs and on the near end 
toward actual existents and events in the common 
public domain. Such principles he derived from 
pursuit of every existent and event to their 
9Maurice, Life, II, 411. Cf. Maurice, Life, 
I, 203, 292; The Kingdom of Christ, II, 348-64; 
What Is ~evelation~, 280. 
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presupposed origin in the Living God, and to His 
Self-revelatory and communing action. They are 
used as bases on which to judge "facts" as sig-
nificant and "occurrencesn as less so, and are con-
currently substantiated by these Ufacts.ulO 
I never in my life attended any history lec-
tures which dealt so little wit~ facts. If 
we wanted to know the facts,--the battles, 
dates, reigns, the skeleton, so to speak, of 
the historic period,--we had to get them up, 
as best we could, from books; and no text-
book, no analysis, no school-history, nothing 
short of a standard history which might be in 
many volumes was ever recommended to us •••• 
I remember a clever student writing a parody 
of one of your fatherrs lectures which made 
us all laugh. It began, "The fourteenth 
century was preceded by the thirteenth, and 
followed by the fifteenth. This is a deep 
fact. It is profoundly ins~ructive, and 
gives food for inexhaustible reflection. It 
is not, indeed, one of those facts which find 
their way into popular compendiums, but," & c. 
But while we laughed good-humouredly, some of 
us felt that our debt to our teacher was far 
too deep to be shaken by suqh a caricature of 
his style and method. We felt, indeed, that 
the man was far greater than his lectures. 
Those lectures often soared high above our 
heads, but even when we were wholly unable to 
follow and understand, we felt that we were 
listening to one whose thoughts were great 
and good, and one who, even when he did 
nothing more, at least inspired us with a 
life-long sense that history was one of the 
grandest of human studies. And much of the 
difficulty of following him disappeared when 
we became a little more familiar·with his 
favourite "standpoints,u his habitual methods 
of looking at and approaching a subject, his 
boundless reverence and tenderness, his ever 
present faith in the facts of a Divine order 
lOFor the articulation of this process see 
below: Chapter V for its raw materials and criteria· Chapter VI for its substantive theological content;' 
Chapter VII for its special social elaboration. 
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and government of the world, his sense of the 
grandeur and the possibilities of a redeemed 
humanity. It was no small adv~ntage that we 
were thus better prepared to understand his 
writings. To one who got to know something 
of his minQ. and mode of thought, that "misti-
ness11 and "obscurity" which others were for 
ever complaining of in his writings had almost 
entirely ceased to exist.ll 
I wish now to cons~der whether there be any 
other notorious facts which can only be 
explained on the same principle as this of 
the existence of baptism; facts appearing on 
the face of them to import that there is a 
spiritual and universal constitution of 
society for mankind; facts denied to have 
that significance by a number of warring 
parties; facts which establish their claim 
to be what they seem to be, by the help which 
they afford us in justifying and realizing 
the leading principles of each of these 
parties~ and in reconciling them with each 
other • .Lc:: 
Not only is God the Author of the "facts" 
of creation and history, and of the "principles" 
which ~derlie them and give them reality and 
meaning; He is also the guarantor of the faculty 
by which man sees through the first to the second, 
and through them both toward Himself. What the 
faculty is called is unimportant; whether it is 
a separate organ or not is relatively unimportant. 
llMaurice, Life, I, 313-15. Quoting a 
letter from Frederick W. Farrar. 
12The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 18-
19. Cf. Maurice, Life, I, 441; The Kingdom of 
Christ, I, 188-90, II, 270; Friendship of Books, 
p. [j:7; Introduction to Wm. Law's "Remarks on Mande-
ville's Fable of the Bees, 11 pp. lvi-lvii; 11The Diary 
of Mr. Papster," The Metropolitan Quarterly Magazine, 
III, 85-87. 
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That it acts to unite the partial helpfulnesses 
of other human functions of sensing and of under-
stand~ng; that it acts to ground them in their 
true relationships to man and history, truth and 
God; that it leads man toward the Object of its 
knowledge, as the eye leads man to the source of 
light; that it sees this Object as akin to itself, 
a Being knowable by beings made in His image; and 
that all this is energized by the action of that 
Being's Holy Spirit, Who will not leave man's rea-
son_, heart, conscience, dead, but will by his 
faith awaken and guide it if man will but believe, 
and permit the veil of pride to be pierced;--this 
is what is vital. For it is the warrant that 
by the power and light of God and the wisdom and 
guidance of "principles," "facts" can be read as 
such, and can lead back through "principles 11 to 
God. The Holy Spirit, speaking in man's reason, 
leads him through the finite to the Infinite, 
through the creatures to the Creation, through 
time to the Eternal, through the neutral to 
the Friend. 
There is an organ in man which speaks of 
that which is absolute and eternal. You 
believe that this organ, call it reason or 
what you will, is distinct from the one that 
merely forms notions and affirms propositions. 
But how distinct? If it merely affirm, "There 
is something absolute; there is something 
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eternal"; these are propositions. To suppose 
this, then, is to destroy your own doctrine. 
But if this be not the witness of the reason:' 
concerning that which is absolute, what must 
it be? It must affirm the existence of that 
which is absolute, not as the intellect 
affirms a proposition, but as the eye affirms 
an object. As an object, it must be something 
distinct from that which beholds it, anterior 
to it, that without which it could not be. 
Suppose the universe be the great, eternal, 
absolute thing which we feel it must be--
well, then, this universe spake to us first; 
we did not form it, did not even discover it; 
it revealed itself to us. But it is the eye 
or the imagination which demands an external 
universe; the reason must demand something 
different from that. Does it not, according 
to your own showing, demand that which is 
homogeneous to itself? Does it not demand an 
absolute reason? And if there be such an 
absolute reason to which the reason in man 
looks up, a real being, is it more consistent 
to believe that the reason found him out, or 
that he revealed himself to the reason? 
According to this last statement, the 
doctrine that there are principles antecedent 
to experience, whereof the reason of man takes 
cognizance, supersedes the necessity of a 
revelation only when it contradicts itself. 
But this is not all: if this view of the case 
be the right one, the revelation which the 
reason demands, cannot be one merely of moral 
principles or axioms, --it must be the revela-
tion of a living Being. It cannot therefore 
be one in which events are merely accidents 
that can be separated from some idea which 
has tried to embody itself in them. Facts 
may be only the drapery of doctrines; but 
frEw would seem to be the only possible method 
of manifestation for the Being, the essential 
Reason. And seeing that, by the hypothesis, 
this Being of whom the reason speaks is one 
who transcends the conditions of space and 
time; seeing that this one faculty in man 
has the power of beholding that which is not 
under these conditions, but that all the 
other faculties are ~ubject to them, it would 
be nothing strange or contradictory if the 
facts which embodied the revelation, should 
be such as at once presented him to all the 
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faculties which we possess, and enabled 
that highest one to realize its own peculiar 
prerogative of looking through them. In this 
way one might perhaps discover a hope of 
reconciling the law of the affections and the 
law of the reason, without that contrivance 
of separating them under two departments and 
supposing that a mere scholastic boundary 
could keep them really apart. One might 
dream, too, of a way by which the conscious-
ness·of each individual should be called 
forth, through the sense of his relationship 
to the Being who was revealing himself to 
him and condescending to his necessities. But 
whether this be the case or not, it seems clear 
that this new form of rationalism cannot be 
satisfied with itself; that it will become 
irrational if it cannot find something to unite 
and combine with it; that if it be foll0.wed 
out fairly it tnvolves the conclusion that 
something must have been originally given or 
imparted to the reason; that this gift must 
be of some truth which is transcendent and 
divine; that it must proceed from, and have 
reference to, a living Being; that it must 
concern all men as men; that the best test of 
its concerning them and really being neces-
sary to the constitution of humanity itself, 
is that it should have been received and 
believed by men merely upon the bare announce-
ment of it, and that in ewery subsequent stage 
of human history it should have been doubted, 
contradicted, ridiculed, and yet have kept its 
ground, and proved itself, in the most ad-
vanced period of civilization as well as in 
the simplest, to be that which men want
3
as 
the sign and bond of their fellowship. 
That there is an obvious circularity here 
is no ground for condemnation but only for admission 
13The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), I, 176-
78. Cf. Maurice, Life, I, 246, II, 572-7~; Sequel 
to the Inquirl, pp:-r.ff5, 196-20~; Moral and Meta-
physical Philoso~y, II, 214-16; Theological 
Essays, pp. 222- 5. 
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that every man is confessedly trapped in the 
same circularity who does not falsely absolutise 
as wholly external to himself his idea, or system, 
ahd its inextricably human component. Maurice 
does not claim specific contentual revelation from 
Mind to mind so much as embodied revelation from 
Actor to actar. But he does claim reality for 
this revelation, and it the only means of joining 
the Inf1hi,te and the ffinite. The method of finding 
it out, though not precise and clean, is yet the 
only stable one: the pursuit of every occurrence 
to its significance as revelatory of God's Being 
and present Will, on principles coherent with all 
occurrences. On these discovered foundations one 
can build what can be built, not a whole fixed 
structure, but a man's, and men's, responses to 
God's acts. These are incomplete, but they are 
real. The failing of the notional is that, though 
characteristically complete, it is unreal. And in 
the unreal lurk the worst dangers. Only God the 
source, and the ttdigging" pursuit of all His acts 
and ours toward Him, are foundations for human life. 
Many in whom the critical temper is very 
rampant, will simply despise the limits which 
are imposed upon it; they wall say that as 
long as men do speak of the Infinite and 
Eternal, these are legitimate subjects for 
their comments. Some of them will accept 
the restrictions, because they will pronounce 
all that is not finite merely fantastic and 
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imaginary. Both will continue to cherish a 
habit of mind which is as fatal to the right 
treatment of the finite as of the infinite. 
For is not that Criticism false which fancies 
that it can comprehend the purposes of a man 
or the functions of an insect? Is not that 
the right Criticism which is always aiming at 
the apprehension of the highest Truth and Good; 
so learning to appreciate all the lower forms 
of Truth and Good; so learning to detest and 
to eschew the Counterfeit and the Evil? This 
Critic~sm I know you desire to cultivate. 
Shall we not cultivate it, and all that awe 
which we need in our studies and in the acts 
of our liVoes, if we believe that the Eternal 
and Infinite is·always near us, is always 
speaking to us, is always preparing us for the 
knowledge of His creation and Himself? Do we 
not begin to know anything when.we cease to 
measure it by our own standard? Does not every 
lower nature--doe.s not our own--become a worthy 
and profound study to us, when we look up to a 
higher Nature, and believe that we are intended 
to participate in that? Thanks be to any 
teacher who shows us how wonderful it is that 
we should be capable of such greatness!S-
thanks be to any teacher who tells us that men 
could not reach it if the most High had not 
stooped to their littleness! But if there is 
no such capacity, is not the Universe emptied 
of its meaning and its glory?--does not man 
shrink into14he meanest of all the atoms which compose it? 
3. The Persgnal Referent 
It is here that the person-centered aspect 
of Maurice's epistemology is found, and here that 
his cultural.radicalism is rooted. When both the 
Source and the Object of the Knowledge of God as 
··man's summum bonum is Personal; when Revelation 
14seguel to the Inguirl, pp. 295-96. Cf. 
Maurice~ Life, I, 86, 266, 517-18, II, 67, 310-12, 
328-41, t.r51-52, 597; What Is Revelation?, pp. 17-52. 
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as an unveiling of this Personal Source and Object 
is possible to creatures made in His image as _ 
persons, hence capable of recognizing Him and 
entering into His communion; when the communicating 
characteristic as well as the existent characteris-
tic is guaranteed by the purpose and povrer of this 
Person; and when the method of recognition, also 
guided and energized by this Person, is the 
stalking of Him and His communion through every 
occasion of life; then the final standard of 
judgment in everything will be personal. Radical 
here means 11 dug to the root," and the Personal-
personal root of the meaning of human creation and 
every Divine dispensation, or the parts of The 
Divine Dispensation, imposes judgments on the 
workings of every cultural structure so rigorous 
as never to be inapplicable. If every social re-
lationship and cultural product is viewed as deriv.hg 
its meaning from its revelatory quality, none is 
ever perfect, and all are subject to rebuke. It 
would be striking enough if the ground were failure 
to stimulate and realize personal-personal experience 
and communion among men as ~ natural kind. But it 
is inexorable when the ground is failure ~o recog-
nize and seize Personal-personal experience and 
communion and, as an issue, similar relationships 
among men as brothers of a common Father. It is 
judgment, then, not just of injustice but of 
blasphemy. And it is therefore not only persistent 
and unsatisfiable, but also relentless and zealous. 
For if God presents Himself to us as the 
Father of a Family, it is not necessary for 
the knowledge of Him, that we should force 
ourselves to forget our relations to each 
other, and to think of ourselves as alone in 
the world. And though, as I have admitted 
and asserted, the sense of Sin is essentially 
the sense of solitude, isolation, distinct 
individual responsibility, I do not know 
whether that sense, in all its painfulness 
and agon~, ever comes to a man more fully 
than when he recollects how he has broken 
the silken cords which bind him to his 
fellows; how he has made himself alone, by 
not confessing that he was a brother, a son, 
a citizen. I believe the conviction of that 
Sin may be brought home more mightily to our 
generation than it has been to any former 
one; and that a time will come, when every 
family and every man will mourn apart, under 
a sense of the strife and divisions of the 
body politic, which he has contributed to 
create and to perpetuate. The preaching 
Repent, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at 
hand, has always been the great instrument 
of levelling hills and exalting valleys. It 
will be so again. The priest and the prophet 
will confess that they have been greater 
rebels against the law of love than the 
publican and the harlot, because they were 
sent into the wo.rld to testify of a Love for 
all, and a Kingdom for all, and they, have been 
witnesses f9~ separation, for exclusion, for 
themselves.J.' 
. 15Theological Essays, p. 37. Cf. Maurice, 
Life, I, 140-42, 348, 369,~24, 459, II, 231, 
~8; Theological Essays, p. 379; Moral and Meta-
physical Philosophy, II, 668-69; Lincoln's Inn Ser-
~' I, 105-21; QQspel of st. John, p. 475. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE SOURCES AND CRITERIA 
OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD 
1. The Oon~rete in Life 
The first consequence of Maurice's view 
of the method of the Knowledge of God is his 
critical reverence for the common. By the common 
is construed both the concrete and hence observ-
able, either objectively or inter-subjectively, 
and the elemental. Opposed to these characteris-
tics of the common are the constructed and the 
purely private, and the over subtle and refined. 
Historicity and elemental repetitiveness mark the 
significant "facts," historicity signifying con-
creteness, not just pastness. Everything that 
has happened or does happen is proper potential 
raw material for the Knowledge of God. This means 
that all disciplines are not only based on theology, 
or theology's God, but all contribute to theology, 
it being not a business of specialists in a dis-
tinct material, but the business of all who are 
committed to depth in any material. Few men have 
been so concrete in their bias, granting the 
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persistent commitment to pressing beyond the con-
crete to the Purposer, berond the finite to the · 
Infinite, beyond the common to the Source of all 
commonness. The point is that there are no begin-
nings save in the concrete, and finally no testings 
either. If no historical bonds are consciously 
perceived, any analysis or synthesis is an unreal 
construct. If no rootage in daily life is evi-
dent, it is irrelevant. If no communication to men 
as men is possible, it is suspect. 
• • • the deepest principles of all are those 
which the peasant is as capable of apprehend-
ind and entering into as the schoolman. I 
value and love his (Coleridge's] philosophy 
mainly because it has led me to this discov-
ery, and to the practical conclusion, that 
those who are called to the work of teaching 
must cultivate and exercise their understand-
ings, in order that they may discriminate 
between that which is factitious and acciden-
tal, or belongs to our artificial habits of 
thought, and that which is fixed and eternal, 
which belongs to man as man, and which God 
will open the eyes of every humble man to 
perceive. I have learnt in this way the 
preciousness of the simple creeds of antiq-
uity; the inward witness which a gospel of 
facts possesses, and which a gospel of notions 
must always want; how the most awful and 
absolute truths, which notions displace or 
obscure, are involved in facts, and through 
facts may be Bntertained and embraced by 
those who do not possess the faculty for 
comparing notions, and have a blessed inca-
pacity of resting in them.l (Brackets added.) 
lThe Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 355. 
Cf. Maurice, Life, I, 299, 330, II, 367; Theo-
logical Essays, pp. 165, ~64; Acts of the Apostles, 
p. 315. 
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This concreteness is present in the lives 
of individuals, not as isolated units of the 
species, but as persons wrestling with other per-
sons and jointly with the ultimate Person. Bor-
rowed, abstracted, 11notional11 methods and ideas 
w~ll shed no light, but only veil the light which 
is in all men to illumine their real struggles. 
A simple man in sweat is better than the refined 
man musing; the wise man struggling is the best. 
If I require a politician or a critic who has 
indeed worked his own way through the region 
in which he pretends to act as my guide, I 
certainly SQDUld be most dissatisfied with 
one who undertook to write moral and spiritual 
aphorisms, without proving that he was him-
self engaged in the conflict with an evil 
nature and a reluctant will, and that he had 
received the truths of which he would make 
me a partaker, not at second hand, but as 
the needful $Upports of his own being.2 
People send me books about final causes, 
primary beliefs, and so on. I gaze at their 
covers, wish I could read them, and sometimes 
actually contrive to do it; but scarcely 
unless I can find some historical or biographi-
cal interest in them and can persuade myself 
that a man has been fighting his way to some 
final cause, or that a nation of men is laying 
hold of some primary belief.3 
The same is true of assessments of social 
concerns, tools, and achievements as of individual. 
2The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 355. 
3Maurice, Life, II, 496. Cf. Maurice, Life, 
1
I, 87, 478, 531; Moral and Meta h sical Philoso h, 
I, xlv, II, vii; What rs Revelation?, pp. 1- 2. 
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Nothing which is not now touching the life of 
society, now occupying its attention and energy, 
now helping or hurting its members as men,--
nothing dissociated from the day's human issues, 
out of the past's occasions and into the future's, 
is of basic importance. If the thing·is of the 
Eternal, if it belongs to all times, it will dis-
comfit, agitate, inspire, and teach these. 
I believe my business is rather to take 
advantage of passing occasions, and to treat 
of them with something of the earnestness 
and principle which are generally reserved 
for what belongs to all times.~ 
No man, I think, will ever be of much use 
to his generation, who does not apply himself 
mainly to the questions which are occupying 
those who belong to it. An antiquary, I dare-
say, leads a much easier and quieter life than 
one who interferes with his contemporaries and 
takes part in their speculations. But his 
quietness is his reward: those who seek another 
must be content to part with it. Oftentimes, 
I doubt not, every man is tempted to repose in 
some little nook or dell of thought, where 
other men will not molest him, because he does 
not molest them; but those to whom any work is 
assigned are soon driven, by a power which 
they cannot resist, out of such retirement into 
the dusty highways of ordinary business and 
disputation. This, it seems to me, was your 
father's [Coleridge's] peculiar merit and 
honour. The subjects to which he addressed 
himself were not those to which he would have 
been inclined, either by his poetical or his 
metaphysical tendencies. But they were 
exactly the questions of the time; exact~y 
·~aurice, Life, I, 271. 
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those which other m~ were discussing in the 
spirit of the time.' (Brackets added.) 
One of the peculiarities of Maurice's pen-
chant for the concrete is his respect for difference, 
indeed for conflict, and for failure and despair. 
Such experiences not only reveal to the mind dif-
ferential human recognitions of the richness of 
God's Truth, Himself, but prote~t the spirit from 
the veil of pride. Conflicting views are only 
destructiva when each is held as negating all 
others, rather than challenging them to the defense 
of their principles. And they are positively help-
ful in their tendencies to unsettle the entrenched, 
to open the exclusive, and to force the falsely 
. 
quiet to struggle. Similarly failure and despair 
are only destructive when they are total, and 
their shadows unalloyed. In fact, only will can 
.keep them so, since God's initiating love and 
light are so insistent. And they are often His 
:·.instruments for opening men to that love and light. 
'In Platonic dialectical fashion, ~he failures of 
inadequate ideas suggest the more adequate Idea 
'(Being), and the despond of those failures prepare 
'the spirit for Its (His) acceptance. 
5The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 359. 
Cf. Maurice, Life, I, 215, II, 83-8~; Theological 
Essays, p. 292. 
He was firmly convinced that no two·men's 
education is exactly alike, and that it is 
not intended to be alike. Therefore he 
dreaded at all times lest he should make the 
thoughts which he felt he was bound to deliver 
as true, the authority which other men were 
to accept. Alike in his conversations, in 
his ordinary letters, and in his controversies, 
he endeavoured to place himself at the point 
of view of the man he was addressing. His 
appeal was not "here is this truth which I 
deliver to you as complete, and to be received 
by you without modification," but this: "you 
yourself must from your own premisses neces-
sarily go with me thus far." His desire thus 
to deal with all other men as being under the 
same Teacher as himself, but having each been 
dealt with differently according to the method 
which was best for them, led him habitually 
to that form of an "argumentum ad hominem" 
which men in general almost resent as something 
ihadequate if not unfair. From the same faith 
he resisted on all occasions the attempt to 
suppress opinion, no matter how much he might 
differ from it himself, lest in its suppres-
sion truths which had been brought home to 
other men, and which he had6not seen so clearly, should be crushed. 
What we want, is to be brought into a point 
of view, in which the fair and illuminated 
side of each doctrine, and not its dark side, 
may be presented to us. When we have been 
familiarized to its beauty, its deformity 
will be far more disagreeable and appalling 
to us than it ever can be while we ar~ 
perpetually conversing with it alone.l 
I feel that all my life has been little more 
than a discipline into the belief that I have 
a flesh and a spirit, and that there is 
another Spirit dwelling with my spirit and 
willing to guide it into all good. I think 
it has pleased God by various inward experi-
ences of my own weakness and folly to deepen 
that truth in me of late; and as it has always 
6Maurice, Life, II, 69. 
7mne Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), r, 18-19. 
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seemed to me the very first principle oB edu-
cation, perhaps that may be the reason • 
• ~ • the kind of misery which men exper~ence 
showed the happiness which was intended for 
them.!..) 
2. The Christian Organs 
To some concretenesses, however, a special 
role adheres, as more revelatory of God than others. 
In particular all thos.e which surround the cli-
mactic Personal revelation in the Son of Man, those 
leading up to it, those embodying it, those en-
trusted with its nurture and transmission, are, by 
the association, peculiarly ric~. They are by 
this richness in no way exempt from either the 
same method and treatment of all other occasions 
and "facts," or the same cares against misuse and 
notional misconstruction. In fact their closeness 
and richness makes them more vulnerable to false 
usage, and far more mischievous when so used. These 
are the traditions and history and instruments of 
the Christian Community. 
8Maurice, Life, I, 256-57. 
9The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), I, 45. 
Cf. Maurice, Life, I, 63, 127-29, 241-46, 299, 310-
,11, 330, 336-37, 358-59~ 389-90, 463-69~ II, 225-
28, 303, 322-36, 377, 3~4-86, 391-92, 5~3; What Is 
Revelation?, p. 349; Theological Essays, p. 377; 
Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy, I, 137; Friend-
ship of Books, p. 3· 
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He who dwells with us and governs us, the 
Ever-blessed Word, has formed us to be one in 
Him; He seeks to make us one by bringing us 
to a knowledge of Himself; ~or this end He 
has revealed Himself to us, and has preserved 
the revelation in a book; this revelation He 
has entrusted to His Church, that she may 
impart it to men, and train men to apprehend 
its contents; the Church, in the exercise of 
her functions; has from Scripture formed a 
creed which is the first step in her scheme 
of education; when men were awakened by this 
creed, it became her duty,1·to use the Bible, 
that they J1i.ight know the ce·rtainty of those 
things wherein they have been catechised; 
with this Bible, she is able to cultivate the 
reason which is the organ wherew~th we appre• 
hend spiritual matters; the Church tried what 
she could do without the Bible, and she became 
weak; the Bible has been set up against the 
Church, and has been dishonoured; the Reason 
has been set up against both Church and Bible, 
and has beoome partial, inconsistent, self-
cont·radictory. Finally, bitter experience 
must lead us at last to a conviction, that 
God's ways are higher than our ways; that a 
universal Church, constituted in His Son, 
and endowed with His Spirit, is the proper 
instrument for using His universal book; and 
this book the instrument for educating the 
universal reason.lO 
The great recording of the Self~discovery 
of God in His acts among men is in Scripture. The 
Old Testament contains the clearest account of 
that which all history reveals: the constitution 
of the human race in the ~amily and nation, and 
the laws which by their breaking as well as their 
keeping are shown to underlie that constitution. 
10The Kingdom of Christ (1838 ed.), II, 
87·88. Quoted in Vidler, Witness to the Light, 
p. 176a Of. Maurice, ~~ I, 521~25; The Prayer-
Book and Lord's Prayer, p. 147. 
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And the New Testament contains the words and acts 
~ 
of Him who succeeded to all that previous orderly 
constitution in time, because in eternity he 
underlay it; shed the very light itself of the 
Person of God upon men; and foretold and sent Him 
who was to be the Comforter and Inspirer of His 
own Body, the Church, which was to nurture and 
proclaim Him. The Bible is the Word not in but 
through its words, its witnesses to acts. It is 
central because it speaks of man•s and men•s Centre, 
because in its speaking God discloses Himself, and 
because it grounds the speaking of the Church. 
'Is not your Gospel a message concerning the 
Infinite, the Absolute, the Eternal? Is 
not your Bible a book of Facts by which men 
are led gradually on to know what the ground 
is at their feet; to feel, through the actual 
finite, forrthe Infinite,--through the actual 
temporal, for the Eternal? If it is, as Mr. 
Mansel delights to tell us, Yn2Ystematical, 
is not that because it is in the highest 
sense methodical? Does it not begin with 
the fact of family life, discovering a God 
of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob at work in 
them? Does it not go on to the facts of 
National life, discovering an I AM, an un-
changeable Lawgiver and King and Judge in the 
midst of them? Does it not explain at last 
the facts of Human or universal Life, the 
mystery of a Father, a Son, and a Spirit, 
being discovered through these? I~ you speak 
out of this Bible, will you not have something 
else to tell the student of facts than that 
he cannot reconcile opposing Notions,--the 
seeker of a divine Morality, than that he 
cannot bring his finite notions into fellow-
ship with the Infinite,--the yearner after the 
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sympathy of the Universe, than that hl1cannot prove his right to it in the schools? 
To proclaim the essentials of God's Bibli-
cal revelation the Church gave birth to the 
Creeds. Embodying no more notions than Scripture 
itself, but declaring a relationship of Giver and 
seizer in the elemental phrase "I believe," the, 
creeds elementalize, guard, and introdu~e the full 
Gospel. For the humblest, for all in worship, for 
the latent "nationalist," the ereeds are a kind of 
touchstone for the form and content of Scriptural 
Christianity, for the Knowledge of God. And what 
is said of the ereeds is also true of the Church's 
other formularies. 
The creed is a document which has served as 
a protection to the meaning of the Scriptures 
against the tendency which the Church doctors 
in different ages have exhibited to disturb 
and mangle them. The creed has served as a 
protection to the humbler members of the 
Church against the inclination which the 
Church doctors of different ages have mani-
fested to rob them of their inhel~tance, and 
to appropriate it to themselves. 
The view which the liturgy takes of the creeds 
is sufficiently evident from the mode of their 
introduction into it. They are made parts of 
llwhat Is Revelation? (London: Macmillan & Co., 1859), p. 280. Cf. Maurice, Life, I, 372, 
~488-95, 511, II, 229; Theological Essays, pp. 239-
40, 339-40; The Kingdom of Christ, I, 236-257, II, 
151-185; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, I, 19-38; Sequel 
to the Inquiry, 272-89. 
12The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 30. 
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our worship; acts of allegiance, declarations 
by the whole congregation of the Name into 
which each one has been baptized; preparations 
for prayer; steps to communion. The notion 
of them as mere collections of dogmas is never 
once insinuated,1is refuted by the whole orqer of the services. j 
Likewise the sacraments, as the vehicles 
of the church's manifestation of God's revelation 
in worship, speak concretely and specifically of 
His Knowledge. No participant in Baptism or the 
Eucharist can but know that he is a member of an 
existing Kingdom whose Head is Christ and whose 
guarantor God Himself; that there is no question 
here of exhausting or constructing the religious 
truth and its domain out of the human; that God 
Himself reveals and gives the Origin to those 
created in His image who are capable of beholding 
and receiving; and that the ultimate form of this 
Knowledge is the communion of Person with person. 
That sacraments must be the organon of 
a revelation, if it fulfil its pretensions, 
that they have been actually so to Christendom, 
is the lesson which I owe to our Tractarian 
school, and to the Romanist teachers from 
whom they have received their lore; the one 
which history has confirmed in my mind; the 
one which has been my great deliverance from 
the dogmatism of Dr. Pusey and of the popes. 
For if sacraments express the purpose, and 
the relation of God to man, dogmas cannot 
express it. To dogmatise about sacraments is 
13The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 
295-96. Cf. Maurice~ Life, I, 525, II, 1~6-49, 381, 
392-93, 412-17, 482-~4; The Kingdom of Christ, II, 
17-33; Theological Essays, p. 329. 
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to destroy their nature. To dogmatise about 
God is to assume that man does not receive the 
knowiedge of God from Him, but imputes the 
forms of his own intellect to Him. Sacraments 
are, as I think, the necessary form of a 
revelation, precisely because they discover 
the Divine nature in its union with the 
human, and do not make the1~uman the standard and measure of the Divine. 
3. Reasonablenes~ and Helpfulness 
The grounds for reading these Christian 
witnesses as revelatory, and as providing princi-
ples for the reading of other historical and con-
crete experiences, are themselves deceptively 
general and interpretable. It is precisely here 
that Maurice is able to be resiliently permissive 
and hence exasperating to his enemies and friends 
alike, to the one because he seems to have no 
grounds at all save himself, and to the other be-
cause he claims so little absoluteness. Though he 
was as has been seen and will be more seen in the 
next chapter a dogmatist, as one involved in dogma 
as God 1 s revelation to man, yet he was a great non-
dogmatist, as one who is unrigid in formulation and 
certainty. Sometimes he begins simply with the 
warrant of sheer spatial and temporal success. Age 
and diffusion are the land marks of genuineness, 
l~aurice, Life II 495. Cf. Maurice, Life, 
I, 261, 399, 512, I~94-~6, 602-04; Lincoln 1s-Inh 
Sermons, IV, 97-173; The Kingdom of ChriSt, I, 
258-89, II, 58-96. 
or at least of worthiness of consideration, and 
hence a starting point of validation; yet not just 
age and diffusion, but these in great quantity. 
·There is actually found at this present 
day, in every Christian country, a certain 
document called a Creed. It is not necessary 
to inquire minutely at what time it was formed. 
Let it be admitted that there is an obscurity 
over its origin; that we cannot say who put it 
into that shape in which we now see it. From 
whatever quarter it may have come, here it is. 
It has lasted through a great many storms and 
revolutions. The Roman empire has passed 
away; modern European society has risen out 
of its ruins. Political systems have been 
established and overthrown; religious systems 
have been established and overthrown. Even 
the physical world has undergone mighty altera-
tions, and our conception of its laws is al-
together changed. The very languages which 
were spoken in all parts of the world when 
the Gospel was first preached, have given 
place to others; but this 'I believe' remains. 
It is substantially what it was, to say the 
very least, sixteen hundred years ago. • • • 
Now a man who has noticed these facts, and 
has settled it in his mind that, whatever 
they mean, they must mean something, would 
certainly wish to inquire into the nature of 
this document which has been diffused so 
widely, has lasted so long, and has seemed fp 
so many different persons of so much value. ' 
But beyond this success standard, in all 
its quantity, are other criteria of quality as 
well~ What is honored, of which age and diffusion 
are but external marks, is the commonness of 
human problems touched and the helpfulness of the 
touching. It is the ubiquity of the occasions 
15The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 19-20. 
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' throughout the human scene, and the elementalness 
to which it testifies that marks the principle and 
itsembedding as significant; and it is the succour 
and inspiration and intelligibility of the bread 
given to eat that marks it as come from ~ruth and 
hence leading to Truth. Always Maurice rests on 
a basic and confident pragmatism of the actual. 
Whatever the varieties of human propensity, ex-
perience, and need, what speaks to individual 
human hearts, what speaks to ancient and persisting 
human circumstances, what speaks to the constants 
in human relationships in a perplexing and changing 
society, what speaks to accumulated and long lived 
and alive institutions, what speaks to man, yester-
day, today (and, by faith, tomorrow)--this is 
vital. And what speaks to the experientially con-
tinuing in all these men, times, places, and cir-
cumstances to_make living both intelligible and 
worthwhile--this is valid. 
During that time it (the CreedJ has not been 
lying hid in the closet of some antiquarian. 
It has been repeated by the peasants and 
children of the different lands into which it 
has come. It has been given to them as a 
record of facts with which they had as much 
to do as any noble. In most parts of Europe· 
it has been repeated publicly every day in 
the year; and though it has been thus hawked 
about, and as men would say, vulgarized, the 
most earnest and thoughtful men ·in different 
countries, different periods, different stages 
of civilization, have ~elt that it connected 
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itself with the most permanent part of their 
being, that it had to do with each of them 
personally, and that it was the symbol of that 
humanity which they shared with their breth-
ren. Reformers who have been engaged in con-
flict with all the prevailing systems of 
their age, have gone back to this old form of 
words, and have said that they lived to re-
assert the truths which it embodied. Men on 
sick beds, martyrs at the stake, have .said 
that because they held it fast, they could 
look death in the face. And, to sink much 
lower, yet to say what may strike many as far 
more wonderful, there are many in this day 
who, having asked the different philosophers 
of their own and of past times what they could 
do in helping them to understand the world, to 
fight.against its evils, to love their 
fellow-men, are ready to declare that in this 
child's creed they have found the secret which 
these philosophers could not give them, and 
~e~;hr;~~ ~~~~~1Bra(~~a~~~bss~~~;d~)t take 
Again, if in history it is ubiquity and 
helpfulness that tend to focus occasions and to 
validate principles, in each man's life it is the 
meeting of his deepest cravings of mind and will, 
~ot to deaden, but actively to fulfill them. To 
meet the demands of the human consciousness, 
disaffected from all sops and pretences, candidly 
recognizing what satisfies and what doesn't, in 
both thought and action, analysis and synthesis, 
individual and social--this is the ultimate task 
in human life, and it is that for which only Truth 
can suffice. What does suffice, then, is a 
16The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 
19-20. Cf. The Kingdom of Christ, I, 120. 
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vehicle of that truth. The final pragmatic (and 
this is the final) appeal must be to the inner con-
science of a man, ful~conscious of the impinging 
world about, but the sole final arbiter of what 
from that world feeds and what doesn't feed that 
part of the world which is'himself. That the 
Living God does feed that self made in His own 
ima~e, and does so in the world, is a promise and 
a conclusion which does not alter the starkness 
of this criteria appeal. 
Here, it seems to me, is the office of 
the theologian. He comes with this Go~pel 
to mankind. So far as he is asserting, he 
is a ·dogmatist. But he does not rest his 
assertion upon his own judgment or upon the judgment of ages; he addresses it to the 
conscience, heart, reason of mankind. He 
leaves God to justify it in His own way, by 
the sorrows, needs, sins, contradictions of 
men. He desires only that the news should 
go forth·with no force but its own •••• 
Dogmatism and Rationalism cannot be reconciled 
in words; the verbal middle between them is 
feebler than either, destructive of what is 
good in both. Here is the living, real, 
uniting Mean between them. The verbal middle 
between the idolatry which is the worship of 
creatures, and the atheism which is the wor-
ship of nothing, is 'less religious than the 
one, less logical than the other.' God de-
claring Himself to His creatures in a Man, that 
the creature may rise to the full knowledge of 
Him,--here is the middle which you • • • must 
hold forth in the practical and living words 
of the Scripture, to the righteous and the 
sinful, to the wise and the·unwise.l7 
17what Is Revelation?, p. 232-33. 
(speaking of Sch~iermacher] Trained in 
Moravian habits of reverence and affection 
for the Person of Christ, feeling in his man-
hood the full attraction of that Pantheistic 
movement which is, as I said in my last Letter, 
a vehement effort to escape from formulas into 
sympathy with the liv~ng Universe,--taught by 
his country's sufferings the need it had of a 
ground for personal life and morality which 
neither formulas nor Pantheism could give,--
instructed by his earnest study of the Socratic 
method in the Platonic Dialogues that the 
truest Philosophy does not consist in pursuing 
Notions, but in rising out of them--finding 
the orthodox defenders of Scripture, as well 
as the Naturalists who sought to reduce it 
according to their maxims, equally averse from 
this method, equally determined to bring the 
most earnest thoughts and questionings of his 
countrymen within their narrow rules, equally 
indifferent to the deepest necessities of the 
human soul,--perceiving in the New Testament 
much which met his cravings, which presented 
itself to him as the divine satisfaction of 
his wants, much that for him lay in shadow 
••• he became the most thorough devout, 
accomplished defender of Consciousness as the 
instrument, to some extent the measure, of 
belief ~hom the world has seen or is likely 
to see.~B (Brackets added.) 
4. The Patt~rn Referent 
This vague but firm sort of pragmatic 
confidence is possible to Maurice because of his 
dauntless conviction of God's Authorship of 
precisely the men, times, places, and circum-
stances, that is, the occasions, of history. 
18What Is Revelation?, p. 292. Cf. Maurice, 
Life, I, 135-37~ 385, II, 445; What Is Revelation?, 
pp. 9, 166; The6logical Essays, pp. 44-45, 65, 
77-78; Religions of the World, p. 63. 
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Author of all persons, He is Author also of their 
context, and the linkages which satisfy through 
it their hearts' yearnings toward His communion. 
Like Augustine in this, Maurice is yet unlike him 
in that the City of God and the City of Man are 
I 
much more closely at on~ with one another, that 
is, they are together the Kingdom of Christ. It 
is the concrete which contains the words which 
manifest the Word. Just as forceful as is the 
~ersonal.element in his view of the nature, source, 
and methodology of the Knowledge of God, is the 
Pattern element in his view of the sources and 
~riteria of that Knowledge. 
One of the thoughts which seems to have taken 
greatest hold of him [Albertus Magnus], is the 
thought of an inchoation of the higher forms of 
life in the lower, so that the vegetable shall 
always be the prophecy of the sensible, the 
sensible of the intellectual. There is, per-
haps, no belief connected with the natural world 
and with our own selves which has been so dear 
to the devout student, who has kept his heart 
warm and hopeful, as this; none of which he 
has had a stronger external and internal evi-
dence; none which he has at times perceived to 
be susceptible of more dangerous abuses, to be 
pregnant of greater phantasies and supersti-
tions. It is a loving link to the old school-
men of the middle ages, to see that in his 
monastery he was cherishing this genial faith, 
that he was preserving in his mind a sense of 
the harmony which there is through all creation, 
of a golden chain which unites the insect to 
the archangel.l~ (Brackets added.) 
19MQral and Met~hysical Philosophy, I, 602. 
Cf. Maurice, Life, II, 4 2, 6oB-09; Gospel of St. 
John, p. 403. 
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'I 
Part of the theological reformation for 
which he called, and of which he was a lonely ex-
ponent against both the Tractarians and the Evan-
gelicals, was a reassertion of the Greek Fathers to 
complement the emph~ses of the Latin. While all 
generalizations are dangerous, they are also nee-
essary, and it is an ancient one to remark on the 
legal and moral centeredness of Rome and the 
metaphysical and natural centeredness of the East. 
In a sense true to the pagan Roman spirit, Latin 
theology was formed on the frontiers of the 
•absorption and acculturation of the Barbarians, 
and remained more organizational and less spa-
ciously speculative than the Greek. L£kewise true 
~o their pagan forebears, the philosophers, and 
~urtured near the ancient seats of culture, the 
Eastern Fathers sought to view all creation as 
~ctuality suggestive of final Reality, not so much 
emphasizing just elemental experience and need. 
If sin in the West has most to do with disobedi-
ence and asceticism to do with curbing the un-
ruly.will, in the East they have more to do with 
f,ini tude and the eseape from the bonds of rna tter. 
The East breathes a feeling for tre presence of 
the Creative Form--the Logos as tre intelligible, 
limiting Word--in everything, great or small, 
sheer~because it exists. Indeed natural existence 
as such, that is, experiencability, is predicated 
on the presence of this form. No matter what the 
finitude, the lack, the deprivation, the veil, or 
whatever constitutes the falling short of the 
glory of God, it is never a complete alienation. 
Nothing is wholly untouched--not just untouchable, 
but untouched--by the §pirit of God, by His Mind 
and His Purpose. That some forms should hold and. 
hence reveal more of these things than others, e.g., 
the special organs of the Christian inheritance, 
is part of the mysterious Will of God. That they 
actually do so i·s manifested in the light they 
shine forth on all the other experiences of life, 
~y which light their f~rms too are seen as authored 
by and hence r~velatory of the same God. Without 
dismissing standards of greater and lesser truth 
from human life, or denying the actuality of sin, 
such a view nevertheless conduces to a more 
amiable first attitude to the whole world and all 
its parts than the Latin tendency to construe that 
world primarily by its revolt rather than by its 
creation. Such a view also conduces to a potential-
~y more rigorous testing and validating of postures 
of truth in that world, than the Latin proclivity 
for exclusive Faith validations, with all their 
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untestability and hence doctrinaire qualities. 
None of this is to claim absolute distinctions of 
East and West, but only proclivities within a 
Christian Framework embracing both. 
"We have lost," said Scott Holland once, 
"much of that rich splendour, that large-
hearte~ulness of power, which characterises 
the great Greek masters of theology. We have 
suffered our faith for so long to accept the 
pinched and narrow limits of a most unapos-
tolic divinity, that we can hardly persuade 
people to ~ecall how wide was the sweep of 
Christian thought.in the first centuries, 
how largely it dealt with those deep prob-
lems of spiritual existence and development 
which now once more impress upon us the 
seriousness of the issues amid which our 
souls are travailing. We have let people for-
get all that our creed has to say about the 
unity of all creation, or about the evolu-
tion of history, or about the universality of 
the Divine action thro~gh the Word. We have 
lost the power of wielding the mighty lan-
guage with which Athanasius expands the sig-
nificance of creation and regeneration, of 
incarnation, and sacrifice~ and redemption, 
and salvation, and glhr~·~u 
Maurice's testimonies to the value of the 
Greek Fathers are legion, not as exclusively true 
be~ause Hellenic rather than Hebraic or Latin, but 
as proclaimers of fundaments often lost by false 
a'nd exclusive devotees of the others. To hold the 
whole world the creation of God, now as then, per-
s,isting because of that creation through all the 
20Gilbert Clive Binyon, The Christian 
Socialist Movement in England (London: Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1931), p. 15. 
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depradations of sin, is to hold it to be defined 
by the good it contains and expresses, to hold all 
principles and applications of the Knowledge of 
God discoverable and testable in it, not against 
it. Whatever the judgment o~ the final Personal 
demand on man, judgment inevitably negative on the 
functioning of his cultural structures, these very 
structures exist as part of the vesture of God's 
creation and Self-revelation. They are not perfect, 
1they are not transparent, they are not ever wholly 
contributory to the personal; but they are His at 
the foundation, and not His Enemy's. They are 
good and not evil. And their cocky discounting or 
' 
upset by men whose confidence in life has become 
vanity in their alterations of it is as contra-
dictory of the words of God as failure to use them 
for the nurture of personal relationships is of the 
Word of God. 
If, for instance, I have helped any one to 
feel that there is an eternal connection 
between history and mystery; that the persons 
who are seeking to separate them are seeking 
to destroy both--the mere historian turning 
history into an old almanack, the mere mystics 
and mythics turning the invisible things, 
which are of all the most substantial, into 
an empty, gilded vapour; or if I have succeeded 
in fixing this thought in any one's heart, 
that Christianity as expressed in the sacra-
ments, the written word, and an apostolic min-
istry, is not a costume belonging to one age 
or country, but is just that which enables men 
to feel a~d know that there is anything which 
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is not costume, anything which is eternal and 
unchangeable, and that with the loss of this, 
that faith will perish altogether; if I have 
done this for any one, it signifies not to me 
the least how soon all the words which con-· 
veyed this impression are forgotten; how soon 
they are regarded as poor and idle words. The 
thing I wish to do I have done; I have fur-
nished a few with a test, by which they will 
try the worth of much which they will hear 
very eloquently and dogmatically put forward 
in the present day, with~a way of determining 
to their own satisfaction whether we or those 
who pretend to see deeply into the meaning of 
things really have most meaning; whether we or 
they Who pretend to look through all shapes and 
colours, at that which is essential are really 
most dimmed by every passing image and shadow 
and phantom.21 
21Maurice, Life, I,.271-72. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE FORM AND CONTENT 
OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD 
1. The Triune Ground 
The Ground of all Reality, Author of all Truth, 
and Inspirer and Guarantor of all Knowledge, is God. 
He is both the metaphysical and the epistemological 
focus of human existence. His Knowledge is discovered 
by Him in all His BPeations and acts; and to men in 
c'oncrete human experience, inseparably both individual 
and social, peculiarly in the life and organs of the 
Church. What is thus revealed and validated, as fact 
and not construct, is first of all the Triune God 
Himself, to the proclamation of Wh?se Name Maurice 
. 
conceived his whole theological life to be given. 
The name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, 
is for me the name of the God in whom I am living 
and moving, and ha~ing my being. It is the name 
into which I baptize little children, which is 
about them as they grow up into men, which is to 
reveal itself to them in all their conflicts and 
hopes, their sorrows and joys, which their doubts 
and their infidelity, like their faith, are 
instruments in making known to them. • • • if I 
have any work in the world it is to bear witness 
of this Name, , •• as the underground of all 
fellowship among men and angels, as that which 
will at last bind all into one, satisfying all the 
craving of the reason as well as of the heart, 
meeting the desires and intuitions that are 
a a 
... 
... 
scattered through all the religions of the world.l 
The dogmatic possibilities of Maurice's essen-
tially pragmatic epistemology are curiously intense. 
He is an explicit Trinitarian because he 1lfinds 0 a 
Triune God implied in li'fe and manifest in the Gospel 
and the Church. Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are given 
to us in all the experiences which drive us from the 
most basic realizations of ourselves to the most basic 
realizations of God. The Theological Essals are ad~ 
dressed ostensibly to Unitarians to insist on the dis-
cover.y of the true unity of God1s Trinity reflected in 
all essential life. To begin with man's need for 
Charity and yet for Law is to imply the action in 
creation of the one kind of Being in whom the two 
great distinctions are complementar.y and not exclusive, 
that is, a Personal Father. To move through man 1 s 
sense of responsible miser.y toward the Fatherly Will 
for Forgiveness, while yet the same sin drives him 
away in shame from the Fatherly Will for Justice, is 
to demand mediation through ·the one kind of Being 
capable by nature of communion with both, that is, One 
who is God to men and Man to God~ a Son to the Father. 
And to know also man 1 s answered craving for the power 
lMaurice Life, II, )87-88. Ct. Maurice, ~~ 
I, 94-95, 52), s4;, II, 89, 230-31, 354, )67, 571; 
Theological Essays, pp. 281-301; The Epistles of St. 
John, pp. 168-83; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, IV, 29-42. 
to yearn for the Father, and to recognize and accept 
the mediation of the Son, is to demand an origin (whiCh 
can only be called The Spiritt~ for that power which 
must combat the evil forces contending for his soul. 
In all and through all, to seek not separation but 
harmony in life is to demand of all three that they be 
united as only unity can be claimed, in a Name which 
is born by a Real, not a notion born by the wind and 
man's vanity. 
I have not, then, to enter upon a new subject 
in this Essay. I am not speaking for the first 
time, of the Trinity in Unity. I have been speak-
ing of it throughout. Each consciousness that we 
have discovered in man, each fact of Revelation 
that has answered to it, has been a step in the 
discovery and demonstration of this truth. I 
should be abandoning the method to which I have 
endeavoured strictly to adhere, if I admitted that 
now, at last, I have come upon a mere dogma, which 
had no support but tradition, or inferences from 
texts of Scripture; or, on the other hand, upon a 
great philosophical tenet which wise men may deduce 
from reason or find latent in nature, but with 
which the poor wayfarer has nothing to do. We may 
owe much to tradition for giving expression to the 
faith in a Trinity; texts of Scripture m~ confirm 
it; the context of Scripture m~ bring it out in 
beautiful harmony With all the divine discoveries 
to man. Philosophy may have seen indications of 
a Trinity in the for.ms and principles of the uni-
verse, in the constitution of man himself. But 
unless we are utterly inconsistent with all that 
has been said hitherto, these can be but indexes 
and guides to a Name which is implied in our 
thoughts, acts, words, in our fellowship with each 
other; without which we cannot explain the utter-
ances of the poorest peasant, or of the greatest 
sage; which makes thoughts real, prayers possible; 
which brings distinctness out of vagueness, unity 
out of division; which shows us how in fact, and 
not merely in imagination, the charity of God may 
find its reflex and expression in the charity of 
man, and the charity of man its substance as well 
as its fruition in the charity of God. What I 
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have to do in this Essay, then, is certainly not 
to bring forward arguments against those who 1m~ 
pugn this doctrine, but only to show how each 
portion of that Name into which we are baptized, 
answers to some apprehension and anticipation of 
human beings; how the setting up of one part of 
the Name against another has been the cause of 
strife, unrighteousness, superstition; why, there~ 
fore, the acknowledgment of that Name in its full~ 
ness and Unity, is Eternal Life.2 
Specifically both individual consciousness 
and social relationships among men imply God's Trinity. 
Whatever is construed analytically when a man says 11 1;," 
what is insisted is a personal sense of experience and 
response which ~or its meaning requires a personal God 
as Origin and Referent, both directly and beyond other 
h,uman persons as origins and referents. And whatever 
is construed analytically when a man says "we, 11 or 
11 the nation," or 11 society, 11 what is insisted is a 
structure and movement of relationships of persons 
which for their meaning require an interpersonal God 
again-as Origin and Referent. Without the one there 
is no reality to the deepest and most obvious interior 
personal consciousness; without the other there is no 
reality to the most elemental and constructive public 
action; and without reality to suCh consciousness and 
action there is no confidence beyond defiance to sus-
, 2Theological Essays, pp. 2~4-85. Of. Ma~rice, 
Life, I, 132-37, 508, 517, II, 350-51, 450; ~­
logical EssaYs,. pp. 246-62, 281-301; Lincoln's Inn 
Ser.mons, II, 116-32, VI, 95-109; The Religions of the 
World, pp. 230-62; The Gospel of St. John, pp. l-27. 
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tain and inspire both life and thought. In fact there 
is such confidence among men. And its warrant, leading 
to the Trinitarian formulation of God 1s Being, lies in· 
the conviction that knowledge and truth lie through 
creation, a thing possible only because creation bears 
the stamp of God 1s nature and not just of a capricious 
and unlimited Will. 
I cannot help perceiving that we have been tryi~g 
to build social life and personal life upon dis-
trust and suspicion of each other, and of God; 
and that the human ~9D$ is, as you said, that of 
trust; the man, the Divine Man being the Truster 
Himself and the source of Trust in all the race. 
I quite feel with you that Ohristts trust in the 
Father is the sign and witness of His divine 
nature, that whiCh corresponds and shows forth 
the righteousness of God, that which is the basis 
of righteousness for man. And I cannot doubt 
that in Him God justified the trust of ever,y man~ 
Jew and Gentile, since the foundation of the world, 
and pronounced sentence upon all the distrust and 
self-exaltation of every Jew and Gentile. All 
polities and societies grew up, I conceive, through 
the trust of men in each other and through trust 
in some one whom they could not see and could not 
name, but who, they felt, was not far from any one 
of th~m. And, as clearly and obviously, all poli~ 
ties and societies perished through distrust of 
the members in each other, and through distrust . 
of their Father in Heaven; through the establish-
ment of some dark power to be dreaded and hated, 
not trusted, in His place. The Revelation of the 
Father, by the Son, as well as of the Son by the 
Father, was in truth that which men in all differ-
ent ways, in their social acts and theories as 
much as in what would be called their religious 
acts and theories, had been showing that they 
needed.j 
3Maurice, Life, II, 573-74. Of. Maurice, Life, 
143, 414, II, 146-~387-88, 461, 463, 563, 578, 623; 
Theological Essays, pp. 54-81, 281-301; The Epistles 
of St. John, pp. 152-57; Social MoralitY, pp. 433-62; 
The Lord's Prayer, pp. 39-53. 
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But not only because personal and social life 
suggest, indeed' demand, a Triune God for both founda-
tion and fulfillment, does Maurice hold a dogmatic 
Trinitarianism; also because the Gospel presupposes it. 
As in Maurice, it is unelaborate, though more and not 
less real for this reason. For it arises not out of · 
speculative construction but out of experiential 
probing. And it results not in notions and systems 
but in necessary assumptions and 11 facts. 11 Detail and 
preciston are not just difficult or unnecessar,y; they 
are invitations to defense by coercion and for ego 
and faction. That Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are 
necessarily distinct in ~erson and Will is enough to 
say to explain and guarantee personal-conscious life 
and the experiences of dreation, Justification, and 
lnspiration in men; and this assumption pervades the 
Gospel proclamation and the earliest creeds. That 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are necessarily yoked 
in Substance and Agreement is· enough to say to explain 
and gu~rantee·social relationships and insti~utions 
arid the e~periences of dreation, Justification, and 
Inspiration among men; and this assumption pervades 
' 
the Gospel activities and communities. To say less 
than this, either of distinctness or of unity, or 
indeed of the whole Being of God~ is to underplay 
life's evidences, to underapply its principles, and 
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to underinspire its points. And to say more than this
1 
either of distinctness or of unity 1 or indeed of their 
intricate relationships in the Being of God, is to 
overextend, coerce, and fragment. Only the unelaborate 
dogmatic Gospel can save and nurture the complemen-
tarities of the person and other persons in human life, 
the freedom against circumstances, and the order 
against anarchy, which are the essence of our creation 
imago dei. 
Here, I conceive, is the doctrine of the Trin-
ity in its most practical fo~yet with all its 
most delicate distinctions; no confounding of the 
persons, no division of the substance. And thus 
is it received and has it been received in all 
ages by thousands of men and women in weakness 
and suffering, who were as utterly unable to enter 
into scholastic subtleties as they were to fly 
over the moon. They arrived, in·the act and exer-
cise of prayer, at the root of all these distinc-
tions. The habit of looking up to a Father hinder-
ed them from ever thinking that the Spirit who 
drew their hearts to Him was their own spirit. He 
must be a universal Spirit, a Spirit working in 
others as well as themselves; working to unite 
them. He must have proceeded from the Father, but 
He leads them not directly to the Father, but to 
One who has come from Him to redeem them, in whom 
only they are redeemed or righteous or sanctified, 
to whom they refer themselves, in whom they find 
themselves, through whom only they can see what 
the Father is. And perceiving in Christ that He 
is the infinite and eternal Love, they are certain 
that the Spirit who worketh in them, the Spirit of 
Love, is the eternal bond of unity between the 
Father and the Son, as He is between them on earth. 
As He is their guide and comforter, and the guide 
and comforter of myriads besides them, as they 
have resisted Him and He has overcome them, they 
cannot regard Him otherwise than as a person. All 
th~acts and qualities which they attribute to 
an~present friend dwell supremely in Him. Yet 
because He is in them, speaking to them, they must 
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distinguish, though they can never separate, Him 
from that Lord whom they must always thihk of as 
the commom Lord of all, as the Mediator between 
man and God, as standing at the right hand of God, 
as their way to the Father. Just as likewise they 
must always distinguish the Son from the,Father, 
whom He. trusts and loves and obeys, whose will He 
does, whose perfect image He is.~ 
2. The Christ 
The chief revelatory vehicle for manrs knowl-
edge.o£ the Trinity and the chief constituti~e vehible 
for God's creation of man and society are respectively 
the Incarnate and the Eternal Christ. Central to 
Ma~rice•s wrestling with human yearnings is the need 
for some touching point or points between the Infinite 
and the finite, the Eternal and the temporal. The 
Incarnate Christ is that point in prospect, actuality, 
or retrospect; else all men are gods, or all men are 
the Devil 1s. Tangibly Man, that He might both be and 
be known as One among men, He was yet inalienably the 
. 
Second Person, that He might both reveal and commend 
the Triune God to men. Only as Man can He speak to 
men, to be heard and believed and loved. Only·as God 
can He speak of the Divine, to live and die and yet 
li.ve. Only as Man can what He does be related to man 1 s 
quandaries, both his yearnings and intimations, and 
~aurice, Life, II~ 349-SO. Of. Maurice, Life, 
I, 219, II, 152-53~5, 469, 515, 571-72; TheologiCal 
Essays, pp. 68-81, 246-62, 281-301; The Ground and 
Object of Hope ~or Mankind., pp. 60-67; Lincoln's Inn 
Sermons, I, 105-21. 
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his limitations and rebellions. But only as God can 
He in fact be efficient to reveal Him and thus to 
teach His children. 
"We cannot conceive the inconceivable," {}.ti) a maxim 
so self-evident, that it must have swept all 
thoughts about an invisible world, or a divine 
Being, before it, if there had not been a deeply 
grounded conviction in human beings, however var-
iously expressed, or however unable to express 
itself, that unless we can rise above our con-
ceptions, above ourselves, there is for us.~o 
science of things, no knowledge of persons-~fathers, 
brothers, friends; that all affection must perish 
as well (in the true sense of the word) as all 
understanding. That inward belief, the loss of 
whiCh is the loss of every aspiration after good-
ness or nobleness, the destruction of any morality 
but that ~ich is conventional~--that belief has 
given rise to the cr.y for some Being who is above 
all our thoughts and conceptions, but Who must be 
the ground and standard of them all,--to tell us 
what He is, and therefore what we are. The faith 
of our fathers was that God answered this cr.y 
which He had Himself awakened; that He did come 
forth in the person of His only-begotten Son, to 
show men what He is; that He did send His spirit 
into the hearts of men, that all might know Him, 
from the least to the greatest. The confession 
of this Revelation was their orthodoxy. They had 
no notion of a system or scheme of Religion, apart 
from a Manifestation of God to men.5 (Brackets 
added.) 
The Incarnate Christ can enlighten men, how~ 
ever, not because God miraculously became a man in 
one act. He was but the Eternal Christ become visible, 
who had already from Eternity a special relationship 
to Man. He was not ~nly the Agent of Creation of the 
5Lincoln's Inn Sermons, V, 94-95. Of. Maurice, 
Life, I, 135-37, 160, 253, 509-10, 535, II, 16, 144, 
407; Theological Essays, pp. 82-100; The Lord's Prayer, 
pp. 7-12; Lincoln 1s Inn Sermons, I, 80-95, 105-21; The 
Gospel of the Kingdom of Heaven, pp. 14-36. 
natural order at large; but, in His own Image, of the 
' human social order and its citizenr,y. He does not 
either exceed or contravene His essential nature when 
He comes to men as one of them to live, die, and rise 
among them; He is already the Chief One of them; they 
are already His, constituted by Him and in His Image. 
Created by God in Christ, not at a later date won by 
Him; lighted by Christ from before all worlds, not 
suddenly changed in nature from one of darkness to 
one of light, from one of alienage to one of kinship; 
--Man~ in Christt draws his being from Rim, ~eceives 
His promises~. bears His Image and relationship to the 
Father. The alienation of Adam is a departure from 
the standard, a deviation from the original, and is, 
however actual, agonizing, and effectual, not Real. 
It does not define man as Man, but only as sinner. It 
stands between original man and saved man and is an 
aberration. Thus the Incarnate Christ reveals to man 
not only the face of God, but his own true face, the 
grpund of his confidence and hope in self and othersi 
and life and light, an eternal, and therefore present 
ground. 
~ I have been wont to combat them by alleging 
that if we follow the writers of the New Testament, 
we cannot make the event of Adam's fall the centre 
of our divinity, for they never give it that posi-
tion. That Adam appears in them as the dying head 
of the race, Christ as the living head of it. That 
if we take St. Paul literally, we must regard the 
appearing of Christ in our flesh as the manifesta-
tion of that truth which had been hidden for ages 
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and g~nerations in God. That if we take St. ~ohn 
literally, we must speak of Christ as having been 
the Light that lightened ever,y man before He was 
clothed in the garments of our humiliation. That 
if we adhere to the teaching of any Apostle, we 
must regard Christ as exhibiting in human acts 
that Wisdom and Righteousness of God, departures 
from which the Law had prohibited, and declared 
to involve an inevitable retribution. That what 
the Law could-not do for men by all its terrors, 
this Rig~teousness and Wisdom manifested in a 
Person could effect, seeing that men beholding 
them in Him, may become invested with them; seeing 
that men, being inspired by His Spirit, may show 
them forth in their lives and deeds. That this 
idea of the New Testament Revelation is the idea 
that is embodied in our Creeds, which contain no 
allusion to Adam, which are wholly con~ersant 
about God and Ghrist and the Spirit. That this 
is the Order of. our Articles, the second being 
on Christ taking the nature of Man, and there 
being no allusion to the Fall till the ninth; the 
ground of Humanity being thus laid in Christ, the 
depravity that is naturally engendered in the 
offspring of Adam bging t~eated as a departure 
~rom that standard. ' 
This is the ground for_Maurice 1 s view of 
society, that Christ is its King, and this is ~he 
ground of his preaching and working in society, tbat 
Christ is its Lord; not Uought to be, 11 but 11is." 
They are grounds not only of analysis but also of 
action, not only of prescription but also of hope. 
Just as Adam does not constitute Man, but his abe~ 
ration, so the Devil is not culture 1s and history's 
6seguel to the Inquiry, pp. 248-49. Of. 
Maurice, Life, I, 80, 155-57, 160, 236, 375-76, 384-85, 
II, 152, 161, 168, 219-20, 266, 326, 407-08; The King-
dom of Christ, I, 282-88; Theological Essgys, pp. 82-
100, 117-39, 156-Sl; The Epistles of St. John, pp. 53-
68; Sequel to the Inquiry, pp. 244-71; The Lord1 s 
Prayer, pp. 4-7, 20-21, 73-76; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, 
II, 283-300, III, 179-92; V, 206-15. • 
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King and Lord~ but a usurper. Part of Maurice's 
peculiar flavour and power in this is the confidence 
it gives his rejection of de~pair over either man or 
the earth and society. And part of it is the inclu-
sion in Christ 1s Kingdom~ from the beginning and in 
essence 1 of all men and the wliole world~ such inclu-
sion rejecting explicitly all elaims of men to exclu-
sive salvations, either by voluntary or monolithic 
apparati. Not all men know or welcome their identity 
in Corporate Man in Christ 1 nor do all oecasions or. 
institutions in society, but they all own it. Reali-
zation is latent in every part of Christ's Kingdom 
because its substance is real. Neither special elec-
tion by God nor special accedence to earthly authority 
or instrumentality selects from all men and relation-
ships a few, or requires of them a precise peculiar 
behavior~ for separate existence as the only Chosen 
children of God. Such an ass~ption of the Devil 1s 
proprietorship of earth and men~ except for the elect, 
is a denial of the Lordship of the Eternal Christ and 
the Gospel of the Incarnate Christ. It is, in fact, 
a ~nare of that same insidious Devil with whose more 
blatant power it appears to contend. 11 God 1s will 11 as 
a notion is as much an interior manifestation of man 1s 
self will as open selfishness and coercive lusts are 
cleaner, more external ones. For 11 the earth is the 
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Lord 1s, and the fullness thereof; the world, and they 
that dwell therein 11 ipcludes all men and all history i 
not just as claim, but as fact. 
Our Lord speaks of His Kingdom, or His Father1s 
Kingdom, not as if it were to set aside that 
constitution of the universe, of which men had 
seen the tokens in family and national institu~ 
tiona, of which they had dreamed when they thought 
of a higher and more general fellowship; but as if 
it were that very constitution in the fulness of 
its m~aning and power. He who is the ground of 
the world 1 s order; He in whom all things consist, 
reveals Himself that we may know what its order 
and consistency are, how all disorder and incon~ 
sistency have arisen from the discontent and re-
bellion of our wills. Now an opposite feeling to 
this seems to characterise those who are noticing 
the present distractions of the world, and are 
suggesting how, in this day or hereafter, they 
may be removed. All seem to assume that the con-
stitution of things is evil; not that we are evil 
in departing from it. With strange unanimity, 
eager politicians, restless ecclesiaatics, hopeful 
millennarians, seem to take it for granted that 
the Devil is lord of the universe: only that by 
an improvement in the arrangemen~s of civil life, 
by a stronger assertion of priestly authority, or 
by the final coming of the Son of Man, the evil 
power may be weakened or broken. Which sentiment, 
by whomsoever entertained, is surely unchristian 
and ungodly. The holiest men protested against it 
before our Lord 1 s coming. ·Though the Kingdom was 
not yet shewn to be a kingdom for the whole earth, 
they believed that it was; they declared its laws, 
testified that heathens were at war with their 
own proper ruler; told the chosen race that by 
their evil acts as kings, priests, people, they 
were breaking the everlasting coY.enant. Any other 
language since Christ has come is, practically, a 
renunciation of His authority, and a denial of His 
incarnation. Those who use it connot effectually 
connect the command 1 Repent 1 with the announcement 
1The Kingdom of Heaven is at hand; 1 though our 
Lord 1 s example forbids us ever to separate them. 
For they cannot sa;y, 11 There has been a holy, 
blessed order among you~ which you have been 
darkening, confounding, hiding from men, by your 
sins and selfishness; but which must and will 
assert itself, in sp~te of you and of all that 
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resist it • 11 Were this mode of speaking generally 
adopted by pastors and preachers, their hearers 
might be led eaCh to ask himself, What have I done 
to frustrate the ends for which the Kingdom of 
Heaven has been established upon earth~ how can 
I cease my strife with it, and become its obedient 
subject~ a question which, instead of destroying 
their interest in the doings of the world generM 
ally, would make that interest practical and per-
sonal; instead of lessening their hopes of the 
time when the darkness shall pass:away and the 
true light shall shine out fully, would make them 
less earnest i~ guessing about it, than in pre-
paring for it. 
Not only Head·and donstitutor of the Race, and 
its King and Lord, Christ is also Saviour. Again, as 
in these other instances, in the Incarnate man sees 
but the culmination of a drama whose beginning, essence, 
and ending are also predicated there. If belief in 
Jesus as the Christ is in fact efficient unto redemp~ 
tion it must signify some power in that Jesus Christ's 
Person to accomplish it, a power derived from the 
metaphysical facts of His identity with the Eternal 
Word and of Man's corporate constitution in Him, in 
creation, death, and ~esurrection; and from the moral 
fact of that Word's voluntary submission to the Will 
of the Father both eternally and in the Incarnation 
unto the Cross. Only if Man were in Christ at the 
?The Lord's Prr1er {4th ed• Cambridge: 
Macmillan and Co., 18bl:, pp. 32-34. Cf. Maurice, 
Life, I, 262-63, 450, 487, 528, II, 21, 44-45, 138, 
243•44, 304, 317, 353; Theological Essays, PP• 182-202; 
Lincoln's Inn Ser.mons, I, 17, 167, 208, II, 73-87, 220-
34, III, 259-78; The Gos4el of St. John, pp. 498~500; 
The Lord's Prgyer, pp. 2 -38, 89-101, 117-29; ~ 
Doctrine of Sacrifice, pp. 212-28; The Gospel of the 
Kingdom of Heaven, pp. 357-68. 
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beginning could Man be there· at the culmination; only 
if at creation, at redemption; only· if constituted, 
reconstituted. And only on a pattern of the Son's 
eternal submission to the Father and glorification 
thereby, nay; therein, does the Son 1s submission in 
time have efficacy in bringing men to potential resub-
mission, part~y by His own act, and partly by their 
place in it, both then and now, that is, both out of 
and in time. To assert power, as to assert truth, is 
but to do so in time, of something already and eter-
nally powerful, or true. 
' .. 
B~lief, or Trust~ in the efficacy of, and Man 1 s 
participation in,-the life, death, and resurrection of 
Christ, constitutes the Faith which saves. Here is 
the one point at which Maurice is theologically indi-
vidualistic.. For though what is, in the Eternal Christ 
and what is revealed, that is, done, in the Incarnate 
Christ, is for Corporate Man, each man must seize on 
it for himself in order to realize it. A point of 
possible criticism, that Everyman or All Man, which 
is in fact no single man at all, is too abstract a 
notion and plays too exclusively the role of Man in 
Maurice, is somewhat obviated here. However corporate 
Man is, and however much a man's essence metaphysically 
lies in that corporateness, it is individual man who 
is driven by the awfulness of life without acceptance 
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and trust, the awfulness of his life, to the Faith 
that sees his involvement, M! reality, and thus 
actuates his redemption. 
The awfulness of life outside of Faith, life 
in Hell, is clearly that of the life of the ignorance 
and ignoring of God, the reverse of the Knowledge of 
God. Its elements are self will, isolation, and des-
pair; its occasions, vanity, blindness, and negation; 
i·ts genesis, the work of the Evil Spirit. Here as 
everywhere Maurice is unattached enough to false 
sophistication to talk freely of the Devil, and un-
committed enough to elaboration to talk of him with~ 
out speculative deli~eation of his origin~ nature, 
and visage. Salvation to the Knowledge of God means 
salvation from the Devil; God the Father overcomes 
him eternally; God the Son did so at Oalvar,y; God the 
Spirit empowers man so to do, if he will but use that 
power. The Devil is real in man 1s experience: not 
only is experience unintelligible without his predi-
cation; his energies are fel.t by men directly. And 
it is wiser and truer to speak freely of what is felt 
an~ known by all than to try to banish by ignoring, 
what is in that darkness the more powerful. 
What, then, do I assert? Is there no difference 
between the believer and the unbeliever? Yes, 
the greatest difference. But the difference is 
not about the ~~ but precisely in the belief 
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of the ~· God tells us, "In Him, 11 that is in 
Christ, 11 I have created all things, whether they 
be in heaven or on earth. Christ is the Head of 
eve!:l man." Some men believe this; some men dis-
believe it. Those men who disbelieve it walk 
11 after the flesh. 11 They do not bel~eve they are joined to an Almighty Lord of life,--One who is 
mightier than the world, the flesh, the devil~-­
One'who is nearer to them than their own flesh. 
They do not believe this, and therefore they do 
not act upon this belief •••• But though tens 
of hundreds of thousands of men live after the 
flesh, yea, though every man in the world were 
so living, we are forbidden by Christian truth 
and the Catholic Church to call this the real 
state of any man. On the contrary, the phrases 
which Christ and His Apostles use to describe 
such a condition are such as these: 11 They believe 
a lie. They make a lie. They wi~l not believe 
the truth. 11 The truth is that every man is in 
Christ; the condemnation of every man is, that he 
will not own the truth; he will not act as if this 
were ~~ he will not believe that which is the 
truth, that, exQept he were joined to Christ, he 
could not think, breathe, live a single hour. 
This is the monstrous lie which the devil palms 
upon poor sinners. 11 You are something apart from 
Christ. You have a separate, independent exist-
ence .. 11 See how this works. Separate from Christ, 
I can bear no fruit to God. Separate from Christ, 
I am separate from every one of my brethren. Then 
at once follows disobedience to God 1s two commands, 
"Thou shalt/love the Lord thy God; Thou shalt love 
thy neighbour as thyself • 11 ••• Wherefore we st;ty 
to every man, "Believe in the Lord Jesus, and· you 
shall be saved. 11 Not, believe in a distant Christ, 
not believe in a dead Christ; but believe ~n the 
Lord Jesus Christ. Believe in Him as the Lord of your own spirit. Believe that your spirit is as 
much His servant as you have believed it the ser-
vant of the flesh. Believe Him to be mightier 
than the world around you, than your own flesh, 
than the evil spirit. Believe and live. 
Now, who is the Lord of your spirit? He who 
agonised in Gethsemane,--He who bled on Calvary, 
--the Lord of all love,--the Lord who sacrificed 
Himself for love; this is the Lord of your spirit, 
ever near go you, ever present with you, with 
every one. 
8Maurice, Life, I, 155-56. Of. Maurice, Life, 
I, 106-07, 119-20, 122, 138-39, 182, 189, 198, 24~ 
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3. Submission and Communion 
The key metaphysical factors in the Creation-
Redemption drama are the Eternal Christ's Constitutive 
Corporate Headship of the Race and His Inca~nation, 
bht~ death, and resurrection; the key moral factor is 
His sacrificial submission revealed to man vaguely in 
the ne~essities of all social life, more precisely in 
the Old Testament, and directly in His incarnate life. 
Only as the Christ and the Spirit submit themselves 
eternally and by choice to the Father has the inevi~ 
table structure of any social relationship either the 
personal and moral virtue o~ ~oluntary choice, the 
cultural virtue of permanence, o·r the metaphysical 
virtue of reality. From the family to the nation, 
and any world order, there is no final defence against 
the tyranny of the empowered will save the Father's 
love, nor against mechanical obedience save the Son • s. 
Personal submission. And again from the family to 
the nation, and any world order, there is no founda-
tion for man 1s dependence on such institutions for 
real human nurture and the expression of individual 
consciousness, social responsibility, and personal 
love, save the essential presence of these in the 
526, 364-65, II, 166, 399, S68; Theological Essays, 
pp. 140-SS; The Ground and.Ob ect of Ho e for Mankind, 
pp. 71-84; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, II, 1-15, V, 25 -?9; 
The Gospel of St. John, pp. 300-382. 
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Godhead. The meaning of the Incarnation, then, is 
not only the human involvement of the Christ in His 
people, as Creation is the Divine involvement of His 
people in Him; it ie also, in the Cross and Resur-
rection, the affirmation of the reality, the Godhead 
rootedness, of sacrifice as the way and meaning of 
life, and of the triumph in the human race of that 
way and meaning. Jesus did not die as ransom, or 
debt to honor, or blood pure substitute, but now to 
embody in our flesh what He from the foundation of 
the world embodies, our spirits being in Him: 
Submission to the Will of the Father. 
"Christ ..2lU! passover, 11 says St. Paul; ours 
who are of the seed of Abraham according to the 
flesh, and ours who are grafted into the same 
stock with them. He signifies all that ever the 
Passover signified; but the signification is for 
the whole human family, not for one portion of 
it. He was the first-born among many brethren. 
He was devoted, consecrated to God, as the rep-
resentative of a whole race or family. He de-
clared the true distinction between the flesh 
in each man, which is devoted to death, and the 
spirit, which is redeemed and united to God and 
is quickened with a new life. He claimed for 
man, in His own Person, delive~ance from the 
oppressor, subjection to the invisible and gra-
cious Ruler. He showed that the fleshly inclina-
tions of man were indeed the· prison-hous·e out of 
whiCh he must be brought, and that his way to 
liberty and hope lies through a region of dark-
ness and the shadow of death. He showed Himself 
to be the uniting bond of all creatures, Himself 
the source of.their life, and that apart from 
Him they must be divided and dead. In all these 
ways He was their Passover. But ever.y other view 
of His character was harmonized and concentrated 
in the view of Him as a Sacrifice. It was the 
act of giving Himself up which showed what He was; 
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that was the great witness of His filial relation 
to God, of His entire delight in His Father's will. 
That was the witness, at the same time, of His 
entire identification with those whom He had made 
His brethren upon earth, of His refusing to be in 
anywise separate from them in the worst condition 
into which the worst of them could come, of His 
refusal to have any life whiCh He would not com-
municate with them. Above all, it was the witness 
that everything which He had was Hie Father•~ that 
He did nothing but what He ~aw His Father do, that 
His love was only the image and reflection of Hie 
Father's love, that the Father was the originator 
even of that highest and most perfect sacrifice, 
with which alone He could be satisfied, in which 
alone He could accept all other sacrifices.9 
The virtue of submission to God the Father's 
Will is for man principally that it denies his chief 
temptations and anguishes, actualize& his real stance 
in the Order of Creation. More tha~ything in the 
ignorances of inexperience, the ignorances of folly 
I 
keep men from the Knowledge of God; and of such folly 
the major consti t'uents are false self sufficiency and 
pride. Submission renders these impossible, since it 
presupposes both relationships per se and relationships 
· of' dependence. Further, it is the only stable ground 
for both the peace and justice of the social order, 
not just to furnish a loyalty to lesser orders but to 
remind greater orders of their defining characteristic 
9Lincoln 1 s Inn Sermons, III, 250-Sl. Of. 
Maurice, Life, I, 535, II, 22, 58, 253, 3b5, 394, 408; 
Theological Essays, pp. 101-39; The Epistles of St. 
John, pp. 152-57; The Doctrine of Sacrifice, pp. 99-
113; Lincoln 1 s Inn Sermons, III, 245-58; The Lord 1 s 
Prgyer, pp. 46-50; The Gospel of the Kingdom of 
Heaven, pp. 150-59, 324-56. 
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as voluntary submitters to still greater ones and 
ultimately through the Greatest One to the welfare 
of the same lessers. The final check to the easy 
penchants of power, and guarantor of the harder ones 
of obedience, lies- in the submission of each and of 
all to the only Real Head of History and the Race, 
and in Him to His Father, neither One of whom is 
comprehensible in any cultural form. Submission is 
likewise the key to that communion which for men, 
among themselves and with God, corporately and indi-
vidually, is the touchstone of life. God 1s blessings 
require confession and submission of will to Will be-
fore man can receive them; indeed they are therein. 
They are of confident peace and joy of soul as well 
as courageous warfare with evil, and these can never 
issue to the finite save from the Fatherly Infinite. 
The independent man can be defiant and tough, but not 
resilient and strong; he can be friendly and polite, 
but not loving and gracious; he can be quiet but not 
calm, at rest but not at home. For the submission of 
man to God in His Son is the entering and abiding in 
His communion, and that of man to man, again in Christ, 
is the beginning and continuance of human f~llowship. 
But if we kept this thought steadily before 
us, that ·the hallowing of God 1 s name is the end 
for which our Lord lived and for which we are to 
live; that to give him thanks and praise for that 
which he is and for that which he has done, and 
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so to enter into the perception and apprehension 
of that which he is and that which he has done, 
is the highest felicity which we can Qtain; that 
our Lord who was one with the Father did in all 
the acts of his life exhibit this perfect sym-
pathy with him and delight in him, and submission 
to him; that the voluntary sacrifice of his body 
to death was the final and consummate act of sym-
pathy, delight, submission; that as self-will and 
disobedience are the obstacles to the communion 
of men with their Creator, so are they obstacles 
to tbmmunion with each other; that the same act 
therefore which removed the only obstacle to the 
one communion removed also the obstacle to the 
other; that the cross of Christ is th~ centre 
point of all fellowship; that while we seek our 
fellowship there, affirming ourselves to exist 
only as members of Christ's body, and to derive 
our life from him, we may find strength habitually 
to deny ourselves according to his example. • • • 
A person who lives in t~e light of this truth must 
look upon the sacrifice of Christ as distinct from 
all other sacrifices, because it is only by means 
of it that we are brought into the presence of 
God or are made 9ne body. He cannot look upon the 
sacrifice of Christ as separat~ from any other 
sacrifice, because he conceives all sacrifices to 
derive their worth and meaning from it. He must 
regard self-sacrifice as the necessary element of 
a Christian life. He cannot permit it to assume 
a self-conscious and therefore contradictory 
character by regarding it as the means of procur-
ing a blessing, when it is in fact the fruit and 
the fruition of a blessing already procured. He 
must consider every Christian obliged to mortify 
his selfish nature, in order that he may offer an 
acceptable sacrifice to God. He cannot confound 
the mortification of the evil nature with the de-
struction or weakening of a single faculty which 
God has bestowed. For those faculties are impaired 
and ruined by the domin~on of the evil nature; they 
are strongest when it is most subdued. They must 
be kept strong because God requires them as a sac-
rifice; and the more they are sacrificed to him 
the more strength do they acquire. 0 
lOThe Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 67-69. 
Of. Maurice, ~~ I, 103, 380-81, 476-80, II, 22, 46, 
62, 384-86; The Kingdom of Christ, I, 240, II, 58-69; 
The Doctrine of Sacrifice, pp. 161-94, 212-26; Social 
Now, submission, or sacrifice, in no way 
suggests either personal ease or anomie. It is not 
only, at least temporarily, easier to capitulate to 
the temptations of the self than to resist them; it 
is surely easier to gain both the understanding and 
the fruits of the world, the flesh, and the Devil by 
playing their rules of notion, stuff, and pride. Sub~ 
mission of self to God1s and other1s wills is a con-
tinuously heroic act, whose reward is itself, and not 
externally and tangibly exploitable. Similarly it 
does not excuse from decision. Not only the decisions 
of one's own differential and changing position in the 
hierarchies of human relationships, but th~ir proclam-
ation and realization amongst one's fellow men, in¥ 
volves judgment, action, and suffering. Here as in 
so much else, the experience of Jesus is central and 
revelatory, from the agonies of temptation to revile-
ment by ~he world, to the cross and its role as both 
the ultimate act of submission and a heaping of coals 
of fire on the heads of all men. 
This peace the Apostle desires for the Thee~ 
salonians. Not some image or shadow of peace, 
but peace itself, in its full meaning. Not a 
peace which depends upon pacts and bargains among 
men, but which oelongs to the ver,y nature and 
Morality, pp. 274, 462; Lincoln 1s Inn Ser.mons, IV, 
~~0-25; The Epistles of St. John,,pp. 252~65; ~ 
Lord 1s Prayer, pp. 2-3, 40-41, 73-80, 112-15; ~ 
Gospel of the Kingdom of Heaven, pp. 277-89. 
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character and being of God. Not a peace which 
is produced by the stifling and suppression of 
activities and energies, but the peace in which 
all activities and energies are perfected and 
harmonized. Not a peace which comes from the 
toleration of what is base or false, but which 
demands its destruction. Not a peace which be~ 
gins from without, but a peace which is first 
wrought in the inner man, and' the·nce comes forth 
to subdue the world. Not a peace which a man 
gets for himself by standing aloof from the sor-
rows and confusions of the world into which he 
is born, of the men whose nature he shares, choos-
ing a calm retreat and quiet scener.y and a regu-
lated atmosphere; but a peace which has never 
thriven except in those who have suffered with 
their suffering kind, who have been ready to give 
up selfish enjoyments, sensual or spiritual, for 
their sakes, who have abjured all devices to es-
cape from ordained toils and temptations; the . 
peace which was His who bore the sorrows and 1n-
f~~ities and sins of man, who gave up Himself 
that He might become actually one with them, 
who thus won for them a participation in the 
Divine Nature, an inheritance in that peace of 
~od which passeth understanding.ll 
Why this supreme act of identification with 
man and sacrifice of Self in the flesh is necessar,y 
to reveal to man, and to persuade him of, his meta~ 
physical being in Christ and the moral reality of 
sacrifice, is not elaborated~ Perhaps the ver,y present 
Devil wtelds a power in Adam and us that requires the 
ultimate witness. Perhaps latent in the very act of 
creation of persons by the Person there is somet~mherent 
11Lincoln 1s Inn Sermons, V, 286. Of. Mau~ice, 
Life, II, 555; The Doctrine of Sacrifice, pp. 294-315; 
The Epistles of St. John, pp. 194-2~4· Lincoln's Inn Sermons~ II, 147-59, 250-6o, v, 243-54, 280-92; Social 
Morality, pp. 292, 460-6~; The Ground and Ob,lect of 
Hope for Mankind, pp. 76-77; The Gospel of the Kingdom 
of Heaven, pp. 187-218. 
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doubt and hence suffering, something imperfect. 
Whatever, Maurice here as elsewhere is little inter-
ested in groundless fancies and wholly committed to 
necessar,y projections from actual human experience. 
Men know the sense of alienation and yet of harmony, 
the sense of sin and yet of righteousness, the sense 
of slavish isolation and yet of free submission. That 
these might be known real as they are experienced real, 
.and that men might be armed in their warfare against 
evil with the weapons of God unto victory, men accept 
and trust the Revelation of the Son of God in Scripture 
and the Church, that they are in Him by Creation and, 
against the Evil One, in Him by Death and Resurrection, 
and in all by Sacrifice. 
I do not differ trom you about the existence 
of evil being the great crux of all. I learnt 
many years ago, from Augustine, that it must, by 
its ver,y nature, be the unintelligible thing, that 
to attempt to reduce it to a law or principle is 
to commit a contradiction. The question is not 
that at all. It is whether the unintelligibility 
of evil or the omnipotence of God is a reason for 
not regarding Him as carrying on a war against 
evil and for not expecting that in that·war evil 
will be vanquished. I know that there are some 
who think so. For God to make war instead of 
crushing evil, if it can be cr~shed.at all, by 
a simple fiat, is for them a simple absurdity. 
What I say is, that if it be, the Bible is from 
the beginning to end an absurdity. For it is the 
book of the wars of the Lord. It does not define 
evil, but it assumes evil; it assumes evil to be · 
in a will; it assumes evil not to be vanquishable 
by an Omnipotent fiat; it sets forth a process 
by which it has been overcome in a number of wills; 
it teaches us to pray, "Thy will be done on_ earth 
as it is in Heaven, 1" where it is done perfectly; 
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it says that if we pray according to God 1s will 
He hears us, and we shall have the petition which 
we ask of Him. • • • Your attempt to escape from 
this doctrine which goes through the whole of the 
Bible--that being nothing else than the boo~ of 
the wars of the Lord--convinces me that I was 
right in the strong language I used, and that 
there is a scepticism in all our hearts--! am 
sure there is a deep scepticism in mine--on the 
subject which can only be removed by earnestly 
thinking what the agony and bloody sweat of Christ 
must mean, whether that was not the battle of God 
with that which is resisting His nature.l2 
The belief of a Son who was with Him before 
all worlds, in whom He created and loves the world; 
who for us men and for our salvation came down from 
heaven and became incarnate, and died, and was bur--
ied, and rose again for us and ascended on high to 
be the High Priest of the Universe; this belief is 
what~ Something that I can prove by texts of 
Scripture or by cunning arguments of logic? God 
forbid! I simply commend it to you. I know that 
you want it. I know that it meets exactly what 
your spirit is looking after and cannot meet with 
in any books of divinity. For we have to find 
out that God is not in a book, that He ~~ that 
He must reveal Himself to us, that He is revealing 
Himself to us.l3 
l2Maurice, !:lli, II~ 347-48. 
13Maurice, Life, II, 445. Cf. Maurice, Life, 
II, 22, 365-67, 394; The Kingdom of Chris~, II, 72-73; 
Theological Essays, pp._30-53, 101-15; The Doctrine 
of Sacrifice, pp. xxxiv-xlvi, 227-41; Lincoln's Inn 
Sermons, I, 293•306; The Lord's Prayer, pp. 44-45, 
103-04; Social Morality, pp. 443-44. 
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PART THREE 
THE PRACTICE OF SOCIETY 
CHAPTER VII 
THE CONSTITUTION AND PRINCIPLES 
OF THE PRACTICE OF SOCIETY 
1. The Family and the Personal 
Man exists only in society, both by his real 
~onstitution in Christ as a member of a sacrificial 
social Trinity and by his consequent actual existence 
on earth as a person engaged in the sacrificial inter-
personal relations of society~ not accidentally but 
essentially. The organs of these earthly interpersonal 
relationships are the historic institutions of society, 
each utilizing the varied talents of man, eaCh contrib~ 
uting to his nurture and fulfillment~ physical and 
spiritual, each under the impulse of the Knowledge of 
God, recognizing that it is in fact a servant of His 1 
and hence of His servants. Rejection of such recog-
nition and defiance of its referent makes any institu-
tion, as much as men who reject and defy, bondaged to 
the Devil and subject to fragmentation and tyranny and 
finally dissolution. The issue in the life of every 
institution, as in the life of every man,. is not sec-
ular, accidental, or peripheral, but essential and 
ll5 
sacred. Either it will reveal God 1 s work in it, con-
duce to men•s recognition and embodiment of that reve-
lation, and hence to their Knowledge of God and eternal 
living, or it will serve in reverse to hide and re-
strain these things, conduce to men's blindness and 
isolation, and hence to their eternal dying. 
The Scriptures • • • never teach us that God cre-
ated men to be a set of individuals. They say 
that He created ever,ything after its kind; that 
He created man in His own image, the words being 
added, "Male and female created he [sic] them. 11 
No language can more distinctly express the idea 
of Society as essential to the ver,y idea of Hu-
manity than this. It is not the separate man who 
is in the image of God; it is man as a.kind, it 
is the individual man so far as he is the member 
of a kind. The first man and woman, we are told,. 
who were put into this world, refused to own them-
selves as made in God1 s image,--tried to be inde~ 
pendent of Him; and therefore, by a necessary con-
sequence, became suspicious of each ~~her, as well, 
as servants to an inferior creature. ~Bmckets added), 
The major institutions, or orders, of society, 
and the elements of true manhood, or sonship to God, 
the recognition and nurture of which they foster, are 
three. In the first of these, the £amily, the prin-
ciple of the personal is originally revealed and 
nourished, both in its individual and in its relational 
components. To be a child in a family is gradually to 
1Lincoln 1s Inn Sermons, II, 51. Of. Maurice 
Life, I, 171-72, 187, 190, 204, 209, 274, II, 9-10, 
59, 114-16, 296-9-7, 620-21; The KiAgdom of Christ, ::t, 
103-04, 227-57, II, 191-92; Th~ Lord 1 s Prayer, pp. 
73-76; The Workman and the Franchise, pp. 1-32, 204-
39; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, V, 229-42; Social Morality, 
pp. 1-25, 246-65. 
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know both that love which permits and urges different 
selves to trust each other in interpl~y, that sense 
of responsibility which is at the heart of a sense of 
self, that unity which is the hallmark of the very 
Godhead's three Persons, a unity of iubmission by will 
and not py coercion of the children to the authority 
of the father, and that most intimate and tender of 
\relations of persons which approaches the ultimate 
intimacy of the Knowledge of God itself. To be broth~ 
ers and sisters in a family is gradually to knol'T both 
that equality of dignity as persons and unidentity of 
status as individuals which together with loving sub-
mission to a father's will in each constitute human 
fellowship. To be a father in a fa~ily is to have 
. 
entered vocationally as a response to personal call, 
and sacramentally as a religious act, as well as con~ 
tractually as an act of individual accountability, into 
the role of living, loving, giving head of this model 
of the Godhead and of man 1 s s.ocial constitution in Its 
image. To be a mother in a family is to have entered 
marriage in the same way, but with the dual role of 
. submission to the husband and headship to the children. 
Without these basic experiences as children, and these 
basic recognitions and responsibilities as parents, or 
some vicarious substitute for them, men would not see 
and thus know the elemental will of God for t~em, or 
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feel and thus know their own elemental response to 
Him. Both morality and worship are rooted in the 
~amily. In conformity to this estimate of the monog-
amous family Maurice condones divorce only for sexual 
adulter.y which marks externally the already broken 
bond, dis~sses celibacy as in any way meritorious 
beyond family living, and is not committed save in 
the mood of beauty to the Virgin birthe Because it 
has been and has functioned agelessly in human life, 
it lA by God1 s Will, and should continue to be the 
foundational social organ-~the revealer and conserver 
of the earliest and inmost recognitions of man 1s rela~ 
tions to his fellow man and hence to the God of them 
all. 
Now this fact, that men exist in families, 
which seems so grievously to disturb the inventors 
of systems, is perhaps the very one which would be 
most likely to suggest the thought to a plain per-
son, that there must be a moral or spiritual con-
stitution for mankind. We are obliged to speak of 
every man as being in two conditions. He is in a 
world of objects which offer themselves to his 
senses, and which his senses may be fitted to 
entertain. He is a son, perhaps he is a brother. 
These two states are equally inevitable; they are 
also perfectly distinct. You cannot by any arti-
fice reduce them under the same law or name. To 
describe the one you must speak of what we see, 
or hear, or handle, or smell; to describe the 
other, you must speak of what we are; 1I am a 
sod~ 1I am a brother'. It is impossible there~ 
fore to use the word 'circumstances• in reference 
to the one state with the same strictness with 
which you apply it to the othere All the things 
which I have to do with, I naturally and rightly 
call my circumstances--t~ey stand round me: but 
that which is necessary in an account of myself, 
seems to be entitled to another name. We commonly 
call it a relationship. And this difference soon 
becomes more conspicuous. We speak of a man Maving 
a bad digestion or a bad hearing; we speak of his 
being a bad brother or a bad son. By both these 
phrases we imply that there is a want of harmony, 
between the man and his condition. But by the one 
we evidently wish to signify that there need not 
be this want of har.mony, that he is voluntarily 
acting as if he were not in a relation in whiCh 
nevertheless he is, and must remain. This incon~ 
sistency we describe by the term moral evil, or 
whatever equivalent phrase we may have invented; 
for some e~uivalent, whether we life it or not, we 
must have. 
2. The Nation and the Local 
Yet the family is too narrow an organ for the 
full development of individuality which is in turn 
necessar,y for the full voluntary commitment to unity. 
Hence the existence in God's pattern for man of an 
organ devoted to the revelation and care of the local 
~nd individual in human life, namely the nation. Such 
,revelation and care refer both to the internal devel-
opment of different men 1 s talents and inclinations and 
different social functions, and to the external main-
tenance of separate national propensities 1 none or· 
them exclusively equatable with the richnesa of God 1 s 
created possibilities. 
In the t'irst of these functions, the internal, 
2 ( ) .. The Kingdom ·of Christ new ed. , I, 227-28. 
Of. Maurice, ~~ I, 87, 127,~~31-33; The Kingdom of 
Christ, I, 227-31, 237-39; Soci~l'MoralitY, p. 119; 
Lincoln's Inn Sermons, II, 204-19, 301-21; On Fami1l 
Worship. · 
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the nation 1 s basic task is the nurture of unextrava-
gant differences. It protects private property as 
the first bulwark against any social organ 1s presump-
tion to absolutism in a world whose only Absolute is 
God, and as the best means of giving material, earthy 
I 
expression to men 1 s individualities. Since men are 
not only imago dei and hence spiritual and communal, 
but also imago dei and hence material and private, 
their full realization involves the body as well as 
the psyche. Not only the ideal patterns of creation 
and love, but the concrete embodiments in matter are 
of God, and without realizatien of the latter there 
.can be no humm realization of the former. Conse.:.. 
quently, again, private property 1! by the Will of God 
according to its past and present actuality and best 
functioning; hence by the nation is to·be conserved 
toward such functioning. 
To form that m~nner, to establish that fellow-
ship, we must distinctly admit that two-fold prin~ 
ciple of a National or Legal Society which Mr. 
Maine has set forth. No description of it can be 
better than his. The two elements, Contiguity in 
place, individual distinctness, constitute it. Or 
to translate that language into Saxon, 11 my neigh ... 
bour and myself; 11 these are the factors which I 
mean when I claim to be the member of a City o~ 
State. Supposing I forget either, I forget the 
other. I cease to recognise the distinctness or 
worth of my neighbour, if I do not recognise my 
·own; I cease to recognise my own distinctness and 
worth, if I do not recognise his •••• I maintain 
that a Nation is a Collection of Individuals; that 
there can be no Nation, if those who compose it 
are not Individuals. Conversely, I affirm that 
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there will be in Individuals in the full sense of 
that word, where th~re is not a Nation in the full 
sense of that word.J 
The State, I think, cannot be Communist; never 
will be; never ought to be. It is by nature and 
law Conservative of individual rights, individual 
possessions. To uphold them it may be compelled (it must be) to recognise another principle than 
that of individual right-s and property; but only 
by accadent; only by going out of its own sphere; 
e e e 
At the same time that it is the business of 
the nation internally to insure the liberty of its 
peoples in private property 1 it is also its business 
to express their equality and encourage their frater~ 
nity. For the former purpose it provides a community 
' 
of common law, common customs, c.ommon language, and 
hopefully common religion; sustains the economic cost 
of education, though its practice should be in the 
hands of the Church; and guarantees the bodies of men 
against unwarranted interference in their activities. 
For the latter it not only sustains legally but fosters 
substantively a cultural-economic life calculatedly 
disclosing men• s real natures as 11 I 1 s 11 in all relation.:. 
$hips and opposing their perversions into 111ts .. 11 
Neither the equality of certain common contexts nor the 
' fraternity of the underlying ends of personal 
3social Morality (London: Macmillan and Co., 
1869), pp. 128-29 • 
. 
4Maurice, Life, II, 8. Cf. Maurice, Life, 
I, ~34-43, II, 8-10, 586; The Kingdom of Christ, I, 
231•35; Social Morality, pp. 121-36. 
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interaction implies levelling or homogeneity in soci~ 
ety. The inevitable and good distinctions of place 
and authority constitute the structure of social life 
and of the people 1 s education in that life, and cannot 
be di~solved in a false egalitarianism without loss of 
both order in the whole and discipline in the parts. 
The inevitable and good distinctions of judgment and 
function gu~rantee the movement of social life and of 
the people's contributions to it, and cannot be re~ 
solved in a false fraternity of agreed means without 
loss of criticized wisdom in the whole and individual-
ity in the parts. Only let the distinctions be com-
plementary toward harmony and not discordant toward 
strife, necessarily different but not mutually 
destructive. 
Law takes each man apart from his fellows; it 
addresses him with a Thou; it makes him feel 
that there is an eye fixed upon his doings; that 
there is a penalty overhanging him. It is there-
fore, in this point of view, the direct opposite 
of a relationship by which we are bound to each 
other, and are made to feel that we cannot exist 
apart from each other. But, again, we find that 
the Law denounces tho.se acts which result from 
the determination of men to live and act as if 
they were independent of each other, as if they 
might set up themselves and make self-pleasing 
their end. The law declares to each man that he 
is in a fellowship, that he shall not do any act 
which is inconsistent with that position. That 
therefore which is the great foe to family rela-
tionship, the desire for individuality, is the 
very thing which Law, even while it deals with 
men as distinct persons, is threatening and curs-
ing. A nation then, like a family, would seem 
to possess some of the characteristics of a 
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spiritual constitution •••• a constitution 
evidently meant for creatures which have wills; 
seeing that it is one which men do not create 
for themselves, that is one l'11hich may be violated, 
nay, which there is a natural inclination in every 
man to violate; and that by the words 1bad citizen' 
we express moral reprobation, just ~s we do when 
we speak of a bad father or mother.' 
Without a distinctive theory or far-reaching 
program for the nation's economy~ either of which would 
be in danger of man 1s usurpation of God's actual crea-
tive activity, Maurice is nevertheless sure of his 
standards of judgment and relentless in applying them 
to the actual practice of economic life. At the basis 
of all economic life lies the fact of its present and 
real participation in the Kingdom of Christ. In the 
nature of that Kingdom lies the manifestation of the 
Trinitarian social relationship as the form of God's 
Will. And in the quality of that social relationship 
lies the impulse to cooperation of persons toward 
interpersonal goals, both the final fact toward which 
God draws His children by their wills,. and the original 
fact in which He has already created them by His Will. 
Not against the working institutions of actual economic 
and social life themselves, against private property, 
personal and productive, classes, wage labor, limited 
ST.he Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), I, 232~33. 
Of. Maurice, Life, I, 472-75, II, 116-17; The Lord 1s 
Prayer, pp. 6b=b?; Tracts by Christian Socialists, 
No. l; The Workman and the Franchise, pp. 1-32; Social 
Morality, pp. 67-83, 1.37-77, 246-6s. 
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franchise~ the temporal instruments of God 1s created 
pattern, does Maurice Chiefly struggle; but against 
those distortions of them which blind men to their use 
as instruments of His Will for their eternal selves 
and conduce to their blanket idolatry or hat~ed as the 
essences of life, He seeks not political or economic 
upheaval, but a gradual infusion of the knowledge of 
the proper practice of society into its instrumental• 
. 
ities and the moral energy for their usage. And his 
chief enemies are hot structures, but false systems of 
thought about them; principalities, not flesh and blood. 
What I have tried to say in the lectures is that 
the reorganisers of society and the conservators 
of society are at war because they start from the 
same vicious premisses; because they tacitly 
assume land, goods, money, labour, some subjects 
of possession, to be the basis of society, and 
therefore wish to begin by changing or maintaining 
the conditions of that possession; whereas, the 
true radical refor.m and radical conservation must 
go much deeper and ss;s: 11 Human relations not only 
should lie, but.do lie beneath all these, and when 
you substitute-•upon one pretext of another--
property relations for these, you destroy our 
English life and English constitution, you int~o­
duce hopeless anarchy." ••• We say that the work-
ing classes exist to assert the dignity of man, 
and to be witnesses against that glorification 
of things which has destroyed the other two. 
Eve~thing, it seems to me, depends upon the 
clearness with which we see this to be the issue 
to which all social struggles are tending, and 
upon the decision and moderation with which we 
~ssert it to be so. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • To set trade and commerce right we must find 
some ground, not for them. but for those who are 
concerned fnrt~em 2 for men to stand upon. That 
is my formula. 
6 Maurice, Life, II 1 114-1.5. Of. Maurice 1 ~~ 
In Maurice, competitive capitalism, the guise 
ruler of the present age, is based on two propositions, 
both of which are lies: that competition among men 
who are essentially autonomous is the law of life; and 
that the attainment of things is the criterion of sue~ 
cess in life rather than the mutual interaction and 
communion of persons whether or not conducive to wealth 
by market law. Against these the nation, gui~ed by the 
Church, should cr,y out. Yet those who, by possession 
of the Churchts perquisites, should, don't; and those 
who do, do so on false grounds outside of Christian 
truth. These two foci of error he ter.ms unsocial 
Christianity and unchristian Socialism. 
By unsocial Christianity he signifies that v~ew 
of Christianity which, by degrading the status of man 
by defining him as sinful and hence proudly and vainly 
autonomous, and by exalting salvation as a free exemp~ 
tion from the present human vale in the interests of 
future rewards, restrains Christians from involved 
critique of the competitive capitalist world and henee 
admits its continuation. To condemn the world in toto 
I, 85, 134, 144, 240, 338, 428-29, 473~75, 478; II, 
47-48, 106-07, 114-16, 118-19, 402•03, 482-8); ~ 
Kingdom of Christ, I, 241; Theological Essgys, pp. 156-
81; The Gospel of the Kingdom of Heaven, pp. 82-96, 
110-25; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, II, 283-300; The Lord's 
Prg:er, pp. 25-26, 39; The Epistles of St. John, pp. 
31 -41. 
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is to offer criticism with no temporal, institutional, 
or interpersonal significance, all being consigned by 
nature to the Devil. And to proclaim chosen redemption 
from this world without trans~ormation in and of the 
world is to preach good news without light or issue 
among men. In fact, not even neutrality attends such 
a view, but the conviction that since the world is the 
Dev~l 1 s, competitive capitalism is its proper ethos 
and organization, and its support a proper Christian 
~esponsibil1ty. For Maurice, for whom the world was 
God's and the fullness thereof, such a position issuing 
either in neglect or support of the social status quo 
as the Devil 1 s is blasphemy. The world is God 1 s 1 
understandable only because it is ofi a primal structure 
in His image, and disfigurements are correctable by a 
~ecognition of that image and its progressive unveil-
ing. For "Christians" who knew nothing of this, he 
has sadness and scorn. 
I hold that there has been a sound Christianity 
in the world, and that it has been the power which 
has kept society from the dissolution with which 
the competitive principle has been perpetually 
threatening it. I hold that this Christianity has 
been sound, because it has not been mine or yours, 
but has been a Gospel from Heaven concerning the 
relation in which God stands to His creatures, 
concerning the true law under which He has consti-
tuted them, and concerning the false, selfish tend-
ency in you and me whiCh is ever rebelling against 
that law. I hold that that Christianity has become 
unsound just in proportion as it has become mine or 
yours, as men have ceased to connect it with the 
whole order of the world and of human life, and 
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have made it a scheme or model for obtaining 
-selfish prizes which men are to compete for just 
as they do for the things of earth. • • • So men 
have identified the one with the other. So they 
have believed that if one perishes, both must 
perish.7 
At the other extreme from this concept of the 
world as the Devil 1s is the concept of the world as 
man 1s, each concept as far from the truth as the other. 
While one is the property of the unsocial Christian, 
the latter is that of the unchristian Socialist. Here 
society is but a product of man's own constructional 
powers and vagaries, and men then but the moul~ed by-
products of their own creation. On this theor.y one 
peed but alter the whole social scheme of things on a 
better pattern and not only would society function more 
smoothly but people would be better people. Against 
competitive capitalism, as an evil determinative con-
text, these people propose a formal equalization of 
man and an automatic brotherhood by franchise, or 
common ownership of property,, or communal living, or 
some such. What they fail to recognise is the essen~ 
tiality of man inhering in his creation and redemption 
!n Christ, and not in the circumstances of his environ~ 
ment; the consequent impossibility of finally trans-
forming man save by inner reading of the Revealed light 
7Tracts on Christian Socialism (London: 
George Bell, 1$50), No. 1, pp. 6-7· Of. Maurice, Life, 
I, 368-70, 459-61, 519, 537, 544-45, II, 9, 32; The 
Kingdom of Christ, I, 62-123, II, 317-19; Lincoln's Inn 
Sermons, V, 13-25; Tracts on Christian Socialism, Nos. 
1 1 J; The Epistles of St. John, PP• 215-35· 
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and warmth~ thence issuing the reform of relationships; 
and the inescapable idolatr.y in substituting devised 
social schemes for God 1s actual created structure and 
its adaptability to His purposes. 
11 We have ~-right, 11 said they, 8;he unchristian 
Socialistsj 11 to believe that man can be made 
blessed by a certain set of circumstanoesP. for 
man is the creature of circumstances.'' t:) (Brack-
ets added.) 
The .q1en to whom you allude f9wen, F~~rier, Louis 
BlanQ] hope to create such an order----to build the . 
universe upon it. I find it existing, I desire 
only to bring it to light, to act as ~f it ex~ 
isted. • • • I assume that to ~ the only possible 
condition of society whiCh they wish to make the 
condition of it.,9 (Bracke~s added.) -
Christian Socialism, spiritual fellowship and 
practical cooperation, is the joined truth of which 
unsocial Christianity and unchristian Socialism are 
disjointed heresies. By it Maurice construes a coop-
erative harmony of varied functions at the cultural 
l 
level; a unity of recognized and exercised authority 
at the moral level; and a community of interpenetrating 
experience at the personal level. It is Socialist in 
the most patent sense of being social, not individual; 
interdependent by nature, not by contract, by essence, 
not by circumstance; and organic, not a congeries. It 
8Tracts o~ Christian Socialism, No. 1, p. 3. 
9Tracts on Ohrkstian Socialism, Noo 1, p. 8. 
Of. Maurice, Life, I,72, II,. 7, 34, 42-43, 128; 
The Lord 1s Pra~er, pp. 26, 107-08; The Epistles of St. 
John, pp. 343- 7; Tracts on Christian Socialism, Nos. 
1, 7; Social Morality, pp. 409-32. 
is Christian in the most dogmatic sense of being ex-
plicitly theological, not humanistic; deontological, 
not utilitarian; and of defining itself and its work 
in the terms of Christian history and scriptu-res. Its 
Socialism is not annihilative or caustic or negative; 
nor is it utopian and cocky. Its Christianity is not 
m~ld and sanguine, or purely e~ical and prescriptive; 
nor is it either ant~quarian or apocalyptic. It speaks 
of fellowship which because rooted in Trinitarian Real-
ity, embodied in God's creative act, and manifest in 
Christ's moral as well as ontological sacrifice of 
Self, does exis·t and ought radically to be seen and 
more fully to be realized among men. And it speaks of 
this fellowship as basing and capable vigorously of 
infusing existent basic structures in historic society. 
I like your method of dealing with the subject, 
because you do not commit yourself to any specific 
social plan or any approbation of the partnership 
scheme for its own sake. I do not see my way far-
ther than this. Cempetiiion is put forth as the 
.law of the universe.. That is a lie. The time is 
come for us to declare that it is a lie by word 
and deed. I see no way but associating for work 
instead of for strikes. I do not say or think we 
feel that the relation of employer and employed 
is not a true relation. I do not determine that 
wages may not be a righteous mode of expres.sing 
that relation.. But at present it is clear that 
this relation is destroyed, that the payment of 
wages is nothing but a deception. We may restore 
the whole state of things: we may bring in a new 
one. God will decide that. His voice has gone 
forth clearly bidding us come forward to fight 
against the present state of things; to call men 
to repentance first of all, but then also; as it 
seems to me, to give them an opportunity of 
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showing their repentance and bringing forth fruits 
worthy of .it. This is my notion of a Tailors' 
Association, which I see must lead to something 
serious and should not be undertaken except with 
great seriousness; which may or may not lead to any 
new arrangement about work and profit. Given a 
moral state, and it seems to me the Morning Chron-
icle revelations are rather in favour of the con-
clusion that the old position of master and labou~ 
er might be a healthy one. But it is no old posi-
tion we are contending with, but an accursed new 
one, the product of a hateful, devilish theor,y 
which must be fought with to the death.lO 
'Tracts on Christian Socialism• is, it seems to 
me, the only title which will define our object, 
and will commit us at once to the conflict we must 
engage in sooner or later with the unsocial Chris~ 
tians and the unchristian Socialists. It is a 
great thing not to leave people to poke out our 
object and proclaim it with infinite triumph. 
11 Why, you are Socialists in d1sguise. 1L 11 1 In dis-
guise;• not a bit of it. There it is staring you 
in the face upon the titlepageJ 11 11 You want to 
thrust in ever so much priestcraft under a good 
revolutionary name." "Well, did not we warn you 
of it? Did we not profess that our intended . 
something was quite different from what your Owen-
ish lecturers meant. 11 This is the fair play which 
English people like, and which will save us from 
a number of long prefaces, paraphras·es, apologetieu 
ca~cstatements which waffe time when one wants to 
be getting to business. 
For the preservation of its existence and its 
functions in ordering men's bodily lives in harmony 
with their spiritual participation in the Kingdom of 
l~aurice, Life, II, 32. 
llMaurice, Life, II, 35. Of. Maurice, Life, 
I, 226, 472-75, II, 7-19, 32-36, 41, 44, 83, 85·86, 
92-94, 114-16, 128, 158•59, 550; Tracts on Christian 
Socialism, Nos •. l, 3, 8; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, II, 
60-72, III, 219-30, IV, 197-210; The Epistles of St. 
~~ pp. 252•65; Social Morality, pp. 450-56; The 
Lord's Prgyer, pp. 51-53; Reasons for Cooperation; 
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God, according to their local peculiarities, the na-
tion engages in policing, war, and preparation for war. 
Peace is the state of Christian Society, not just ab-
sence of violence, and it is to preserve that state 
that the nation wages war, not for power or wealth or 
sheer security. In so waging, it takes God's part 
against the forces of the Devil which·would upset that 
state. Force, both internal and external, is the agent 
of God's wrath against those nations, or forces within 
nations, which would upset the functioning of any 
nation 1s work for its people. What is required is the 
sure knowledge that tbe enemy is indeed the enemy, not 
just of self, but of self as God 1s. Thence the wa~­
rior does God's work in denying himself in the disci~ 
plines of violence. Whether or not the world is so 
easily filled with some nations and forces obviously 
doing God 1s work, others obviously bent on challenging 
that work, and none honestly at odds with one another 
over the wherewithal to do their concepts of God 1s 
work is not a question of keenest perplexity. Maurice 
is again true to his conservative penchant for the 
structure of things, and for the agencies of action in 
repulsing threats to that structure; all again, how-
ever, in the service of the radical penchant that man 
and nations must know and act for God 1 s social kingdom, 
and not for falsely autonomous selves. 
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They will say that your calling cannot be a godly 
one, that I am profaning what is holy when I am 
daring to talk of a Spirit of love and peace as 
dwe~ling with the soldier and prompting his deeds. 
I have considered the a~guments of those who speak 
thus--I was brought up to regard them as ~ost 
self-evident; I have deliberately rejected them. 
The Bible has convinced me, histor,y has con-
vinced me, personal experience has convinced me, 
that they are not true. I find the expression 
Lord of Hosts everywhere in the Scriptures, and 
I accept it as a right and honest expression of 
a great truth. I find that the leaders of armies 
and that armies themselves have done nobly, works 
which I recognise as God's works. I find a spirit 
of order and obedience in them which I scarcely 
find elsewhere, and which I wish civilians could 
imitate. I find justice, gentleness, tenderness, 
not merely mixing witp such qualities in military 
men, but eminently characteristic of some among 
them. This· being the case, I have solemnly and 
with my whole heart and soul refused to make an 
exception from the maxim which· I think governs 
~11 offices and undertakings in the case of the 
office and undertaking of the soldier. 
I recognise him in battles and in the prep-
aration for battle, as the servant of the living 
God. I believe the Spirit of God as really calls 
him to his duties and fits him for them as He 
calls me to mine. And having this faith--without 
which it would be anguish to think of you in India 
or anywhere~-! feel more bound to insist upon this 
principle when I discourse about soldiers than in 
almost any o~her case.l2 . 
One more question needs attention: What form 
should the organized power of this multifunctioning 
nation take? That the purpose of the nation is clear, 
and is kept clear, is crucial; a specific form is not 
a doctrinaire necessity. If the Americans want a de-
mocracy, have it in history, and can do their work with 
1~auri ce, Life, II, 418-19. 0 f. Maurice, 
Life, II, 250-51, 417-20; The Kingdom of Christ, ~I, 
193-94; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, I, 279-92, VI, 236-60• 
Social Morality, pp. 199-223. 
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it without idolatry of themselves, this last a dubious 
proposition, then democracy is comprehensible. But 
Maurice is fairly persuaded that England's mixed polity 
is more appropriate to her, and probably to God's Will 
too. His view of the universe is theocratic, and just 
as Israel's theocracy was kingly in its ideal, so too 
·Should England's be, the better to maintain the con-
sciousness of God 1 s rule and grace. Such a monarchic 
theocracy, conjoined with an aristocratic body or 
~ssistants, is, in fact, the chief support of a true 
and radical Socialism among the people, and thus of a 
true Humanity. For the harmonious unity of different 
functions and community of different persons can only 
be grounded in disciplined recognition of differences 
, 
in authority; and differences in authority can only 
be safeguarded by hierarchic subjection to the One 
Authority of Christ. 
I begin, where I think you poth end, in the ac~ 
knowledgment of the divine sovereignty; thence I 
come to the Tory idea of kings reigning by the 
grace of God. This I hold to be the first of 
political truths historically, and the first fun-
damentally; that is to say, I do not look upon it 
only as belonging te the time in which it was 
asserted and developed, but as bequeathed by that 
time to all subsequent times. How then do I differ 
from the mere Tory? Because I look upon the Whig 
idea of Constitutional Government which he opposes 
as latent in his truth and as necessarily developed 
out of it in its due season. How do I differ from 
both Whig and Tory? Because I look upon the Rad-
ical idea of the distinct rights and privileges 
of each man as latent in their two truthB and as 
necessarily developed out of them in its due 
season. Starting then from the primary theocratic 
doctrine, from the proclamation of Christ the ever-
lasting Word as King of Kings and Lord of Lords, I 
am prepared for judgments which shall assert the 
truth and bring it into light. I do look with 
trembling but with faith upon all manifestations 
of God's wrath upon kings who have failed to ac-
knowledge Him in their acts; have trusted in trick 
and diplomacy; have set up themselves; have been 
indifferent to law; have been careless of the disw 
tinct personality of their subjects. I think that 
last sin is especially the sin against which pop-
ular outbreaks bear witness. ~ut the sovereignty 
of the people, in any sense or for.m, I not only 
repudiate as at once the silliest and most blas• 
phemous of all contradictions, but I look upon it 
as the ~ contradiction, the same blasphemy in 
its fullest expansion of which the kings have been 
guilty. 3 
J. The Church and the Universal 
If the family is the revealer and nurturer of 
man1 s interpersonally constituted personality at the 
most intimate level, and the nation the revealer and 
nurturer of his broade~ and more varied individualities 
and dependences, it is the Church as the embodim~nt of 
the most universal of Godrs imprints in man that is the 
teachep and remonstrant of them both, as well as the 
purveyor of its own precious gifts directly to men. 
Inseparable from all other organs it is nevertheless 
distinguishable from them wi.th 1 ts own special quali~?.'~ 
ties and functions in society. A family, as Maurice is 
13 . Maurice, !4!!,, I, 48,5. Of. Maurice, Life, 
I, 85, 484-87, II, 128d31 1 404, 440, 497, 558-60; The 
Kingdom of Christ, I, 239"43; Lincoln's Inn Ser.mons, 
IV, 72-83; The Doctrine of Sacrifice, pp. 296-97; 
Social MoralitY, pp. 178-98. 
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wont to call it, it is the universal family witnessing 
'to all 'those things most common to men because most 
·close to God 1 s specific image in them all. A society, 
it is the only universal society whic~, tutoring all 
nations to develop their own idiosyncracies of acci~ 
dent, yet demands of them also the coqsciousness of the 
universalities of essence in them and their citizens. 
And an organ in its ~wn right, it witnesses to men that 
meeting pl~ce of the vertical and eternal in God and 
man with the horizontal and temporal in man and his-
tory, whereby man has claim to distinctiveness. 
I would wish to live and die for the assertion 
of this truth: that the Universal ChurCh is just 
as much a reality as any particular nation is;_ that 
the latter can only be believed real as one be- -
l~eves in the former; th~t the Church is the wit~ 
ness for the true constitution of man as man, a 
child of God,.an heir of heaven, and taking up . 
his freedom by baptism: that the world is a mis-
erable, accursed, rebellious, order, which denies 
this fo~ndation, which will create a foundation 
of self-will, choice, taste, opinion; that in the 
world there can be no communion; that in the Ohuran 
there can be universal communion; communion in o~e 
body by one Spirit. For this, our Church of Eng-
land is nowj as I think, the only firm, consistent 
witness. If God will raise up another in Germany 
or elsewhere, thanks be to Him for it, but for 
the sake of Germans, Dutchmen, Frenchmen, Span-
iards, Italians--for the sake of Baptists, Inde-
pendents, Quakers, Unitarians, for the sake of 
Jews, Turks, Infidels, for the sake of Men, I 
will hold fast by that Church whiCh alone stands 
forth and upholds universal brotherhood, on the 
only basis on which brotherhood is possiblee 
We stand on the voluntary principle, we vol-
untarily come into God1s order. We re~~~e to stand 
on the slavish foundation of self-will. 
11.}. Maurice, Life, I, 166. Of., Maurice, Life 1 
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For these functions the Church must be One, 
Whole, a.nd Apostolic. Part of the order of things it 
must yet express universally God 1.s ordering of them 
all; and unity, purity, and above ~11, catholicity must 
be her hallmarks. Apostolic it must be that it should 
be historical. Episcopal it must be that, avoiding 
both the usurpational monarchic and the idolatrous demQ 
ocratic forms, it should reflect the varied hierarchies 
of the actual orders of earth. Scriptural it must be . 
that it should bear the message of God entrusted to it, 
in the vehicle in which God had inspired it to record 
the revelation of Himself to Man. Creedal it must be 
that it should buttress constantly the Scriptural cen~ 
trality of God in all life, repudiating the substitu~ 
tion of any created thing for Him. Sacramental it must 
be that it should.worship in the same God centered 
spirit it affirms creedally and receives Scripturally. 
Is it not a strange thing, to take an example, 
that we in England in this nineteenth centur.y 
should be using forms of prayer which were written 
by Greeks in the third and fourth? nay, that the 
whole conception of our liturgy from beginning to 
end; the assignment of particular services to par• 
ticular seasons of the year; the use of psalms; 
the ascriptions; the acts of con~ession, thanks-
giving, adoration, should have been taught us by 
nations from which, by taste, by feelings, by 
I, 149~52, 247-~8, 2S8, II, 8-9, 2~, 227-?8, 273~74, 
296~97;· The Kingdom of Christ, I, 20, 246-S8; Theo-
logical Essays, pp. 263-80; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, 
II, 16-29; Social MoralitY, pp. 266-93; The Church 
a Famil;y. 
political institutions, by the progress of civili-
zation, by religious antipathies, we are divided? 
Think only of our northern character, our cloudy 
skies, our Teutonic independence, our vehement na• 
tionality, and then recollect that we are using, 
perhaps every day, certainly every week in the 
year, at the times which we believe to be most sol-
emn, words which we ~we to Hebrews and Greeks and 
Latins; and that in these words the simple folk of 
England, in spite of their narrow notions and local 
customs, are able to find solace and delight. 
Now if the meaning of baptism be that we are 
brought into God1 s family, and that we become 
therefore capable, with one mind and one mouth, of 
glorifying his name; if the creed by teaching us, 
as children of that family, severally and unitedly 
to acknowledge that name, and how it is related to 
us; we must feel that acts of worship should be, of 
all acts, those which most belong to our position, 
and in which our fellowship is most entirely real-
ized. And this feeling is surely one which must 
be wrought out in us the more we read the Bible 
and enter into the sense of ito That all division 
comes through 1dolatr,y; that all union comes 
through the adoration of the one living and true 
God; these are the two tex~s of the Bible which, 
from the record of the dfuspersion at Babel, where 
men would build a tower whose top should reach to 
heaven, for the worship of natural things, down 
to the day of Pentecost, when the little band 9f 
apostles in the temple were heard by the m~lti­
tudes, each in their own tongue., magnifying God, it 
is illustrating and inculcating. If anything is to 
break down the barriers of space and time, it must 
be the worship of him who is, and who was, and who 
is to come, whom the heaven of heavens cannot con-
tain, and whose dwelling is with the humble and 
contrite heart; if anything is to bring those at . 
one whom these accidents of our mortality are sep~ 
arating, this must be the meanso That men have 
turned worship to precise·ly the opposite use; that 
they have made it the slave of their circumstances, 
the badge of their divisions, the instrument of 
their hatred, I have confessed. The question is 
whether there be any witness in the world against 
this tendency; whether God have given us any sign 
that these separations are the ef~ects of our 
choice, not of his will. I say that these forms 
of worship, preserved through so many generations, 
adapted to ever,y locality, are such a sign; I say 
that, using these, I have a right to believe that 
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the blessings of the day of Pentecost have been 
given once, and never withdrawn; that in the deep-
est and most practical sense there is a community 
which the distinction1of tongues and the succession of ages cannot break. 5 
Universally the Church vouchsafes to all its 
people two direct and incontrovertible confidences. 
In Baptism it proclaims that Christ's work has been 
done; that all men are His in their origin and, what-
ever their rebellions, are redeemed to their original; 
that they may simply confess their redemption and need 
neither any :new experience in themselves nor any spe-
cial act of God to ~ saved, but only new insight of 
the Spirit to know salvation; that Christ claims all 
for His parish, and the Church does no less, fostering 
no new thing but the knowledge of eternal things. And 
in the ~ucharist it assures that men can and do enter 
~oluntarily into ·the life of sacrifice and communion 
which is the moral and spiritual realization of the 
facts proclaimed at Baptism; and know there the life 
of fellowship with God which is Christ the Son's, on 
the eross and in the nesurrection, not by capitulation 
to an impersonal discipline, but by loving obedience 
15The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 35-37e 
Of. Maurice, Life, I, 21~ 1 247-4?, 253~55, 306, 332-
35, 488~94, 5~II, )56-61, 517-19; The. Kingdom of 
Christ, II, 17-22, 58-64, 97-106, 151-?5; The Ground 
and Object of Hope for Mankind, pp. 49•60; Lincoln's 
Inn Sermons, II, 133-46; The Faith of the Liturgy and 
the Doctrine of the Thirty-Nine Articles, p. xxxix; 
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to a communing Personal Will. In these sacraments the 
Church expresses at their highest pitch the belie~s and 
the consolations of life with the Spirit of the L·iving 
God which belong to all men alike, as eternal 1ife. 
The only foundation, says the Calvinist, for faith-
ful action and for sound hope is the belief that we 
are God 1 s elect children. Baptism offers to men 
that foundation; it tells them that they are chosen 
of God and precious. It makes this foundation, 
what Calvin and all earnest Calvinists have felt 
that it ought to be, not dependent upon our feel~ 
ings, apprehensions, and discoveries, but on th~ 
will and word of God. At the same time the dis-
tinction which it draws between the new and the old 
man, the man in Christ who alone can be raised and 
glorified, and the old man which is to be utterly 
abolished, is a far finer, clearer, more practical 
distinction than any which the exclusive Calvinist 
has been able to reach. It denounces the unclean 
living into which the believer in an absolute sep~ 
arate election for him is in such danger of fall-
ing, as absolutely incompatible with the knowledge 
and enjoyment of God which is eternal life; and yet 
it does not treat any living man as lying beyond 
the pale of God's cov.enant. Philosophers say that 
man can only be that or do that which is according 
to his constitution; he cannot be made by some miw 
raculous process something else than he is; or, i~ 
he can, that power must be an injurious one. Bap-
tism declares man's true and right constitution to 
be that of union with God, and separation from him 
to be a violation of that only order according to 
which, as reason and experience alike show, he ca~ 
live. It is a fact that men are living anomalous-
ly; it is their own testimony that in doing so they 
are following their natures. Baptism declares that 
those who will are taken out of that inconsistent 
condition to whiCh they are prone, and are taken 
into a reasonable condi~ion, in which they ma161ive so long as they remember the covenant of God. 
I have maintained that because the sacrifice had 
once for all accomplished the object of bringing 
our race, constituted and redeemed in Christ, into 
16The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 17-18. 
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a state of acceptance and union with God, therefore 
it was most fitting that there should be an act 
whereby we are admitted into the blessings thus 
claimed and secured to us. And because those 
blessings were not given to the generation which 
lived in the days of our Lord 1s incarnation and 
death, but to all generations, therefore is it fit-
ting that th~s act should be renewed through all 
generations; and because those blessings do not bew 
~ong to one moment of our existence but to every 
moment, therefore is it fitting that the act by 
which we receive ~hem should continually be renewed 
by us during our pilgrimage on earth. • • • The 
sacrifice of Christ is that with which alone God 
can be satisfied and in the sight of which alone.he 
can contemplate our race; it is therefore the only 
meeting-point of communion with him: but this com-
munio~ being established, it must be by presenting 
the finished saerifice before God that we both bear 
witness what our position is and realize the g~or,y 
of it; otherwise we have a name without a reality, 
and with the words 1finished and complete• are rob-
bing ourselves of the very thing which makes it so 
imporf'nt that we should prize them and preserve 
them. · 
,Maurice rejects both Roman Catholicism and 
the Sect principally because they are neither of them 
essentially catholic and thus deny, both to others and 
their own rightful fellowship, others by exclusion, 
their own by error. Roman Catholicism on the one hand 
denies catholicity by imputing to itself, in imitation 
t 
of the great empires of earth, visible centerness which 
in fact belongs invisibly only to Christ, and in so 
doing not only limits its embrace but distorts what it 
17The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II, 71-72. 
Of. Maurice, Life, I, 182, 208-09, 214, 230, 261, 265, 
375-76, II, 2~353~ 394, 495-96, 590-91, 595; The 
Kingdom of Christ, I, 285-88~ II, 58-96; Lincoln's Inn 
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embraces. The sects on the other hand deny catholicity 
more blatantly, though not more thoroughlyJ by c~lling 
out of God 1 s world some of His children whom He intend-
ed to live there. The heresy is the same and it is the 
central heresy, the denial of Christ's Authorsh~p and 
Headship of His Church, and the creation and nedemption 
of all men and the world in Himself. Maurice's view of 
the Church is broad if by this we construe men's mem-
bershi~ in it by virtue of their humanity, there being 
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no other meaning to ~ than contains participation in 
Christ's body. But it is not broad if by this we con-
strue untheological or undogmatic. Unpartisan for 
speculative constructs or exclusive organs, yes, but 
unyoked with a concrete view of the Godhead and its 
Acts in all human life, Maurice never is. 
The Church preaches te me in its creeds a Gospel of 
a Son of God and a Son of Man, the Head and Lord of 
ever,y man, in whom I may believe and trust, who is 
the Deliverer from death and the grave and hell, to 
whom I may commit my body and soul and spirit, who 
has come from the Father of the whole Family in 
Heaven and earth, who is with me for ever, who 
gives us His Spirit· that He may make us members of 
His family, sharers of His nature. Is not that the 
lloral" teaching? If not, the Romanist is at issue 
with his own creeds. If he puts any person between 
us and the Son of God and the Son of Man, if he 
says that the Son of God and the Son of Man is Q2! 
the Head ef every man, and that He is !!.21 cal~ing 
every man to trust in Him for life and death--he is 
at war, not with Protestantism, but with the mes-
sage of St. Peter, and I presume of the successors 
of St. Peter if they call themselves Vicars or 
Ministers of Christ. On the other hand, if the 
Protestant puts the Bible between human beings and 
the Son of Man; if he bids any human being engage 
in a long train of Biblical study or comparison of 
arguments respecting texts of Scripture before he 
believes in Christ as his Prince and Deliverer, he 
sets at naught thf8Bible, he makes it a dead, nay, a killing letter.· 
However the Church bears to all men and nations 
common gifts and remonstrances of the Spirit, claims 
~11 for herself, and is thus universal, her visible 
form is national. It is given to the people of the 
world that they should live in social entities combin-
ing the depth of the family's and the breadth of the 
world's experience. Here in nations they live their 
whole lives, more richly blessed and responsible than 
in small families alone and more deeply and visibly 
tied than in any universal order. The nation touches, 
indeed infuses, the whole of their lives. It does not 
comprise them, but it does environ them in the great 
bulk of their daily awarenesses and activities. The 
O~urch, then, if she is to touCh men not just in pri~ 
vacy and in human commonness, must be national .in her 
tangible orgainzation. To touch them every day in 
every way she must be of their nation, paralleling, 
restraining 1 stimulating, interpreting, grounding all 
they do in this essential context. This in no way 
18 Maurice, ~~ II, 582. Of. Maurice, Life, 
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nullifies either the intimate experiential personal 
frame of reference or the ultimate metaphysical univer-
sal frame of reference. It but expresses the embracing 
concerns and claims of Christ at the actual cultural 
level where most concrete relationships are embodied. 
No Englishman could be fully Christ 1 s unless the Church 
claimed him as an Englishman, and to do this it must be 
the English Church; neither small sect nor Imperial 
Rome can so function. 
At the ver,y first it was a Gospel to the nation 
through the Kings; at the ver.y first it associated 
itself with domestic life, with the Anglo-Saxon 
reverence for women •. From the first it was a 
message concerning a divine kingdom set up in the 
land> not concerning certain notions or opinions. 
Fro~ the first our people showed themselves far 
from profound in controversy, but exceedingly 
vigorous in action: valuing thought for its re-
sults in life; able to appreciate a ruler much 
better than a dogmatist; demanding of a ruler that 
he should treat them as men, not as things. They 
clung to the past with reverence, only discarding 
its traditions, and these reluctantly, when they 
interfered with the business of the present. They 
exhibited· a vehement feeling of individual exist-
ence which might easily become gross selfishness. 
But they exhibited also a national feeling which 
was sometimes exclusive and contemptuous, but 
which was associated with courage, manliness> 
godliness. It was the inevitable result of this 
character and of these circumstances that the 
order of our society was preserved amidst all 
dangers in its waking. Bishops lasted on as well 
as kings; both were connected with the life of 
the nation. The Bible was received as a national 
book, interpreting to us our relations to the King 
whom David and Isaiah spoke of; teaching us the 
method of His government over England and of His 
punishment of her sins. The Prayer Book too was 
national, though it could not be exclusively 
national. It came from Greek and Latin sources; 
its petitions had been poured forth by men who 
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never heard our tongue or who lived when we were 
pagans. Still it bound together our classes; 
the rich and poor in our land joined in the same 
praises and songs. All had a right to call God 
their Father in Ohrist, of whose body they were 
members; all had the right to say they were 
fellow-citizens in a heavenly kingdom. 
These things we have to remember. Are these 
also which we ~~ve to hold fast? That is my 
strong belief. '7 
Within the nation the Church's function is 
prophetic and educational, as well as sacramental. She 
does embody in her services the national dedication to 
Christ 1s Kingdom ~n major public occasions. She does 
consecrate the national organs to their tasks and the 
~ational leaders to their places. But implicit in 
this, indeed, contained in the services and formularies 
themselves, are the impulse and standard for guidance; 
warning,. and remonstrance in the prophetic tradition. 
While she sanctions in ritual the structural status quo 
of society she at the same time admonishes the elements 
of that structure to its intended service of persons 
and God and not of itself, and demands freedom and sup-
port so to do. She speaks God 1 s sanetification of the 
nation; but she also demands the nation•s commitment to 
her speaking His chastisements as well. 
l9Linco~n'e Inn Sermons, II, 38-39. Of. 
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As before a spiritual element was proved to be nec-
essary to uphold a legal society, so now a legal 
element, a body expressing the sacredness and maj-
esty of law, is shown to be necessary in order to 
fulfil the objects for which the spiritual and uni-
versal society exists. In what way each is neces-
s~ to the other1 what kind of duties each has to 
perform for the sake of the other, this has been 
the question which men have constantly asked them-
selves, and to which they have invented the most 
opposite answers. Those who have gone along with 
us in our earlier inquiries, w~ll feel that this 
question, instead of being obsolete, never occupied 
men 1 s thoughts so much as at the present time. And 
they will feel too, perhaps, that though the specu• 
lations of men may have done comparatively little, 
the experience of the world has done much, in sup-
plying an answer to it. The legal power can no 
longer help the spiritual power by persecuting and 
putting down its enemies; the spiritual power can. 
no longer help the legal power, by throwing a fic-
titmous sacredness around it. On the other hand, 
the spiritual power cannot make men feel that there 
is a Being who is the judge and punisher of evil 
acts, unless it can show that his authority is 
somewhere impersonated; the legal power tries in 
vain to convince those who are subject to it, that 
there is a Being who can renew and mould the will, 
unless it can show how that mighty influence is 
exerted. The Church wishes to make men feel that 
they are subjects, but its own influence is one 
which especially aims at setting them free; the 
state wishes to have a free intelligent people, but 
it has itself only the power of keeping men servw 
ants. If any great work is to be done for man, if 
God 1s gracious purposes to him are to be fulfill~d, 
one would think that these two powers must be meant 
continually to act and react upon each other, and 
to learn better, by each new error they commit, 
their distinct functions, their perfect har.mony. 20 
Particularly, ~t is the right and responsibil-
ity of the Church to educate, with national funds and 
20The Kingdom of Christ (new ed.), II~ 203~04. 
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.sustenance, but according to her own vocational sub-
stance and criteria. Of the other orders in society, 
and of the persons who live and work in them, she is 
the tutor: l) that God is the foundation of all and 
that any other claim is construct, doomed to fall and 
in the interim to pervert 1 that is, that 1digg1ngl is 
the only ultimate task of any order, without which its 
~roximate tasks of building are aimless and futile; 
2) that the aim which replaces the aimlessness of ever,y 
non-theological context, is that of the revealing, nu~ 
turing, and meeting of persons, and not the manipula-
tion of instruments; J) that the ethic of this Kingdom 
of p.ersons created, constituted, and redeemed by God in 
Christ, is one of sacrifice of person to person in 
hierarchy of structure, to which fellowship with one 
another and with God is counterpart; and 4) that the 
recognitions of God as foundation, of persons as real-
i'ties, and of sacrifice as ethic, all conduce to that 
Knowledge of God which is Eternal Life now. 
Now a national Church, which believes that it 
exists for the purpose of cultivating the inward 
man, just as the civil power exists for the sake of 
the outward man, which believes that it has a com-
mission and vocation for this end1 must be a con-
tinual witness against all these notions of educa~ 
tion. She cannot tolerate for an instant the sec-
tarian notion that the study of the laws according 
to which God has framed this universe is not a 
solemn and religious work, to be carrie.d on rever-
ently, in connexion with the study of the laws upon 
which he has constructed the moral universe. As 
she believes that there is a method for arriving at 
the knowledge of the one constitution, so she be~ 
lieves that there is a method for arriving at the 
knowledge of the other. There may ~e a connexion 
between t~fse two metho~s, but they cannot be the 
same. Th~spiritual method is not honoured when 
you compel the physical facts into obedience to it; 
you are certain that they cannot contradict it; 
you are sure they will, at all events, illustrate 
it ten thousandfold more than all your moralities 
about them ever can. A national Church must be-
lieve in the highest sense that what !! is right. 
This is the pillar of her own existence; this ~s 
what she opposes to the maxim of the world, that 
things are right which we make so by our rules and 
eonventions; therefore she must teach her children 
to ask bravely and boldly, 1What is? 1 encouraging 
them by all means to expect an answer; teaching 
them in what frame of mind to wait for it, to re-
ceive it, to give thanks for it.21 
21The Kingdom of Christ. (ne~ ed.), II, 271.:..72 •. 
Of. Maurice, Life, I, 181, 226, 273-77, 285-86, 329-32, 
455-56, 469-71, 546, II,_l54,·233, 503-05, 610-13; The 
Kingdom of Christ, I, 66-67, 201-08, 224, II, 202, 223, 
263-77; Patriarchs and Lawgivers, pp. 256~&8; Has the 
Church, or the State, the Power to Educate the Nation?; 
Subscription No Bondage; Introductory Lectures Deliv-
ered at Queen~·s College. London. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
THE USAGES AND EFFECTS 
OF THE PRACTICE OF SOCIETY 
1. Recognition 1 Testing, and Communion 
Life in society, as articulated above, is the 
context of all human e·xperience and value. Nothing, 
including the most mystic personal experience or the 
most arbitrary and mechanical organmzation, is separ-
able, or comprehensible outside of such a context. The 
ontological reason for this is the social interpersonal 
nature of that ultimate Reality in Whose image man is 
sprung and Whose character alone can therefore consti-
tute man 1s final Character. The epistemological reason 
is the peculiar concentration upon the historical and 
concrete pe.tterns of life within which, as patterns 
whose meaning to persons as 1 facts 1 can be communicated 
to other persons, are found the sources and criteria of 
all knol'rledge, including the Knowledge of God. Without 
slight to the necessity of the first reason to complete 
the circle of the second, the emphasis here is for the 
moment on the epistemological methods of Maurice and 
their consequences in his social ethical attitudes and 
activities. 
••• but my own experience 1 which has been, perc 
haps, strange on this point, has led me to see more 
of the meaning of the Apostle, of all things being 
summed up in Christ, than I had any notion of pre-
viously. It seems to me that all relations acquire 
a significance and become felt as actually living 
and real when contemplated in Him, which out of 
Him, even to the most intensely affectionate, they 
cannot have. At first each relation seems to be a 
step in a beautiful ladder set upon earth and 
reaching to Him, prefiguring that heavenly rela~ 
tion; and afterwards, if that top step be appre-
hended1 a descending ladder set in heaven and 
reaching to earth. But I am afraid I am growing 
incomprehensible, though, I thank God, I have a 
meaning .. l 
The Practice of Society, as committing man to 
both continuous study of and performance in actual 
society, is not just analysis of historic and existent 
society itself. Its epistemological and moral benefits 
do not accrue simply to the viewer, but, as Sherlock 
Holmes is fond of saying, only to the observer, or as 
Maurice would say, only to the digger. It is not 
enough to see on, with the physical eye, but only to 
see into and through, with the trustful and questioning 
organic eye, to the assumptions and qualities by which 
what is seen with the physical eye can alone be con-
strued or even conceived. Nor is this even enough: 
For to digging study must be added actual participation 
in soc1ety 1 s dynamics. Personal knowledge, that is, 
knowledge by and of persons, cannot be had without the 
1 Maurice, Life, I, 131. 
339-40, 453, II, 311-12, 327-55, 
Essa~~~ pp. 22-23; Lincoln 1s Inn 
Also Chapter IV above. 
Cf. Maurice, Life, 
452-55; Theological 
Sermons, V, 20 -15~ 
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choices and sufferings and joys which attend the pecul-
iarly personal acts. And since personal knowledge is 
that which is both peculiar to human society and primal 
to man, the real usages ef society are only for those 
who are involved in the Practice of Society • 
• • • the phrase 1man of the world' denotes one. 
who is not a member of any such limited circle. 
We take him to be a person who may fall into any 
Society and feel no embarrassment in it~ but who 
entirely refuses to be tied by the maxims, cus-
toms, beliefs of one or another. He floats at 
large--can adapt himself to the circumstances 
of every country or class, observes them acutely, 
perhaps with contempt, perhaps with pity, as far 
as possible with indifference, is entangled by 
no strong sympathies or antipathies, can use men 
to accomplish his purposes if he has ambition or 
avarice or any other passion to gratify, but can 
also dispense with them if he finds them incon-
venient, or if other tools suit him better •••• 
But to some ••• the question occurs, 1May not 
a MAN, perhaps, be more than a man of the world? 
If we can be thoroughly men shall we not enter 
more not less into fellowship with all people, 
and kindreds than he does? Shall we not have 
fellowship with what they ~~-not only_~s seems 
to be his case with the outside of them--with what 
they seem and are not? Having arrived by whatever 
process at that interc.ourse, shall we not under-
stand better what ~ country is to us--what his 
countr,y is to ever,y neighbour, what our family is 
to us, what his family is to him? Shall we not 
be more thoroughly individual, be less lost in 
a crowd? , • • I apprehend that the chief business 
of a University is to ••• explain to its members 
how one may have a calling to this pursuit, one to 
that-:how one may devote himself to Science, one . 
to Letters, one to Politics, yet without being en-
closed in an artif·icial, exclusive world, rather 
with the power of showing how ever,y study and work 
discovers some spri~g of life in man which without 
it would be closed. 
2social Moralit~, pp. 247-49. Of. Maurice, 
~~ I, 52-56, 66-69, Sl-84, 215, 336-37, 389~90, 501, 
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For the participating and receptive man in the 
Practice of Society, its usages are three. In the 
first place it constitutes the field of God's Self 
Revelation. He does not, because He cannot and because 
He will not, impart the Knowledge of Himself conten-
wally to man. He cannot, because personal knowledge is 
not notional but practical~ and demands concreteness in 
history and responsible involvement for its recogni~ 
tion. He will not, because such knowledge involves the 
submission of men 1s wills to His, and this is not a 
matter of intellectual coercion but of moral suasion. 
What He reveals, clearly enough, is Himself, not a 
series of either propositions or rules. And this Self 
He reveals in the Practice of Society, in the shape and 
action of the constitution of man whose image is of 
Him. The primal social nature of man is witnessed in 
the life of persons in family, nation, and church: the 
insistent double reference of responsibility, that of 
an other to whom acts flow with consequences, and that 
of a self from whom accountability can never be shed; 
the legitimate demands of all men for liberty in 
selves, equa~ity in dignity, and fraternity in func-
tion, granting not uniformity but variety and differen-
t.iation operating in harmony; and the constant reference 
II, 131~32, 135-38, 303, 338, 441~42, 447, Sll, 608; 
The Kingdom of Ghrist, I, 19, II, 313-14; Lincoln 1s Inn 
Sermons, III, 1~1-54; Learning and Working. 
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to the Universal in man who exists by and points to 
the Godhead. Men and societies fall away whenever 
they ignore either the personness of men, as that which 
must be fulfilled; the. reciprocity of suCh fulfillment; 
the necessity of hierarchy of function to call forth 
such reciprocity in benevolence, responsibility, and 
submission; the recognition of structure as inherent in 
the life of interpersonalities; or the dangers of self 
deification in any hierarchical structure save one 
~ocusing on the invisible Christ as Head, and d~riving 
substance and morale from Him. All these things are in 
the Practice of Society as a field of the witness of 
God's nature and Man's, and of their internal and mutu~ 
al relationships. By extension, there too is the focal 
experience by which the Church is created and exists, 
and by which it directs digging, and sustains results, 
namely~ the life, death~ and resurrection of Jesus as 
the historical Incarnate Christ. 
I need not point out to anyone who reads the 
prophets, what is their uniform method of awakening 
the conscience of the Jew, and of imparting to him 
the highest truths. I need not say that the Lord 
is throughout presented in the character of the 
husband of the nation; that acts of apostasy and. 
false worship are constantly referred to as adul-
teries; and that the greatest pains are taken to 
convince us, that these are no poetical flourishes 
or terms of art, by connecting the actual human 
relation and human offence with the properly spir-
itual one. Oftentimes the verbal commentator is at 
fault, from the apparent confusion of the two. He 
cannot make up his mind whether it is the infidel-
ity of the nation to her God, or of actual w.ives to 
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their actual husbands 1 whiCh the holy man is de-
nouncing. And such perplexity there must needs be 
~n the thoughts of all persons who are determined ~ 
to separate these two ideas,--who do not see that 
it is the main object of the prophet to show their 
bearing upon one another,--who Will not enter into 
his mind, by feeling that human relationships are 
not artificial types of something divine, but are 
actually the means and the only means, through 
which man ascends to any_ knowledge of the divine; 
and that every breach of a human relation, as it 
implies a violation of the higher law, so also is 
a hindrance and barrier to the perception of that 
higher law--the drawing of a veil between the spir-
it of a man and his God.3 
But the Practice of Society is a field not only 
of recognition, but also of testing. Ever.v interpreta-
tion of existents, relationships, and events, to escape 
the charge of nationalism, that is, of being pure con-
structs, must be born out by linked concrete existents, 
relationships, and events, and this can only be done in 
the Practice of Society. Whatever fails to meet the 
most persistent yearnings, wants, and intimations of 
actual inner selves, both of joy and anguish; whatever 
fails to speak to men of their actual personal-social 
experiences or of the actual disquiets and unsettle-
ments of feigned instrumentalism or isolation; whatever 
fails to conduce to closer personal ties among men, in 
3The Kingdom of Chris~~(new ed.), I; 242-43. 
Of. Maurice, Life, I, vii, 468, 483-84, 511, II, 67-69 1 
130, 235-37, Z58-59, 410-11, 452-53, 479, 482, 557, 
579; The Kingdom of Christ, I, 227-57, 187-92; ~e~uel 
to the Inquiry, pp. 272-9b; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, v, 
160-70; The Claims of the Bible and of Science, pp. 
19~24, 56-64; The Lord's Prgyer, Advertisement; The 
Friendship of Books, pp. 159-218; Also Chapter V above. 
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any functional relationship, to witness to the Trinity 
as the Ground of all, Christ as the Head of all, Sub~ 
mission as the Ethos of all, and Communion as the Mean~ 
ing of all: whatever fails in these things in actual 
practice, is in approach to the false. And whatever 
conduces to them, to the extent to which it does, is in 
approach to the true; not because it satisfies any pre-
conception, but because it satisfies the historical 
requisites of men's intellectual and spiritual natures 
in actual social life. 
· But I fully admit that the test of all principles 
affecting to be moral and human must·be their 
application to the circumstances in which we are 
placed. What signifies it to us if they were 
adapted to Palestine in the first century, or to 
Constantinople·or Rome in the middle ages, or to 
the Teutonic nations at the Reformation, if they 
do not expla~n our lives, if they cannot direct 
our practice in this year 1869? We may respect 
them as fragments of antiquity, we may deposit 
them in museums, but we must have something else 
for our common daily business. Because I can 
find no other which is adequate to our emergen• 
cies, I go back to the principle of a Universal 
Family which was announced eighteen centu~ies ago, 
and which has been subject to so many contractions 
and mutilations in subsequent periods. I accept 
the principle in that primitive form which has 
been preserved among the peoples of Christendom, 
whatever may ha4e been the opinions of its dif-
ferent doctors. 
I am most thankful to be able to connect ~hurch 
Reformation with social Refor.mation~~to have all 
one's thoughts tested by their application to 
actual work and by their power of meeting the 
wants of suffering, discontented, resolute men. 
Whatever will not stand that trial is not good 
4social MoralitY, p. 434. 
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for much. I am sure that all which is of God in my 
desires and methods will; that what is my gwn will 
be exposed and cast out as it ought to be.' 
And finally the Practice of Society is the 
field not only of observation and testing, but also of 
communion itself. If men are in the most intimate form 
of communion in private prayer, this is yet neither the 
only nor even the most significant form, nor is it 
itself dissociated from the Practice of Society. Men 
do not pray in vacuo though they may pray in their 
closets. They pray out of the joy or anguish of their 
lives among men. They pray for wisdom and courage and 
humility, in a word, for grace, because they have been 
driven to it by the failures and possibilities of the 
Practice of Society, and because they know the inexora-
bility of their own return to these failures and pos-
sibilities. And when they do so pray~ they receive not 
in~truetions, but a touch of a Self, whose recognition 
is both predicated on some intimations positive or neg~ 
ative in prior relationships with selves, and produc~ 
tive of richer intimations in subsequent relationships. 
The Knowledge of God for man is of the eternal in time, 
5Maurice, Life,. II, 8. Cf. Maurice,.Life~ I, 
236, 374, 413, 464:-476, 494~95 1 549, II, 25-27, 225-
26, 229-30, 268, 282-83, 396, 414, 557, 624-25; The . 
Kingdom of Christ, II, 51; Theological Essays, pp. 24-
25, 99-100; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, III~ 33-44; ~ 
Lord's Prayer, pp. 67-68; The Epistles of St. Joh~, 
pp. 69-86; The Conscience, pp. 174•75; Also Chapter 
V above. 
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not of the eternal alone~-this is one of its social 
constituents. The Knowledge of God for men is itself 
the very paradigm~of the essentially social--this is 
another. And the Knowledge of God for man is of a God 
who is Himself in three persons and hence constitution~ 
ally·social--this is the third and most dogmatic. 
. Further than this, the ultimate spiritual ex-
perience for man may well not be private prayer at all, 
but corporate prayer. For it is here that man tunc~ 
tiona in his true nature, as interacting with other men 
in the clearest recognition of their joint submission 
to a God who by His nature rules a Kingdom even more 
than He deals with individuals. Here lies the impor~ 
tance of the ritual life of the Church; here Maurice 1 s 
own preeminence and special quality as a teacher of 
public prayer; and here too the worship centeredness of 
his own intimate involvement in the various activities 
o,f the Christian Socialist movement. He is in thought 
always a theologian and prophet, in practice necessa~ 
:lly also a priest and pastor. 
But our Lord held forth another prize to His 
disciples. • • • The reward was to be fresh work, 
a larger sphere of action, a more responsible 
stewardship. To be the distributors and doers of_ 
good was not to be a way of getting good for them-
selves, it was to be itself the good; if they did 
not enter into it and enjoy it and give thanks for 
it, but only counted it taskwork which they were 
to endure for a certain time, they could not be 
ministers of the kingdom of Heaven; they could not 
enter into the joy of their Lord. For the chief 
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of all in that kingdom was the servant of all; the joy of Christ was to do His Father's will, and to 
finish His work. The great gift of all, therefore, 
the gift of His Spirit, was bestowed on the Apos-
tles; not as their dismissal from labour, but as 
the qualification for labour. • • • But though a 
continual increase and enlargement of work is one 
part of Christ 1s p~omise to His faithful disciples, 
it is equally true that He speaks of a Rest which 
He has prepared for them, and which they are to 
enter •••• We enter into it in proportion as we 
know Him, in proportion as we are satisfied with 
that which satisfies Him. All our fevers and rest~ 
lessness come not from overmuCh of toil, they beset 
those most who have most idleness. • • • For that 
Peace of God which passes understanding is not a 
distant thing, which we must go up into the sky or 
down into Hell to seek after. It is with us con~ 
tinually; embracing us; the source of all that i? 
harmonious in the lives and societies of men, re-
~lected in the order of the external world. And 
because it is that which binds us together in one, 
he who would have it as his own refuses it; he who 
would vindicate it for all men; and invites all men 
into the participation of.it, discovers its natu~e 
and begins to taste the blessedness of it. He does 
not strive with God, but yields to Him; believes 
that His Will is the lgving, preserYing, restoring 
Will; reposes in that. 
2. Radicalism and Conservatism 
Because this epistemological dependence on 
actual man in historical and contemporary society dis• 
closes to him the ontological and revelator,y 1facts 1 of 
the Trinity, Man in Christ, and the priority of person~ 
al submission, Maurice is both radical and conserva~ive. 
6Lincoln 1 s Inn Sermons, IV 205-08. Of. 
Maurice, Life, I, 187, 216, 222, ~46, 477, 482~83, 488~ 
93, 538, 549, II, 25-27, 153, 242~9~ 394, 415-16, 470-
74, o22, o4lw42, 644:45; The Kingdom of Christ, II, 34~ 
57, 337-38; Theological Essays, PP• 302-25; L1ncoln 1 s 
Inn Sermons, II, 204-19, IV, 197-211; Social Morality, 
pp. 48-66; The Lord1 s Prgyer, pp. 66-69. 
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In the substance of his view of society 1 s and history's 
purpose as the.disclosure and manifestation of God's 
loveJ Christ's grace and submissionJ and the Holy Spir-
it's energies, he is of necessity radical. If this is 
the purpose of man in society, then let men fulfill 
that purpose. And whatever either warps or fogs this 
disclosure or embodiment of the root of things is fear-
lessly and relentlessly and candidly to be fought. 
Anything short of the honor of man is short also of the 
honor of Christ in whom man is. 
Competitive capitalism is hounded because 
it exalts procedures and profits over persons in its 
ethos, and thus in its practice is heartless and de-
grading to all its members. Secular Socialism is re-
jected because it assumes men to be but creatures of 
their circumstances rather than personal children of 
the Personal God. Violent political action in mass 
movements in denounced because it evokes the aggressive 
rather than the submissive potentialities of man, ac-
centuating his demonic and discouraging his personal. 
Legal slavery in America is condemned because it con-
duces to chattelize the slave and idolatrize the owner, 
in each case robbing men of their manhood. Poverty and 
ignorance are abhorred because they intensify by want, 
those slaveries of the lusts of the flesh which cloud 
the reality of men's spiritual centers ~nd yearnings. 
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Wealth and sophistry are suspect because they intensify 
by pride those same lusts. Power must be closely re-
sponsible because of its capacity to ruin w~elder and 
subject alike with the vanity and the rancour which 
erase the linkages of personal dignity. The s~ppres­
sion by force or ridicule of unpopular opinion is con-
~emned because it assaults the speaker 1s integrity and 
deprives the hearers of another's experience of God•s 
Word in the world. Party loyalty and strife are de-
spised because they identify both a nefarious opposi~ 
tion and a loyal adherency with opinions and not 
selves. Above all, the blind leading of the blind is 
decried, because it lures the children away from their 
own moderate reflections of the image of God either to 
its proud perversion or its despairing denial. The 
~mage is there; its knowledge is man's chief glory; its 
dimming or masking is man 1 e chief shame. The disclo~ 
sure and nurture of the personal is man's radical 
vocation. 
11 For now, 11 said John the Baptist, "·the axe is laid 
to the root of the trees." He who is at hand is 
not coming to deal with'external c~rcumstances~ 
but first with the being to whom these circum-
stances belong. Our Lord spoke straight to the 
conscience, reason, will, in man, which were 
asking after the Unseen, which were seeking for 
a Father. Even by His bodily cures He shewed 
that He was the Lord of the unseen influences ,· 
which produce the outl'Tard signs of disease and 
decay. When He cast out evil spirits, He ·bore 
witness that He was holding converse with the 
spirit of man, that with the pride, lust, hatred, 
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the powers of spiritual wickedness in high places 
which have enslaved us, He w~s 'carrying on His 
great controversy. By this v~ctory He accomp-
lished His great work. He manifested forth the 
true state and glory of man, as the child of God, 
and the inheritor of truth and righteousness, and 
built His Church upon that foundation of His own 
divine Humanity, against which the gates of hell 
shall not prevail. Here, in this inner region, 
in this root of manta being, He is still subduing 
His enemies, He is conducting His mysterious edu-
cation. To that which He cultivates within us, 
He pro~ises the great reward, the knowledge of Him 
who is; and was, and is to come. But be it ever 
remembered, that while He gives all encouragement 
to the highest desires of man 1s heart and reason, 
He gives none whatever to any mystical conceits 
and imaginations. 11 The axe is laid to the root 
of the tree; therefore every tree which bringeth 
not forth good fruit is hewn down and cast into 
the fire. 11 The Kingdom of God begins within, but 
it is to make itself manifest without. It is to 
penetrate the feelings, habits, thoughts, words, 
acts, of him who is the subject of it. At last 
it is to penetrate our whole social existence, to 
mould all things according to its laws. 
For this we pray when we say, 11 Thy Kingdom 
come. 11 We desire that the King of kings and Lord 
of lords will reign over our spirits and S'ouls 
and bodies, which are His, and which He has re-
deemed. We pray for the extinction of all tyranny, 
whether lodged in particular men or in multitudes; 
for the exposure and destruction of corruptions 
inward and outward; for truth in all departments 
of government, art, science; for the true dignity 
of professions; for right dealings in the common-
est transactions of trade; for blessings that shall 
be felt in every hovel. We pray for these things, 
knowing that we pray according to God 1s will; 
knowing that He will hear us. If He had not heard 
this prayer going up from tens of thousands in all 
ages, the earth would have been a den of robbers. 
He will so answer it, that all which He has made 
shall become as it was when He beheld ~t on the 
seventh day, and, lo, it was very good. 
?The Lord 1s Prayer, PP-• 37-38. Cf. Maurice, 
Life, I, 61-63, 2~2-44, 294-96, 343-44, 390-93, 448, 4777 II, 8-9, 475~76, 598; Theological Essays, pp •. 
203-21; Lincoln's Inn Sermons, II, 283-300, VI, 218-35; 
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At the same time, in his formal view of pat-
terns of history and social organization as the field 
of Godis revelation, Maurice is of equal necessity 
structurally conservative. England's class structure, 
like that of most historic civilizations, i§ believed 
ordained partly because it is and partly because it 
reveals the embodiment of the principle of submission. 
American and French democracies are believed unordained 
partly because they pervert and partly because they 
hide the embodiment of that principle, deifying the 
demos end issuing respectively in the slavery of fellow 
men and the tyranny of Napoleon. Egalitarianism is 
both social heresy and spiritual impiety because the 
patriarchal securities of the family, the hierarchical 
ordering of the nation and the episcopal governance of 
the Church are both of such ancient and widespread 
actual vintage, and of such clarity of revelation and 
embodiment of the life of charity and fraternity as the 
primaries to which liberty and equality are secondaries 
and instrumentals. Police powers at home and war 
abroad are sust~ined because upheaval is only in extre~ 
mis an option against impious tyranny, and is so ex-
pressive and evocative of all the exclusions and coer-
cions of pride among men. It is not the wage system, 
The Lord•s Prayer, pp. 25~72, 117•30; Tracts on Chris: 
tian Socialism. 
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or private ownership of either consumer or productive 
goods, that i~ faulty, but an ethos which lures the 
powerful into coldness of heart and the weak into bit-
terness by claiming rights without responsibilities, 
use without stewardship. The structure of power itself 
is accurate and appropriate reflection of essential 
hierarchies of reality and morality, and the dangers of 
their opposition are intense in both the interconnected 
spheres of the spirit and the body. The orders that be 
are believed ordered of God, until some vast evidence 
of their inappropriateness to the tasks at hand. Ex~ 
isting stability is God's way, and existing hierarchy 
is His will: these are the strongest bases of conserv-
atism. And Maurice adopts them with peculiar convic-
tion through his linkage of society with a hierarchical 
spcial Godhead manifest not just in the movement of 
acts but in the structure of their consequences as 
well. His Hebraic Personalism grounds his radicalism 
and his Greek Structuralism grounds his conservatism. 
For Maurice these are complementary, not incompatible, 
both in the Bible and in the world .. 
And if we inquire how the faith that there is a 
constitution for nations, which kings, parliaments, 
charters, assume and ratify, but which they did not 
create, has wrought itself into the heart of modern 
Europe the answer, I thing, is the same. When the 
Incarnation is denied,--when a Mediator between God 
and man is utterly rejected,--you must have an ab-
solute Caliph or Sultan; you must have a government 
carried on by mere officials; you cannot have the 
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confession of a relationship between the Sovereign 
and his subjects; you cannot have a principle of 
relationship, interdependence, mutual obligation, 
penetrating all ranks and orders. These are in-
volved in the faith of a Son of God and a Son of 
Man; these are strong as that is strong, weak as 
~hat is weak. Whatever has suffocated that faith, 
--be it ecclesiastical pretension, be it the revolt 
against that pretension, be it the worship of mon-
ey, b~_it the worShip of a Tyrant instead of a Fa-
ther,--undermines constitutional liberty. To bring 
forth that faith in its fulness before the nations 
which nominally confess it, is to help them in 
breaking their political fetters. We cannot dig_ so 
deep for the foundations of our own free instituw 
tiona without assisting to bring all Englishmen 
within the circle and blessing of them. We cannot 
~g so deep for the foundations of European liberty 
without perceiving that the most various for.ms of 
society may express a common truth which is lying 
beneath them. If priests, instead of setting at. 
naught the civil order of nations, will show that a 
universal Church, of which Christ is the centre, 
underlies them, quickens them, preserves their dis-
tinctions and their unity, the laity will readily 
own them as ministers of God. If, in the reign of 
our Queen, some cheering glimpse of that freedom 
with which Christ has made us free, may be imparted 
to our own people, to our dependencies, to the dif-
ferent tribes of the earth, how will ages to come 
exclaim, 11 Verely, she has been a minister of God to 
us for good"! 
3. Dogmatism, Charity, and Transformation 
One of Mauricefs defining characteristics· is 
his determined theological bent in social as well as 
religious thought. The object of life is the Knowledge 
of God in the experiences of men. Cultural success is 
8 . Lincoln's Inn Sermons, IV, 82-83. Of. 
Maurice, Life, I, 64-65, 472, 478, 484-87, II, 47~49, 
52, 94, 105-08, 126-31; 399-401, 497; FriendshiH of 
Books, pp. 125-58, 307-41; The Workman and the Fran-
chise pp. 204-39; Tracts for Priests and People, No. 
10. II.; Social Morality. 
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both grounded in and conducive to theological truth; 
and cultural failure is both grounded in and conducive 
to theological faults. The two greatest issue~- in' his. 
cultural life were essentially joined with issues in 
theology and he chose always to delineate this junc-
ture and fight chiefly on the dogmatic level. King 1 s 
College was not irrelevant when, disturbed by Maurice 1s 
associations with Christian Socialism, it remo~ea:him:1on 
t~e basis of his theological strictures on the current 
doctrines of Eternal Life. His view did ~rive him into 
society and, associated with others~ into Christian 
Socialism. If, as the majority opi~ion held, eternity 
was ~verlastingness, an infinite extension of time, 
blessed for the saved and cursed for the damned, as re-
ward or punishment, then society in this life was but 
instrumental to reality, mechanically related to sal-
vation, its organic quality of no importance, and in~ 
dividualistic competition for rewards indeed the base 
of all morality as of theology. If, however* as 
Maurice contended, ~tarnal lliife is the infusion of 
God 1s presence via His Knowledge into this life, the 
glory of the Eternal in time, the communion of the In-
finite with the finite, then society in this life is 
the ver,y context of man 1s contact with Reality, the 
very stuff of his salvation, its organic quality is of 
the utmost importance, and fellowship of spirit and 
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cooperation of practice essential, not instrumental. 
Likewise Maurice was properly aghast at Mansel's con-
tentions that Revelation is but of behavioral rules, 
not of the essence of Reality~ of a Living Person, not 
because this is a fiddling question of specuiation, but 
, 
.I 
because the question at stake is whether human life 'in 
society is arbitrary and internally aimless because ex-
t·ernally coerced~ or freely creative and submissive and 
communioned, and hence internally worthful. The issues 
are the same: that of the intimat~ mutually influen-
tial rela.tionship of theology and society J of thought 
and action; that o~ theological attitudes which are 
patently false because they cut at the very possibility 
of personal and communal value in God 1s created world; 
that of social attitudes which are patently wrong be-
cause they violate the essence of God 1s Revelation in 
men~ families, nations, the Oh~ch, and the Incarnate 
Christ. Either God does or He doesn't reveal Himself; 
either He does or He doesn't touch men by walking among 
them and dying in their flesh; either He does or He 
doesn't claim them where they are for Himself in the 
resurrection and the ascension. The only rootage of 
social practice is in the Knowledge of God, and both 
blatant secularism and notional. theology are essen-
tially atheistic, and hence factional. 
Ask the systematizer what that Revelation is which 
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the Bible records: he will tell you, that it is 
the announcement o~ the duty which man owes to his 
Maker for the good things he enjoys upon earth; and 
of a scheme of redemption by which he may obtain 
pardon for his sins, and higher blessings here~ 
after. Ask the Apostles, or our Lord Himself, what 
that revelation is, and they say it is the revela-
tion of a Father whom men were feeling after and 
could not find, and who at length declared Himself 
to them in His well-beloved Son. If the first· 
statement be accepted as the truest and simplest, 
the· prayers, 1Give us bread, 1 1Forgive us our sin~• 
are all that we have any concern with; we shbuld 
rush into them at onee; by them we grasp all the 
good which creation and redemption have in store 
for us. If we are led by any process to feel that 
the news concerning a father is really the .good 
news, apart from whiCh the promise of food or par-
~on would signify nothing, we shall feel that 
•Hallowed by thy Namer is the first and most nec-
essa~ and most blessed prayer for the whole human 
race and for every one of its members. 
For every gross and cruel superstition has thms 
origin and definition: it springs from ignorance 
of the name of God; it consists in and by that ig-
norance. It mixes Him with His creatures; first 
with what is highest in them, next with what is 
-mean, then with what is basest; finally it identi-
fies Him with the Evil Spirit. What is darkest and 
most hateful; what a man flies from most and would 
desire should not exist; this becomes the object. of 
his worship. He has within him a witness that 
there is a Being whom he ought to love with his 
heart and soul and strength. That whiCh he con-
ceives of as this Being, that which his fancy ·and 
his conscience represent to him is one whom he in-~ 
wardly hates, and from whom he would be delivered./ 
••• Upon our thoughts of God it will depend, in 
one time or another, whether we rise h9gher or sink 
lower as societies and as individuals. 
9The Lordrs Prayer, pp. 15-17. Of. Maurice, 
Life, I, 155-60, 168, 181-84, 459, II, 16-22, 163•209, 
242-49, 327-55, 359, 380-81, 599-609; Theological 
Essays, pp. 302•25; The Lord 1s Prayer, pp. ~3-23, 129-
30; Lincolnts Inn Sermons, IV, 199-223; The Ground and 
Object of Hope for Mankind, pp. 9-25; Sequel to the 
Inquiry, pp. 244-96; What Is Revelation?, pp •. l-127 
(also printed in Lincoln's Inn Sermons,. V, 80-178); 
Social Morality, p. 437. 
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And the only field of the Knowledge of God is 
the Practice of Society. Neither society•s bland ac-
ceptance, nor its rigorous overthrow, is in point; but 
its transformation closer to the substance of that 
Knowledge of which it is first the revealer and embod~ 
ier. To accept it without question is to assume either 
that it matters nothing at all how men live or that men 
are alreaey godlike enough in their personal and com:aur~; 1 
munal lives to require no judgment to correct or sup-
port to encourage them. To press for its radical over-
· throw is to assume its essential fault to be both in-
terpretable and eradicable on grounds and by standards 
by and large not derived from its present state. To 
seek its moral and hence constant transformation is to 
honor its actual witness of God and yet to honor that 
God ever beyond it a.nd men. It is to confess both that 
God 1 s work in the world is His, that is, that the giv-
e:ns of life, kingship and people, professions and 
tradesmanship, direction and labor, are not man 1s crea-
t.ures, and that men have yet to find and fulfill in 
this work God 1 s whole Will. One of the characteristics 
o~ this transformational view is the opportunity it 
gives to every man to participate in perpetually unfin-
ished business, partly because the ideal is remote and 
perfect, partly because it is unclear in particulars, 
but mostly because it is inherently voluntary and hence 
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never accomplished for one generation or man by an-
qther. Transformation confronts eve~~ man in new ways 
in new days, if sometimes it does so only because he 
is himself called on for new and constant acts of will. 
Property is hol~, distinction of ranks is holy; 
so speaks the Law, and the Church does not deny the 
as~ertion, but ratifies it. Only she must proclaim 
this other truth, or perish. Beneath all disti~c­
tions of property and of rank lie the obligations 
of a common Creation, Redemption, Humanity; and 
these are not mere ultimate obligations to be con-
fessed when the others are fulfilled. They are 
not vague abstractions, which cannot quite be de-
nied, but which have no direct bearing upon our 
actual daily existence; they are primary, eternal 
bonds, upon which all others depend; they are not 
satisfied by some nominal occasional act of homage; 
they demand the fealty and service of a life; all 
our doings must be witnesses of them •••• If we 
had understood that we were children of one Father, 
and were asking Him to bless all the parts of Hi.s 
family, while we :·were seeking blessings for our-
selves, that, in fact, we could not pray at all 
without praying for them, we should have found the 
answer in a new sense of fellowship between all 
classes, in the feeling that every man, in every 
position, has an office and ministry which it is 
his privilege to exercise for those over whom he 
is set; in a clearer apprehension of the relation-
ship between the master of a household and his 
domestics, the landlord and his tenants, the farmer 
and his labourers, the manufacturer and those who 
work at the loom or mill, the tradesman and those 
who serve in his shop; between these and then 
between all of them and the outlying mass, which 
seems to be beyond the bounds of all ordinary 
civil relationships, but which, as it has the 
great mark of human relationship, may be adopted 
!~~~bi~:~:~n~ro~en~;t;~~i!~i!~:l!e~~~!e:~othe 
lOThe Lord's Pra~er, pp. 65-67. Cf. Maurice, 
Life, I, 349, 363-64, 473-75, II, 2-3>.41, 92, 248-49, 
520-22; The Kingdom of Christ, II, 336-38; Theological 
Essa~s, pp. 156-81, 222-45; The Lordts Prayer, pp. 51-
53,6-72; Lincoln 1s Inn Sermons, II, 105-15, VI, 218-
35; Social Moralit~, pp. 463-83. 
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Both the ubiquity and anguish of men's failures 
and the idiosyncracies and variety of their successes 
in the Practice of Society call for men•s charity, just 
as these same things in the Knowledge of God call for, 
presuppose, and receive His Infinite Charity. Partly 
God loves and man must love because men are such pa-
thetic and f·rail creatures, because they fall so short 
of that toward which they strive, because the existence 
of Perfection dooms them as creatures to imperfections, 
because their lots and their wills are neither of them 
ever whole and heality. The creature aspiring and 
missing, stricken by his circumstances and his own err-
ing, is the creature to whom dignity is imputed and 
help offered, even one 1s self. Yet partly too God 
loves and man must love because men are such indefati-
gable and personalized diggers, both in search and in 
building. It is not just their failures but the pecul-
iar forms their discoveries of the Infinite inevitable 
take. He discloses Himself alike to all men, since He 
nev~r changes 1 but they find Him~. differently, and none 
finds Him completely. Charity in the Knowledge of God 
is thus God 1s persistent use of myriad human experiw 
ences for Self disclosure, and in the Practice of Soci-
ety must be men's persistent regar& for the. myriad hu~ 
man intimations of that disclosure's implications. 
Here, as in pathos so too in achievement, maats dignity 
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and quality of mutual helper and giver of self m~k him 
as the fit object and subject of charity. Neither 
vague nor sentimental, but dogmatically grounded and 
sacrificially hard, charity is the key mood of 
Maurice 1 s approach to the Practice of Society as it 
is God 1 s to Man. To proclaim the Immutable as Personal 
implies in itself mutable witnesses; to confess the 
personal as finite and tempted fortifies that implica-
t'ion; and the heart of the ethic demanded by mutability 
is charity. 
If we meet continually in the streets creatures 
of our own flesh and blood, who have a look of hun~ 
ger and miser,y, without being able to determine 
whether it is a greater sin to withhold that which 
may save them from death~ or to give what may lead 
to the worst kind of death; if a thousand social 
problems, whiah we once supposed were of easy solu-
tion, present themselves in new and embarrassing 
aspects, tempting us to pass them by altogether 
and then forcing upon us the reflection, that they 
must settle themselves in some way, whether we 
forget them or not; if we hear masses of creatuPes 
spoken of as if they were the insects we look at 
in a microscope, and then are suddenly reminded by 
some startling phenomenon that each one of them has 
a living soul; then, before we become mad, or es-
cape into an apathy that is worse than madness, let 
us ask ourselves whether we have yet prayed this 
child's prayer as we would have a child pray it~ in 
eimplicity and truth. And if we are conscious that 
we have not~ let us confess the sin~ and see wheth-
er He to whom we oon~ess it does not shed some 
light into our minds which makes our path olearer:-
a light which we may believe He will vouchsafe to 
our brethren in this land, and in all lands~ for 
their practical guidance, when their large theo-
ries are found to be reeds, upon whioh 1 if a ma~11 leans, they will go into his hand andipre~cet~t~ 
11The Lord•s Prayer, pp. 67-68e 
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My own reasons would involve a statement 9f this 
kind: (1) Accepting the Trinity in Unity as the 
foundation of a Universal Church, I find from ec-
clesiastical history that ever,y attempt to put down 
some heresy which interferes with the full acknowl-
edgment of that truth has begotten some other her-
esy which equally interferes with the full acknowl-
edgment of it. (2) That I therefore discern in 
this histor,y a clear and direct sentence of God 
upon all attempts to restrain the expression of 
thought and belief, even if that expression takes 
ever so negative and contradictory form, because by 
restraining it, I only introduce another negation 
and contradiction. (J) That I therefore base tol-
eration not upon the uncertainty of truth, but upon 
its certainty; not upon the absence of a revelation 
of it, but upon the existence of revelation, and 
upon the promise that the Spirit of Truth shall 
guide us into the perception of it •••• (6) That 
if we take this course we shall acknowledge the 
Bible, in a more full sense than we have ever done, 
as a message from God to human beings; not being 
embarrassed by the various interpretations on it, 
each of which is in itself narrow and partial, each 
of which may contribute something in God's hands to 
the ·elucidation of its full purpose •••• (8) That 
the unbelief of the time--which is ~ deep, ~ 
widely spread, than those who complain of the 
'Essays and Reviews• have any notion, but which is 
not hopeless, because God lives and is mightier 
than man or devil--has its roots in the notion that 
there is not a common faith for mankind, and that 
all that Churchmen and believers .in the Bible can 
do is, if they have power, to silence each other.l2 
12Maurice, Life, II, 384-86. Of. Maurice, 
Life, I, 95~96, 129-30, 143-44, 158~59, 272, 282, 291, 
345-46, 357~59, ~34, 478-79, 490, 505-06, II, 28-29, 
290-91; 384, 391-&3, 413-14, 416,,~87-88, 494, 512-16, 
564-65; Theological Essays, pp. 19~29; The Ground and 
Ob.lect of Hope for Mankind, pp. 60-67; Lincoln's Inn 
Sermons, I, 19?-205, II; 171-84, 322-44; The Lord's 
_?ra:ver, pp. 73-88; The Doctrine of Sacrifice. 
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PART FOUR 
CONCLUSION 
CHAPTER IX 
BIOGRAPHY: IMPACT 
The social crises of the1 years 1848-54 brought 
to Maurice the most critical occasions for developing, 
testing~ and embodying his thought.~ They reveal many 
of its peculiar characteristics and many of the ele.:.. 
mente of its relevancy and adequacy. His response. to 
the futile Chartist rally of April 10, 1848 is symbol~ 
ic of his conservative.:..radical tension: only ministe-
~ial ineligibility prevented his enrollment as a spe-
cial constable for the preservation of the dayrs order; 
y'et the day 1 s failure impelled him into the first di ... 
rect activity of Christian Socialism, the publication 
of Politics for the Peop~e. An outline of some of his 
other activities will illustrate further ~he mutual 
impingement of his convictions and his life. 
These years brought him his most intimate and 
characteristic friendships outside of those which were 
I 
part of his family associations.' Though he had met and 
associated with Charles Kingsley for several years and 
1Except where noted, all data for this chapter 
are der~ved from Maurice, ~if~, 2 vols. 
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had met John Ludlow in passing two years earlier, these 
were the years of their deepening and enlivening loy~ 
alty and affection. Without demand for identity of 
opinion these three men linked their differing vola~ 
tilities, pragmatisms, prides, and consistencies, into 
contexts of function and person which enhanced both 
aspects of each one. And not only with these young 
friends, but also with many and varied others did 
Maurice prove his ability to learn and teach, love and 
combat, think and work together. Thomas Hughes, the 
e~ernal youth; Vansittart Neale, the unchurched lawyer 
and man of wealth; Daniel Macmillan, the man of busi-
ness; and Walter Cooper, the tailor and lab~rer;--all 
these and others were in his widening and deepening 
circle. 2 Not agreed program or platform but common 
moral confidence in the exi.stdrtg and energizing soci-
ality of men gs men, common rejection of the abstract 
and the doctrinaire, and common impulse to concrete ex-
periment, formed the basis of Christian Socialist asso-
ciation, and it was firm and lasting among persons. 
The. chief intimate vehicle ·of procedure was 
the discussion meeting: first of all, of those involved 
in Politics for the People; then of more who met weekly 
2For backgrounds on these and all other major 
members of the Christian Socialist circle see Charles 
Raven, Christian s·ocialism. 1848-185.,4 (London: Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd., 1920), pp. 1-153. 
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to find together in the Bible spiritual roots for their 
temporal actions; then of these and others with working 
men to share confidence, frame of reference, aspira~ 
tion, and talent; and constantly later of those who 
formulated and guided and questioned the Working Men's 
Associations as the OouhctJ. of Prom'oters. Not only 
were these discussions the sources of Maurice's unique 
comprehension of the serious man 1 s yearnings and per: 
plexities in every walk of life; they were also the 
context of his insistence on the light in every man 
and the Light which underlay and enlightened them all 
together. Bible study and the daily problems of the 
associations were intrinsically related; and in each, 
men had much to learn from one another and much to 
give. 
Yet not only discussion but action in common 
was required and taken, of the most direct and imme-
diate kind as well as of the more impressive and public 
kind~ Near the Lincoln's Inn complex lay a fes~ering 
slum area of the worst kind, inhabited by the unruliest 
of people. Here Maurice and members of his Chapel con-
g,regation undertook to estab],ish a night school for men 
and shortly for women, boy~ and girls, to embody as men 
their conviction that other men were not uncared for. 
Little Ormond Yard was hardly a bit of yeast leavening 
the whole lump of London, but it was itself real and 
effective. 
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Action of a more imposing and ranging nature 
was of four kindso As his ser.mons sought to bring to 
congregations and readers of his own class and station 
the impact of social claims on Christian belief a.nd 
life, so tracts and magazines sought to bring to the 
working class the impact of their d1gni ty and the· 
Christian Gospel on their selves and hence on their 
circumstances. Politics for the People, Tracts on 
Christian Socialism, Tracts by Christian Socialists, 
The Christian Socialist, The Journal of Association, 
-•all these sought with a constant outpouring of pub-
lished sermons and connected series of sermons to bring 
classes together as men, first to accept and believe, 
and then to work in that acceptance and belief. Men 
could all understand what needed to be understood to 
live, of God, Man, society, and life; and neither the 
upper classes by their fear or jadedness, nor the lower 
by their envy, mise~, or rancour were incapable of 
seeing, loving, and working with the other. Broadsides, 
printed tracts, and ser.mons could reach them all. 
More concretely out of the discussions and 
proclamations of the first years came a specific organ-
izational focus for the work of Christian Socialism. 
Cooperative associations of wo~kmen in both distribuw 
tion and production had for some time been the subject 
of aspiration among non~Ohristian, indeed anti•Ohris• 
tian working circles, for purposes of self management 
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and profit. Now Maurice and his friends embraced the 
idea not so much ~or efficiency, or exclusion of capi~ 
talists, or greater profit among workers, but as a nat: 
ural way of effecting in work the ideal sociality of 
Man, with common responsibility, divided function, and 
spiritual as well as material objectives. A Council of 
Promoters £or Working Men 1s Associations met weekly at 
Maurice's and financed, established, and guided such 
cooperative ventures in London, advised on their estab-
lishment and direction elsewhere, and generally propa-
gandized for their principles and methods. Though most 
of the associations actually started by the Promoters 
failed fairly soon, the movement itself flourished, not 
unindebted to their early and firm espousal of the 
cooperative cause. 
One of the facets of this espousal deserves 
special notice as illustrative of Maurice's persistence 
in pursuing objectives in every helpful sphere. The 
passage of The Industrial and Provident Partnerships 
Bill in 18.52·, which legalized the machinery under which 
the erstwhile suspect cooperative associations were 
formed and operated, was due largely to the efforts of 
delegates o£ the Council of Promoters to the Parlia-
mentar,y committees concerned with such matters. Far 
from avoiding governmental involvement Maurice res• 
pected its prerogatives and courted its aid in basic 
projects. 
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The coincidence of this foundational success 
and Maurice's fear that his expulsion from King's Col~ 
lege would hinder his usefulness in the work of the 
Promoters turned his efforts in yet another and old 
direction. All his life his interests in education 
had been marked: in writing, in the old London Liter-
ary Chronicle and Athenaeum in the twenties, in Sub-
scription No Bqndage in defense of the XXXIX Articles 
as the ground of Oxford education in the early thir• 
t·ies 1 and in his Lectures on National Education and 
editorship of the Education Magazine in the later 
thirties; and in work, in teaching at King's College, 
the founding of Queen's College for women in 1848, and 
in the same year the efforts at Little Ormond Yard,~ 
conferences with working men, and Bible study meetings 
to educate as part of reform and communion. Now in 
1854 he and his friends founded the Working Men's Col-
lege in London, where it functions to this day, looking 
back to Maurice as its first Principal. 
In life as in thought, however, Maurice was 
fundamentally a theologian, and while he never lost, 
could never lose by the nature of his theology, his in~ 
tegral participation in the concrete life of society, 
his energies after the vital social years of 1848~54 
swung back again to the intellectual and moral phases 
of man's life. The publication of Theological Essays 
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in 1853 projected him again to the center of the theo-
logical struggle for Christian Socialism as for four 
years he had been at the center of its social ethical 
struggle. It was a single battle, for the impingement 
of eternity in time: in spiritual fellowship against 
the competitive and selfish pursuit. o'f rewards in an 
endless future state; and in practical cooperation 
against the competitive and selfish pursuit of rewards 
in this world 1s stuff and status. When the dominantly 
lay membership of the King's College Council dismissed 
him it was because his theology threatened theirs at 
the same time as its social ethic threatened theirs. 
And from this time he was again principally though 
never exclusively engaged in proclaiming the roots 
of all in the Knowledge of God in theological terms. 
When H. L. Mansel in the Bampton Lectures of 
1858 denied to finite man any possibility of knowledge 
of Infinite God he denied to the Bible any but a regu-
lative revelation and to God any but a legal role. The 
explosivenes~ of Maurice 1s response in What Is Revela-
~ and somewhat more quietly in Sequel to the Inquir~ 
attested to his sense that such denials also involved 
ultimate rootlessness for any theology ·other than ag-
nosticism and any ethic other than relativism or arbi~· 
trary dogmatism. And when G. W. Colensofs books on 
Romans and the Pentateuch appeared in the early six~ 
ties, tog~ther with the composite Essays and Reviews, 
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questioning the faith men placed in the Bible and 
Church on skeptical grounds, Maurice again responded 
in The Claims of the Bible and Science and Tracts for 
Priests and Peonle to defend the use of both Scripture 
and Church as living records of God1s Self~revelation 
in history. If He does not so reveal, then all is 
wind. That He does, candid men and historic Christian~ 
ity believe and see. The trouble with t~ese critics was 
the negativity of their skepticism which blinded them 
even to the truth lying behind their criticism. Life 
was often sto~y for.Maurice, in theology as in society. 
But life was not always stormy; nor was it un-
appreciated. The steady work of the fifties resulted 
in great and warm fellowship at Lincoln 1 s Inn and the 
Working Men 1 s College, and the private publication of 
almost every sermon, discourse, lecture, as well as 
sections of his massive Moral and Metaphysical Philoso~ 
~~ and the controversial books already mentioned. It 
also resulted in his appointment in 1860 to the Chapel 
of St. Peter's, Vere Street, an incumbancy at the 
pleasure of the Crown. On the basis of the ~heological 
Essays, What Is Revelation, Sequel to the Inquiry, and 
Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy he was appointed in 
1866 to the Knightsbridge Professorship of Casuistry,. 
Moral Theology and Moral Philosophy at Cambridge. £ere 
where much of his heart had always been intellectually 
~0 
he lived out the remainder of his life, lecturing in-
defatigably, writing, preaching, and 11 digging." 
The last years were quieter than the middle 
ones only partly because age often reduces baldness of 
proclamation and stridency of assault. They were qui-
eter also because certain basic positions had been 
spun out and were becoming part of the weave of church 
life. On the two central themes of his life: (1) no 
longer would the identification of eternal life with an 
endless rewarded or punished future time be the exclu-
sively received interpretation of the Church, imposed 
alike by a bellicose religious press and a tamed clergy 
--Johannine eternal life as the timeless knowledge of 
God again had admission to her life, as it had always 
had such vitality in scripture and creed and history; 
and (2) no longer would the'Ohurch stand wholly aloof 
from the life and suffering and aspiration o~ the work-
ing man, or even stand sanction for the individualistic 
selfishness of competitive capitalism~-the principles 
of the essential sociality of Man and cooperation among 
men again had credence as they had always had in all 
the high eras of Christian histor,y. None the less ef-
fective because it entered the whole fabric of his time 
rather than winning a school of disciples and develop-
ing systematic positions, Maurice's influence works as 
he wished he himself could have worked more often~-and 
as God works--unhasting and unresting. 
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CHAPTER X 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary 
The issues before this dissertation were two: 
the kinde of connec~ion present between Maurice's theo~ 
logical method and his so~ial ethic; and the theoreti-
cal explanation of his apparently vaecillating radical 
and conservative inclinations; together with any gener-
alizations suggested thereby. Its substance has been 
an analysis of the presuppositions, raw materials and 
criteria, methodology, and products of his epistemolo-
gy in both of its interpenetrating aspects of the 
Knowledge o~ God and the Practice of Society, based 
almost entirely on his own writings. 
The Knowledge of God, in which all other knowl~ 
edge has its origin and point, ~s decisive, personal, 
and possible. It constitutes eternal life; it consists 
of the intimation, acceptance, and communion of God as 
Reality, and of a framework of light which discloses 
the proximate realities of other acquaintance and un-
derstanding; and it is open to all men, hidden to them 
o~ly by moral and intellectual assertions of self, in 
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denials and notions. Its presence means insight, ener-
gy, and harmony; its absence means confusion, debilita• 
tion, and strifee 
The Knowledge of God is authored by Him, its 
stand&~ guaranteed by Him, and its practice generated 
by Him. .Since He stands behind all experience and all 
occasions and discovers Himself in them, His Knowledge 
is pursued t~~ough them in a process Maurice refers to 
as 11 digging. 11 Admittedly circular, as all candid epis .... 
temology is, such revelation is mediated through 11 facts}' 
distinguished from mere occurrences by their disclosure 
of underlying principles and serving in turn to fortify 
such principles. What is revealed is God Himself, a 
Person through Acts to persons in actso 
The 11 facts 11 of such a revelation are in the 
weave of all human lifee The concrete experiences of 
men as men, in individual and social histor.1, in their 
communicability and not their pure privacies, by both 
the direction of fulfillment and joy and the indirec-
tion of failure and miser,y, are the datae Most partic-
ularly the occasions enshrined in the Christian Scrip~ 
tures, Creeds, and Liturgies are such 11 f'actsll and disA 
close the principles by which others are to be compre~ 
hended$ The criteria are ubiquity, commonness, and 
satisfaction of the cravings of heart, mind, and con~ 
science, candidly construed and pitted against the 
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systems of men. Reasonableness and helpfulness in 
social actuality and human need are not just prudential 
counsels but epistemological criteria. 
What is discovered of God as God is the social~ 
ity of His Being, in distinct, volunt&r~ly inseparable 
Persons of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. What is dise 
covered of God as Christ is the original and final co~ 
porate constitution of Man in Him, His persistent Lord~ 
ship of histor.y, and His redemptive guarantee of Man 
against the ubiquitous Whisperer of Self. What is dis-
covered of God as Spirit is the active ontological 
grounding of the ethic of submission in the Fatherrs 
. 
Love~ the ~on 1 s Sacrifice, and His own Bond; and the 
energies of that ethic in men against self pride, for 
social harmony, and for personal communion. As Orea~ 
tion, Incarnation, and Ascension are the metaphysical 
heart of the revelation, so Sacrifice, the Cross, and 
Resurrection are its moral heart. 
Because these threads of the Knowledge of God 
are found in human life, essentially social, and expe~­
rienced there, Maurice is an organic participant in 
society, by choice as by creation,-~to seek out God 1s 
Being, Will, and Way, to test his own apprehensions of 
them, and to realize their substance in spiritual fel~ 
lowship and practical cooperation. Here in the Family 
he finds and nurtures the voluntar,y responsibilities of 
direct authority and obedience and intimate personal 
consciousness and communion. In the nation he finds 
and nu:r.atures the enr.i,ching idiosyncracies of neighbors 
against the common background of liberty under law) 
equality of dignity, and fraternity of function. Na-
tional society 1 in economic and political life alike, 
discloses and requires hierarchical structures and re" 
sponsible morale, both defined differences and volun~ 
tar.y mutuality, to honor Manrs creation as men and not 
things. And in the Church he finds and nurtures that 
universality of Man 1s citizenship and Christ's Kingship 
which limits national distinctions from anarchy, pro-
' tecta civil powers from tyranny~ and offers to each man 
the realization of his claim in Christ for new birth 
and communion. The revelation, energizing 1 and chas-
tisement of men and nations in Christ is the life of 
the Church& 
~his Practice of Society, the revelation and em-
• 
bodiment of God 1 s Knowledge in the organs and occasions 
of social life, has an inevitably doub~e movement. It 
constitutes the field of human discovery, testing, and 
culmination of that Knowledge and has hence epistemol-
ogical priority and finality. But it constitutes also 
a field of Divine creation~ disclosure, promise, and 
communion, gifts of God1 s Self and has hence metaphys• 
ical subordination. The epistemological movement is by 
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experience up and down, from man to God and back; the 
metaphysical movement, a warp to the other 1s woof, is 
by affirmation down and up; together the whole is both 
mutable and changeless, both energetic and calm, both 
courageous and majestic, content and sanction blending 
toward a fusi.on of hope and faith in charity. 
More specifically, since the Author and Object 
of the Knowledge of God is Personal and the subject of 
the Practice of Society equally personal~ and both de~ 
fined by constantly renewed acts of will~ a radical, 
unfinished, discontented bent is organic to Mauricets 
views. Personal encounters, even as they approach com-
munion, need renewal, and here as in less lofty occa~ 
sions in the Practice of Society, distortions, denials, 
failures, and misery lurk constantly. Fixity, which 
men so often by blindness or false and transient self• 
interest, mistake for perfection, cannot be predicated 
of the Knowledge of God, either in discovery or in 
fulfillment. Underneath every occasion is God, imper~ 
fectly perceived, His gifts imperfectly received, His 
Will imperfectly obeyed. Hence probing in the Knowl-
edge of God and discontent with the Practice of Society 
characterize human life at its best. 
At the same time the discontent is of substance 
and not principally of form. A fierce opponent of any 
doctrine of the circumstantial constitution of man, 
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Maurice locates evil elsewhere than in social struc-
turesa Though some there may be that contravene Godts 
Will, these wil~ be shown by their staggeringly tor-
mented historical path and passage. Those that perse-
vere and by and large conduce to harmony in the Knowl-
edge of God and the ethic of submission are of God Him~ 
self. Since His are the earth and men, ·the basic and 
long lived institutions of human life are His also. 
Since His revelation is in and through that life, test~ 
ed there, and known there, that is, since He Himself is 
met there, its organs are not for play but for truth. 
They are given. The family, division of 1abor, wealth, 
position, responsibility, authority, and power; aristo-
cracy, middle e.lass, and working class; monarchy, no-
bility, and the demos; bishops,and the Qhurch; war, 
colonization; and missions;--all are parts of the nine-
teenth century structure of Godts things for the nur-
ture and instruction of His children, for their mutual 
fellowship; and for His with them. Hence a conserva-
tive, structurally uncritical, patient bent is also o~ 
ganic to Maurice 1 s view. To think that to find God, or 
man's good, is to overthrow and reconstitute society or 
any major ingredient in it, is to presume man 1s consti~ 
tution by himself and through his creatures and not by 
his Creator and through His; or it is to presume the 
present world to be structurally of the Devil, God 
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being helpless in that house divided. It is never so 
much a question of any structure as it is of the usages 
of every structure. And to use by overthrow is a per-
ilous assumption of prerogative not just against his• 
tory but against histor,yts Lord. When God requires the 
overth~ow of a false structure His evidence will be 
manifest and writ large, and His end will come from Him 
as men do His Will, not from men doing their own. To 
work for the radical realization of His Knowledge in 
every act and every man, and let the structures stand 
or sway accordingly, is but to confess that God has 
always revealed and taught, reached and touched, chas~ 
~ised and blessed men and needs not a sudden redesign;.:~~ 
ing of His world by men to bring Him ino To work for 
that realization by usurping His work is contradictory 
and destructive, submissive only to the Devil. 
Fortified with the conviction of Godfs eternal 
Authorship, historic Revelation, and present Action, 
Maurice contends lustily for the transformation not of 
society but of its usages. Dogmatic roots give him 
patient indefatigability with men and occasions, im-
patient anger with parties, schemes, notions. Without 
a niche carved out for himself or a design drawn up for 
a part of society, he is intent on penetrating all 
theological yearnings and all social relationships with 
the truths of ~od 1 s History and Gospel, leaving to Him 
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whether they will work a secondary formal change theree 
What matters is not man 1 s present style but God 1 s eter-
nal ethos, and preoccupations with style, either to 
preserve or to change are fraught with self~assertive 
dangers. God 1s ethos has in:all ages worked in funda~ 
mental institutions and will continue so to do, to the 
extent to which men will receive its workings at all. 
And it will find in each age changing secondary mecha-
nisms by which these institutions function. The basic 
institutions cannot be destroyed; but the secondary 
forms· are sacred neither to preserve nor to establish. 
Transformation of use may carry implicit reformation of 
these forms: for example, division of labor, personal 
distinctiQn, and property are historic and permanent; 
but wage labor in the employ of managing owners is a 
system in man 1 s hands to use and to lay requirements 
on, then in God 1 s to alter or con~erve as it serves. 
In all this, man 1 s central response to Divine 
dharity is human charity. To see men as joint heirs 
with Christ of His Creation and Redemption is to suffer 
in their sufferings, to tejoice in their rejoicings, 
and to learn in their learnings. It is to bless them 
in their partial comprehensions of the Light that 
lighteth every man, and to judge only the explicit and 
implicit judgments of men on Him and on each other. 
The ubiquitous sin is lust of self's flesh and world; 
~9 
the chief help for all is the welcome of even limping 
ideas and actions for the Light that is in them; and 
the most·horrid pitfall for each is the repudiation of 
e.ny 11 other11 just because it is an 11 other .. 11 Oharity is 
both metaphysically Real and epistemologically help-
ful. 
2.., Conclusions 
Two general conclusions follow from these ob~ 
servations: (1) that a theological method predicated 
on Godts Self discover.y throughout history, its recur~ 
rences and its occasions, both individual and social, 
will conduce to interpenetrations of social ethical 
and theological concerns; {2) that··an epistemological· 
fusion of a Personal Source and organic historical 
sources will conduce to a social ethical fusion of 
substantive radicalism and structural conservatism. 
The first of these is simpler. If the Knowl-
edge of God is Eternal Life; if God Himself authors it; 
if His Self disclosure lies through (both in and be~ 
hind) the common occasions of the life of individual, 
family, nation, and church; if the Incarnation seals 
what is thus already, because eternally, valid; then 
these same common occasions of life become both field, 
test, and fulfillment of that Knowledge, and man finds 
meaning in the Practice of Society and reality in the 
Knowledge of God only as he constitutes both of them 
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interacting contexts and purposes in his livingo 
The second is more complex. Maurice is by 
much testimony both endlessly discontented and yet end~ 
lessly patient, always digging and~et never destroy-
ing, warring against failure and yet never demanding 
total success. A dauntless critic of words, actions, 
and relationships, he is yet a staunch defender of the 
given structure of English social life. Why? Part of 
the answer is epistemological e~d hence general. 
If the Knowledge of God be comprised of direct 
revelation from a Person to persons, two possibilities 
ensue: either such knowledge is knowledge only in the 
vaguest sense, a purely privately mystical one; or it 
is knowledge in the strictest propositional and regula-
tive sense, definitive and precise. According to its 
content such knowledge then holds all society and his-
tory damned or irrelevant; or it is arbitrarily and 
actively judgmental and/or rigidly apologetic of difQ 
ferent social relationships and structures. CharitY,, 
combination, resiliency, and flexibility are present 
only by the vagaries of content and not essentially. It 
is possible by the content of such a knowledge radical~ 
ly to condemn and hence either to escape or overthrow 
the structure of the present age because it fails of 
consonance with the Will of God revealed in that direct, 
regulative knowledge; it is possible equally to defend 
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that etructure because it succeeds; or it is possible 
to condemn and defend differentially as parts of that 
structure fail or succeed. In any event the condemna~ 
tion and defense will be rigidly confident, with temp-
tations toward the fanatical. 
Likewise if the Knowledge of God be comprised 
of static forms, immutable principles expressed in all 
the variably changing patterns of human existence, re-
vealing the mind of God in their structure, two possi• 
bilities ensue: either it is knowledge of an ethereal 
world percei~ed wholly beyond earthly forms; or it is 
knowledge of a world of principle clearly perceived 
throughout earthly forms. Again according solely to 
its content such knowledge holds all society and his• 
tor.y damned or irrelevant; or it is arbitrarily an~ 
actively judgmental and/or rigidly apologetic of 
different social relationships and structures. Again 
charity, resiliency, and flexibility are present only 
by the vagaries of content, not essentially. It is 
possible by the content of such a knowledge radically 
to condemn and hence to escape or overthrow the struc~ 
ture of·the present age because it fails of consonance 
with the Mind of God revealed in formal patterns; or to 
defend because it succeeds; or differentially to defend 
and condemn according to its parts. Again the rigid 
confidence is present because the structural revelation 
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is as fi~ed here as the regulative one was before, and 
the occasions and geometry of the present age precisely 
matched and judged. 
On the other hand, if the Knowledge of God is 
the Biblical knowledge of a Person by persons, mediated 
through Acts which by their nature are of a Self exw 
pressed in communicable, and f'ortnal;' ·hence~.Hellerricp 
forms, and calling forth not either sheer obedience or 
sheer understanding, but voluntar.y and reasonable hie~ 
archical fellowship (reasonable because voluntary and 
voluntary because reasonable)~--then the Maurician mode 
follows& Since a Self cannot be precisely mediated, 
except in a visible incarnate Self and then not unelu~ 
sively, and certainly not regulatively or proposition-
ally, no form, nor any occasion, will ever fully express 
the Right and the Truth, and no form, nor any occasion$ 
will ever fully satisfy its function or justify its 
status. Hence radical discontent, digging, and criti~ 
que are organic to such epistemology. Neither escape, 
nor satisfaction, nor apology can be construed appli-
cable either to the whole or to any part of society, 
anly constant criticism and struggle toward better 
usages and responses. 
Yet since that same Selffs authorship of those 
contexts in which His Acts speak to men guarantees 
their existence and warrants their adequacy, no form, 
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nor :any OCJ}aS1Q,nfJ_:;t~_withou·t tf+e ill.ght~_a:_ng. tb.e W.:ruth. 
He has given these contexts; He has spoken in their use 
and their abuse alike; He has inspired men's reading Qf 
them, and He avenges them in any repudiation. As the 
appointed contexts of disclosure, validation, and ful~ 
fillment, they are never wholly transmuted by the 
worldfs disfugurements. Hence conservative patience, 
reverence, and defenee are also organic to such epis~ 
temology. Overthrow and new construction deny the 
existing constituti~n _in God of His Creation and its 
orders. They deny the organic quality of man in soci~ 
ety~ and assert a false mechanical influence of indi~ 
viduals and circumstances. And they conduce to a 
proliferation of their own anarchic implications 
among men. 
The peculiar combinations of theological and 
social commitment, and, ~n both, of combat and recon-
ciliation, of critique and acceptance, of austerity and 
richness, of dogmatism and charity, which characterize 
Maurice are inherent in his theological metnod. As 
such they ~rill characterize also all those who carry 
both a similar methodology and an equal consistency of 
thought and life. 
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To Mr. Ludlo't'V 
Bradley 1 Newton Abbot, August 2Sj 1849. 
MY DEAR FRIEND, 
I should have liked ver,y much to be with you on 
the 28th. It is the eve of my birthday. I have 
been about 44 years in the world and I feel that I 
have done almost nothing of the work that I was 
sent into it to do.. The strong sense of a vocation 
--I may say, for you will not misunderstand me and 
set down the words to mere vanity--of a vocation to 
be a Church Reformer has struggled in my own mind 
with great natural indolence and despondency, and 
in my own social intercourse with the incapacity of joining those who see Reformation, but who give a 
meaning to the word which seems to me frivolous and 
false. I cannot enter into a party for the sake of 
compassing an end which involves the destruction of 
party. I have therefore been more delighted than . 
most other persons would have been at the opportun-
ity of meeting earnest people as friends and not as 
allies who must assuredly be agents, perhaps the 
main agents, in bringing about whatever changes, 
good or evil, take place during the next ten years. 
I am most thankful to be able to connect Church 
Reformation with social Reformation--to have all 
one's thoughts tested by their application to actu~ 
al work and by their power of meeting the wants of 
suffering, discontented, resolute men. Whatever 
will not stand that trial is not good for much. I 
am sure that all which is of God in my desires and 
methods will; that what is my own will be exposed 
and cast out as it ought to be. 
I .should wish to have told poor Hetherington, 
who as~ed me in so touching a manner to use my in~ 
fluence with the Government on behalf of their 
plens~ that if I wrote to Sir George Grey as he did, 
I should be sure of meeting with the same treatment, 
and with much better excuse; I do not see why a 
busy secretary of state may not throw the sugges~ 
tions of a theorist like me into the fire, though 
he is bound to heed the cries of one who tells what 
he has suffered, and what he fancies would be a 
means of redress. But though I have not the slight-
est direct power of acting on the minds of states" 
men, I do not think myself the least absolved from 
the duty of helping all I can to give the Communist 
principle a fair trial. On the contrary, I am con-
vinced that the obligations of clergymen in this 
respect are stronger and their opportunities 
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gr,eat.e11:j;tha.n tn.ose·_Jofr.Si roGeQ~g~('j Grey I.Jand.lLo.rd John·: 
Russell. The State, I think, cannot be Communist; 
never will be; never ought to be. It is by nature 
and law Conservative of individual rights, individ• 
ual possessions. To uphold them it may be co~el­
led {it must be) to recognise another principle 
than that of individual rights and property; b~t 
only by accident; only by going out of its own 
sphere, as it so rightly did in the case of the 
factory children. But the Church, I hold, is Com-
munist in principle; Conservative of property and 
individual rights only by accident; bound to recog• 
nise them, but not as its own special work; not as 
the chief object of human society or existence. 
The union of Ohurch and State, of bodies existing 
for opposite ends, each necessary to the other, i~, 
it seems to me; precisely that which shou~d accom-
plish the fusion of the principles of Communism and 
of property. A Church without a State must pro-
claim Proudhon 1 s doctrine if it is consistent with 
itself; a State without a Church is merely support~ 
ed by Jew brokers and must ultimately become only a 
stock exchange. Those who on High Church, Low 
Church or Dissenting grounds cry out for the aboli-
tion of this union are working unconsciously to~ 
wards one or other of these ends, or· rather towards 
the most tremendous struggle of two opposing, and, 
in their separation, equally destructive and god-
less principles. What I say is: To accomplish th~ 
best objects of those who desire this dissolution--
to remove the fearful mischief which th~y rightly 
see follows from our present condition~~we want the 
Church fully to understand her own foundation, 
fully to work out the Communism which is implied in 
her existence. She has been for a long while look-
ing upon herself merely as a witness for the prin-
ciple of property, merely as_ a second State insti-
tuted to embody and protect it. So far as her out• 
ward position is concerned this ignominious theory 
has involved all the degradation and state~subse~ 
viency of which, on different grounds, Mr. Denison 
and Baptist Noel complain. But it has led to worse 
inward consequences of whiCh they do not complain, 
but which they both in their different ways have 
been promoting; to a low view I mean of spiritual . 
blessings, to a habit of regarding them as the prop-
erty of an exclusive body or of the individual 
elect; not as treasures like the light and air of, 
which all may partake together: hence to a misun-
derstanding, contraction, or underrealising of the 
truths of God1 s Absolute, Fatherly Love, of the 
Incarnation, of the Sacrifice for all, whiah are 
the great elements of Christianity as the Revela-
tion to mankind and the universe. 
Church Reformation therefore, in its highest 
sense, I conceive involves theologically the re-
aesertion of these truths in their fulness apart 
from their Calvinistical and Tractarian limitations 
or dilutions; socially the assertion on the ground 
of these truths of an actual living community under 
Christ in which no man has a right to call anything 
that he has his own but in which there is spiritual 
fellowship and practical co-operation; nationally 
the assertion of a union, grounded not on alliances 
and compromises but on the constitution of things, 
between this Universal Community and the State of 
which the principle is Personal Distinction and the 
symbol Property. For ~his I desire to labour in 
all ways, being most• carefur to choose none by· self 
will or from mere calculations of expediency, and 
to avoid none, which God points out, because it may 
seem dangerous to oqeself .. or to mere formal onlook-
ers. I believe whbe·ve'r ..... entletrs on this pat>hvmust lay 
his account with opposition, active or passive, from 
all quarters; must eagerly welcome and set down for 
gain all tokens of sympathy; must have no confidence 
in himself; must cultivate entire confidence in God 
and in the certainty of His purposes. It will and 
must be a long battle, in which many, even stand-
ard bearers, will fall. But the issue1is not to be doubted; let. us work and trust for it. 
1 Maurice, Life, II, 7-10. 
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II: WORKS OF OTHER AUTHORS 
The following bibliography is selected accord-
ing to use, and is not exhaustive according to useful-
ness. The four sections are described in Chapter One~ 
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Storr, Vernon F~ The Development of English Theology 
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Press., Ltd., 1948. 
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4. Unpublished Dissertations 
Hartley, A. J. 11 The Literary Influence of Frederick 
Denison Maurice." Unpublished Ph.D .. disserta'"* 
tion, University of London, currently in 
progress. 
Porter, John Francis. 11 The Place of Christ in the 
Thought of F. D. Maurice." Unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, Columbia University, 1959. 
Ranson, Guy Harvey. nF. D. Maurice 1 s Theology of Soc-
iety: A Critical Study. 11 Unpublished Ph.D .. 
dissertation, Yale University, 1956. 
Sanders, Charles Richard.. 11 The Relation of Frederick 
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THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD AND THE PRACTICE OF SOCIETY 
IN FREDERICK DENISON MAURICE 
(Publication No. ). 
Harry Fehr Booth, Ph. D. 
Boston University Graduate School~ 1963 
Major Instructor: Professor Walter G. Muelder 
The general purpose of this dissertation is an 
exposition of the inner logic connecting the theologi-
cal method of F. D. Maurice with his social ethic. By 
theological method a.~e·'~nten.l!ll.ed. the assumptions, pro-
cedures~ and criteria integral to a man 1s approach to-
ward the affirmations and service of his ultimate con-
earns. By social ethic are~tntended the meaning and 
functions attributed by a man to historic human soci• 
ety, and the import and character of his analysis of 
and action in its concrete forms and occasions. And by 
connection in inner logic are inffiended a mutual deter-
mination and constitution of the two by each other, 
initiation varying with persons and contexts. 
The special purpose of this dissertation is the 
use of this inner logic to explain and internally to 
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justify a rare, ~d essentially only apparent, incon-
sistency in Maurice's social ethic, a conjuction of 
radicalism and conservatism, of a dogmatic fervor fdr 
root principles in the content of human relationships 
and an accommodating support of existing forms in the 
structure of those relationships in society. The dis-
sertation suggests an addition to prevalent ethical, 
sociological, and psychological explanations of this 
conjunction, of an epistemological one, the more 1m~ 
portant because, independent of Maurice's personal 
flavor and context, it affects all who operate on 
similar methodological foundations. 
The body of the dissertation consists of an 
analysis, based almost-exclusively on Maurice's own 
indefatigable and highly characteristic writings, of 
his convictions of the office, nature, Source, method, 
sources, criteria, and content of the Knowledge of God, 
and of the constitution, principles, usages, and ef-
fects of the Practice of Society, .. constant attention 
being given to the interplay of all these threads of 
his thought and action. 
The resulting thesis is that .on the grounds of 
a theology of personal will it is possible radically to 
ignore, or to oppose the structure of this present age, 
as well as its ethos, to the character and purpose of 
God, the enemy being sinful rebellion; that on the 
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grounds of a theology of form it is also possible rad~ 
ically to ignore, or to oppose this structure and ethos 
to the character and mind of God; the enemy being fini.:.. 
tude; but that in Mauricets conjunction of a person 
centered metaphysic and a pattern conscious epistemolw 
ogy two consequences inhere. (l)'That the common forms 
and occasions of the Practice of Society in family~ na-
tion, and church become field, test, and fulfillment of 
a man 1 s Knowledge of God~ and he finds meaning in that 
Practice and reality in that Knowledge only as he con-
stitutes both as interpenetrating contexts and purposes 
of his living. (2) That since a Person cannot precise-
, 
ly be mediated in such forms and occasions radical dig-
ging through them to their better usages is inherent in 
such a methodology; while since that Person has autho~ 
ed these forms and occasions, conservative reverence 
for their maintenance in being is likewise inherent. 
To realize more fully the already constituted voluntar,y 
and reasonable hierarchical fellowship of God and man 
and the resultant additional practical cooperation of 
man and man, and to do so by transformation of usage 
and not revolution of form, is the business of men of a 
Maurician turn of theological methodology, essentially 
and not accidentally. 
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